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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

SCE has committed to the NRC that the Unit 1 intake structure will be inspected every refueling outage in accordance with the NRC approved surveillance program.  
As a part of this surveillance program, the structure was inspected in 1986, and the "1 Report of First Surveillance for SONGS Unit 1 Intake Structure (Cycle IX)"1, dated May 1986, is on file. The intake structure was reinspected in December 1988. The latter inspection results indicate that the corrosion process continues and differs in port -ions of the structure. It was determined based on the inspection and evaluation of structural margins that the structure 
maintains its ability to withstand a 0.67g Modified Housner seismic event. However, to ensure the future ability of the structure to maintain its integrity, a crossover section of -the north wall (approximately lO'x9' high) was recommended to be repaired because of the numerous indications of corrosion that appeared since the previous inspections. The repair will ensure the continued structural integrity of theintake structure and its ability to withstand a design seismic event until at least the Cycle XI surveillance.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The intake structure is a reinforced concrete structure which provides the structural transition from the pipes that collect and discharge sea water for condenser 
cooling and safety related salt water cooling. The intake structure also supports the safety related salt water cooling pumps.  

In June 1984, exposed reinforcing steel bars and local concrete spalls were found at the north stop gate slot.  Subsequent dewatering and inspection of the intake structure showed that some of the reinforcing steel near the concrete surfaces in cotact with sea water were corroded. In order to define the extent of corrosion and its effect on the structure, a coring and chipping program was undertaken. Additional tests and examinations performed had included half-cell testing, petrographic examinations, and chemical testing for chloride content. The investigation concluded that a repair program was required.  

The repair program included bolting strap plates to designated areas of the screen and pump wells. Design of the plates was based on the conservative assumption that the inside reinforcement was non-existent in the repaired areas. The strap plates were prItected against corrosion with a coal tar epoxy coating and sacrificial zinc anode cathodic protection.  

The investigation and evaluation of the structure established that intrusion of chloride ions was the cause of the structural deterioration, which had primarily occurred to the interior reinforcing steel in the screen well areas of the structure. It was also concluded that the condition of the structure would be monitored through a regular surveillance program. For details of the evaluation and repair, see Reference 1.  
In February-May 1986, the First Surveillance (Cycle IX refueling outage) was performed as committed to by SCE based on the guidelines approved by the NRC (References 5 and 6). The surveillance is documented in Reference 2. It was found that the repairs of 1984 were in very good condition. The inspection of 1986 revealed that the corrosion process was continuing. The only new concentration of rust spots was found on the northeast section of the intake tunnel ceiling approaching the screen well. During the interval between the 1984 and 1986 inspections the quantity of corrosion products was not as extensive as observed in 1984 which indicated that the corrosion process was not progressing rapidly.  
The 1986 inspection also indicated a lack of systematic corrosion.
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1.1 PIRFQSE 

The Purpose of this report is to document the results of the surveillance activities which were performed in December 1988 (Cycle X refueling outage).  

1.2 SCOPE 

In preparation for the surveillance activities the unrepaired concrete structural elements (those areas not repaired in 1984) of the intake structure were reevaluated to determine reinforcement requirements to maintain the operability of the safety related salt water cooling system during a DBE. The areas evaluated were the north and south walls of the intake tunnel including the ceiling, screen well walls, concrete beams, and the transition portion. All other areas were either repaired in 1984 with strap plates or classified as Quality Class NSR because their failure would not affect the 4% minimum salt water flow to the salt water cooling pumps. The analysis identified the portions ofwalls and ceilings that would require repair if the rebars are corroded beyond acceptable limits, and the areas where the concrete strength without inside face rebar is sufficient (Calculation ISR-CC-01). The areas of potential repair (Figure 1) included the north wall between the stop gate slot and the recirculation gate MOV-9, the ceiling between MOV-9 and the turning vanes, the lower portion of the east screen well, and the north and south walls of the upper screen well areas.  The repair for the above areas was designed based on the conservative assumption that the layer of rebars closest to salt water (inside face) was completely corroded and the concrete cover was delaminated. Repair details are shown in DCP 1-3440.OBC and DCP 3078.01BC.  

The surveillance of the intake structure consisted of underwater visual inspection and half-cell measurements with silver-silver chloride half-cell using divers. The surveillance was conducted in accordance with Station Maintenance Procedures (References 7 and 8). The surveillance activities concentrated on the areas of potential repair where more detailed inspections were performed with hydroblasting and hammer tapping.  

2.0 VISUAL OBSERVATIONS 

The visual observations recorded the evident signs of corrosion in the intake structure. The visual 
observations were documented on the Visual Inspection drawings in Appendix C. The numbered circles on the drawings correspond to the First Surveillance Visual Observations Field Notes with numbers 1 through 141,
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and the numbered squares correspond to the Second Surveillance Visual Observation Field Notes with numbers 142 through 280. The Visual observations Field Notes are given in Appendix A. The visual observations wee 1used as the primary basis for determining the extent of material deterioration (concrete and 
reinforcing steel).  

The visual inspection of the intake structure was conducted underwater by divers. The divers were directed by SCE and Bechtel engineering personnel via a remote video monitor. The inspection was documented on videotapes as well.  

The 1984 repaired areas and the areas where the layer of rebars closest to seawater could corrode without compromising the structural integrity of the intake structure were inspected for major deficiencies such as exposed rebars and deep concrete spalls. The strap plates were inspected for integrity of the coating, presence of corrosion products, condition of the anodes, and tightness of the nuts.  

The visual examination identified characteristics similar to those observed in 1986 such as small rust spots, shallow spalls, localized concrete surface discoloration and staining. With one exception, as discussed below, there was no evidence of any increase 

the previous inspections (1984 and 1986). Corrosion indications were not uniform throughout the intake structure and varied from one area to another without any discernible pattern.  

The only substantial increase in the number of rust spots was observed on the north wall crossover between the stop gate slot and the MOV-9 recirculation gate slot (above Elevation (-) 11'). This area exhibited heavy staining in combination with rust spots and two hollow sounding areas. This portion of the wall was not sounded in 1986 because hammer sounding of concrete elements is not required by the surveillance procedures and the number of indications on the wall was insignificant. Since almost no corrosion products were observed in 1986, it is concluded that the hollow sounding areas are largely due to progressive rebar corrosion and subsequent delamination of the concrete cover. The north wall crossover was analyzed to determine its structural capacity without rebars.  
The moment capacity of the wall without rebars was determined to be less than the moment produced by the design loading conditions ( M ultimate = 8.18 k-ft < M actual = 8.65 k-ft). Since the u ure possibility 
of rebar loss exists in this area, the wall was
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repaired with strap plates in January 1989. The repair is similar to the repair program performed in 1984 
during the Return to Service effort. Specific underwater repair details are given in DCP 1

l344yOBC.  2.1 UNDERWATER VISUAL OBSERVATIONS 

The north wall and the south wall (intermediate wall between screen wells) were repaired with the strap plates in 1984. The strap plates extend up to approximate Elevations (-) 10' and (-) 4' respectively.  In 1986, numerous rust spots with discoloration of concrete were observed on the norti wall to spread randomly over the surface of the wall, mostly in its lower portion within the previously repaired area.  
During the second surveillance inspection in 1989 several new rust spots were found in the lower portion of the wall adjacent to and above the strap plates. No signs of delamination were noticed. Two spalled areas in the middle section of the wall were found. The depth of the spalls does not exceed 1/8 . The spalled areas approximately coincide with areas chipped and repaired in 1984.  

Approximately 10 new rust spots were found on the intermediate wall, seven of them are located above.-the existing strap plates and were randomly located.  However, for the intermediate wall the calculated moments are smaller than the unreinforced moment 
capacity of the wall. Therefore, its structural 
integrity is not compromised.  

All the strap plates in the north screen well showed no sign of distress. The nuts attaching the strap plates to the anchor bolts were checked for looseness. None of the nuts could be turned by hand. The coal tar epoxy coatings were not damaged and no corrosion products were observed. Anodes showed little corrosion and are acceptable.  

East wall.of the screen well was inspected and three rust spots and one strip of reddish brown rust were found underwater. No signs of delamination were present.  

West wall of the screen well was not inspected in detail because the calculated moments for this wall are less than the unreinforced concrete moment capacity. No major deficiencies were noticed on the wall. Therefore, its structural integrity is not compromised.
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South Screen well 

The south wall and the north wall (intermediate wall 
between screen wells) have strap plates up to approximate Elevations (-) 6' and (-) 4 respectively 
only one new rust spot on the southwall with a hollow 
sounding area around it was found near the abandoned 
pump stop gate slot. The area was repaired with the 
strap plates in 1984. The rust spot coupled with the hollow sounding area is not a structural concern 
because the existing strap plates repairs do not rely on the internal layer of rebars and concrete cover.  

On the intermediate wall a number (approximately 17) of new rust spots and small cracks wee found. Most of these deficiencies are concentrated along the abandoned Pump stop gate slot and the traveling screen slot on the line of a concrete construction joint. However, the calculated moments for the intermediate wall are smaller than the unreinforced moment capacity.  Therefore, its structural integrity is not compromised.  
North and South Dig- Bay-s 

The walls and the ceiling of the pump bays were repaired with the strap plates in 1984. The strap plates, bolts, nuts, and coating showed no signs of distress or deficiencies. The pump bays showed a few new rust spots which were randomly located. Overall', the pump bays showed little change from the previous surveillance.  

Transition Sction 

As in 1986, this portion of the structure was accessible for inspection. The two old diagonal cracks and minor spalling on the floor which were observed in 1986 showed no further deterioration.  

Tsunami Gate Structure 

The roof of the tsunami gate structure shows signs of continued rusting of the sheet metal which was used for forming the concrete slab.  

Crossover Scton 

The inspection was performed on the intake tunnel azid discharge sides of the crossover. The north wall has two hollow sounding areas (one area is 4 feet in diameter and the other is 2 feet high by 5 feet long), several rust spots and a crack. During the 1986 surveillance, this area of the wall was not sounded and only three rust spots were observed. All these
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indications in combination with rust staining on the wall indicate possible rebar corrosion and concrete cover delamination. This area had signs of accelerated deterioration.  

The crossover tunnel was also inspected but not videotaped because it is a non-safety related portion of the structure. A number of rust spots were observed on the walls of the non-safety related tunnel. The overall condition of the tunnel is satisfactory.  

MOV-9 

No major deficiencies were found in the gate slot.  
Intake rTunnel between Tsunami Gate Slot and Screen Wel 
The north wall of the intake tunnel below the crossover area showed five new randomly located rust spots with exuding rust products and a crack along the recirculation gate slot in addition to two rust spots which were found in 1986. This area was hydroblasted 
for closer inspection. However, no additional 
indications were found. The area sounded as solid concrete. The portion of the north wall between the recirculation gate MOV-9 and the screen well showed no signs of further corrosion.  

On the south wall between the tsunami gate slot and the screen well the divers observed no substantial 
indications of continued corrosion and no spalls.  
The ceiling of the intake tunnel was cleaned from marine growth by hydroblasting and showed no new rust spots or any other signs of concrete deterioration.  

Flow vanes were briefly inspected and no major deficiencies were noticed by the divers.  

3.0 H.ALF-CELL MEASUREMENTS 

3.1 General 

Since the First Surveillance performed in 1986, the half-cell measurement procedure was revised and the spacing between the grid points was increased from 4' to 8' (Reference 7). The spacing was increased with the provision that additional measurements would be taken in the areas where the readings differed by more than 0. lv.  

During the Second Surveillance only silver-silver chloride half-cells were used underwater by the divers.
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No copper-copper sulphate half-cells were used for the dewatered areas of the screen wells.  

All the half-cell measurements were performed with the 
Plant Cathodic Protection System shut of f.  

3.2 Half-Cell Measurements 

The half-cell readings obtained in 1988 were generally more negative than those recorded in 1986 when the plant cathodic protection system was shut off (the readings differed on the average of between 0.05v and 
0.15v). The readings were also more negative towards the transition and the east wall of the pump well and lower in the screen well. As in 1986 the readings were more negative (absolute value) near the bottom of the structure. It was noticed that though the cathodic protection system was shut offo the readings taken several days apart in the same or adjacent areas shifted. The reference half-cell readings also varied and are noted in Appendix B. The reference half-cell readings were taken in the vicinity of the stop gate slot by the intermediate wall in the north screen well.  Thus, the readings were biased by some external source.  The half-cell readings were taken to determine the areas of highest potential for rebar corrosion and also to attempt to establish a correlation between the halfcell readings and the rebar corrosion rate. A review of the data and the comparison with similar data obtained in 1986 have failed to produce any trends of corrosion or to detect any localied areas of greater than normal corrosion. The obtained data is inconclusive and was not used during the structural evaluation of the intake structure.  

The half-cell readings at the Unit 1 intake structure are not a reliable tool for indicating areas with a higher probability for corrosion. The pattern of halfcell readings does not correlate with the areas where an increase in the number of corrosion indications was observed during visual inspection. Since the readings do not provide any reliable data, the half-cell readings should be discontinued for future surveillances of the intake structure.  

4.0 TRU E 

4.1 Introduction 

Prior to the Second Surveillance the areas of the intake structure, which were not repaired in 1984 during the Return to Service effort, were evaluated for their moment capacity. The areas described in Section
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1.2 were determined to require repairs if the rebars had corroded beyond their acceptable limits.  

4.2 Methods Emploved 

The intake structure was evaluated as a part of the Balance of Plant Seismic Reevaluation Program (Reference 1). The results of those analyses form the basis of the design loads in the structure.  

The moment capacity of the structural concrete elements was calculated (Reference 9) assuming various rebar percentages, such as 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0%. (A 
rebar is considered acceptable if less than 5% of the rebar cross-sectional area is corroded with no concrete delamination.) The reinforced concrete elements were conservatively evaluated using one-way slab analysis.  In addition, the moment capacity of the uncracked concrete section was calculated. Those moment capacities were then compared with the design moments in their respective areas of the intake structure. For each of the areas, the maximum moment for the governing design condition from the Seismic Reevaluation Program was used. These values formed the basis for determining the structure's integrity because they represent the most severe condition to which the structure will be subjected under operating or DBE conditions.  

ix Results Oitained 

It was determined that the areas shown in Figure may require repairs based on the evaluation of the structural margins. In addition, Figure 1 shows the percentages of reinforcement area required. The other evaluated areas do not require steel reinforcement at the concrete face exposed to seawater.  

The crossover area of the north wall above Elevation (-) 11'-011 was additionally reanalyzed as a two-way unreinforced concrete wall. This evaluation was performed because potentially excessive rebar deterioration was observed. The moment capacity of the wall without rebars was determined to be less than the moment produced by the postulated design loading conditions (8.18 k-ft < 8.65 k-ft). Since the future possibility of excessive rebar loss in this area exists, this area was recommended to be repaired. The north wall crossover was repaired per DCP 1-3440.OBC with two horizontal strap plates. The repairs were performed in January 1989. The repairs are similar to the strap plate repair performed in 1984.  

The lower portion (between Elevations (-) 21-311 and
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(-) 7'-9") of the east screen well wall was determined 
to require repairs if more than 50% of rebars corrode 
beyond acceptable limits.  

The intake tunnel ceiling slab at Elevation (-) 11'-0" 
between the MOV-9 and the screen well was determined to require repairs if more than 50% of rebars corrode beyond acceptable limits.  

The north wall portion below Elevation (-) 14'-0" between the tsunami gate slot wall and the MOV-9 gate slot wall was determined to require repairs if more than 25% of rebars corrode beyond the acceptable 
limits.  

The surveillance results indicate that the level of corrosion in the latter three areas is such that the design margins are not compromised. This conclusion is based on insignificant changes in the amount and size of rust spots and their pattern as well as other corrosion indications.  

Based on the findings of the 1984 and 1986 
investigations, the 1988 surveillance data did not provide corrosion indications which were significant 
enough to require repairs or further investigation 
except for the north wall crossover. The size and characteristics of the rust spots, the number of spots and their location were such that had similar 
observations been made in 1984 further investigation 
would not have been necessary and that portion of the structure would have been considered suitable to return to service. The observed rust spots were not 
concentrated, but they were randomly spaced and did not display a distinct pattern as in 1984. The diameter of the rust spots and the concrete discoloration did not 
change measurably from the 1986 observations. Only 
minor concrete spalling was observed with no indication 
of concrete delamination. Thus, the change in the 
condition of the intake structure is insignificant 
except for the north wall crossover area.  

5.0 REPAIRS 

The repairs of the north wall crossover were performed 
underwater by divers in January 1989. The repairs 
consisted of two horizontal 7'-3" long plates (plate 
material is steel ASTM A-588 with minimum F =50 ksi) 
attached to the wall with monel anchor studX. The 
plates were placed at Elevations (-) 5'-0 1/2" and 
(-) 9'-0 1/2". The 1-1/4" diameter holes for the anchor 
studs were core drilled and then roughened with a 
drill. Sikadur 36 by Sika Corporation was used for 
anchoring the 1" diameter anchor studs.
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* 6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The intake structure was visually inspected and halfcell readings were taken as required per surveillance procedures. It is concluded that the structure will continue to perform its safety related functions until at least the next surveillance for the Cycle XI refueling outage because no significant changes in the condition of the structure were observed except for the north wall crossover which was repaired in January 1989.  

The north wall crossover was suspected of undergoing the process of accelerated corrosidn based on the visual inspection and was repaired.  

Visual observations of the intake structure reveal that the structure has numerous rust spots with concrete surface discoloration and exuding rust products.  However, except for the north wall crossover, there were no significat changes in the structure's condition since it was inspected in 1986.  
The half-cell readings were inconclusive and were not used for evaluation of the intake structure. No correlation between the readings and the ratN of corrosion was established. The half-cell readings will be evaluated for exclusion from the scope of future surveillances.  

The repairs which were performed in 1984 showed no sign of distress or deficiencies.
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APPENDIX A -- VISUAL OBSERVATION FIELD NOTES 

The following areas were selected during he underwater visual inspection process as points of interest on basis of visual signs of distress and are described below, in the video tapes, and on the drawings where they are identified by corresponding numbers.  The reference at the end of each item is to indicate where the item is shown on the video tape and drawings. The areas are defined as follows: 

1. The transition from circular pipe to square box (transition section), just west of the tsunami &ate, has a large crack in the floor at the centerline varying in width from 6" to 2" which extends diagonally southeastward from the interface with the pipe for about 7 ft, can be probed to about 2 1/2" depth with a pointed rod of about 3/16" diameter. There is a triangular piece of concrete missing from the apex of this crack with item 2 (below) that is about 8 inches in length.  
No rust products are evident in this crack system and no 
concrete remains in the crack. Based on conversations with the diver, this crack and item 2 are evidently cracks that 
have been present for a period of years and were seen in previous (diving) inspections. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 8) 

2. In the transition section a second crack starting at the pipe interface at floor centerline at the point of start of item 1 extends about 4 feet diagonally north east and is 
about 14" wide can be probed about 1 1/2" in depth. Has same 
characteristics as crack of item 1. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and 
Figure 8) 

3. In the transition section ceiling a crack, 1/8 " wide 2 feet 
in length and probing to about 1" in depth is located 5 feet 
west of the tsunami gate 4 feet south of the centerline.  
There is no rust color or rust products associated with this 
crack. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 9) 

4. In the floor of the tunnel immediately below the tsunami 
gate, there is a copper plate embedded. Immediately west of 
the plate the concrete is spalled away to a maximum of 8" 
and depth of about 1/2". The concrete is stained with black 
corrosion products and the plate is stained blue-green.  
(Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 8) 

5. This item is the same as item 4 but occurs on the eastern 
boundary of the copper embedded plate and concrete floor.  
(Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 8)
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6. The copper embedded guide in the north tsunami gate slot is 
hanging loose in the slot supported at only a few anchors.  The edges of the embed are corroding. The condition of the gate is much .the same as it appeared in previous 
inspections. The retaining anchors which were added in the past to correct the loose hanging conditions have corroded away. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 10) 

7. On the north wall up in the tsunami gate cavity, there is a 5" by 2" area of spalled concrete which is 5" from the edge of the gate slot 6 feet above the tunnel ceiling. (Ref.  Tape No..1 and Figure 10) 

8. In the tsunami gate cavity about 1 foot below the ledge that supported the gate operators, the walls have a 7n deep strip, around the perimeter, of unconsolidated concrete that appears to be a construction joint. The strip has heavy 
rust stains on the concrete which appear to come from steel that is corroding above this area. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and 
Figure 10) 

9. The ledge which forms the ceiling of the tsunami gate cavity 
has a large area of delaminated concrete that has broken 
away from the first layer of reinforcing steel exposing 9 
bars that run east and west. The bars are corroded through 
the entire diameter. The three inches of concrete cover 
over the bars has deteriorated and spalled off. Bars are 
about 1 ft apart. A steel plate that may have been used as 
the underside of the forms for this ledge and apparently 
left in place is corroded away. The severe corrosion and 
loss of concrete cover makes it reasonable to conclude that 
this deterioration has been occurring over the years but was 
not noted in the 1984 inspection because at that time the 
tsunami gate was in position and the structure was 
dewatered. This condition left no access to the cavity for 
visual inspection. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figures 9, 10) 

10. The south gate slot for the tsunami gate contains an 
imbedded copper liner which is hanging loose, with its edges 
corroding and the anchors added in the past to correct the 
loss of support have corroded. In places, the plate is 
hanging about an inch away from the concrete. (Ref. Tape 
No. 1 and Figure 11) 

11. The east side of the tsunami gate slot at the south wall 
there is an area of spalled concrete that extends from the 
floor to about 2 ft above the floor and is about 3 1/2" 
wide. The concrete is stained with red rust color and 
contains soft black rust products. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and 
Figure 11)
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12. In the heat treat cross over area between MOV 9 and the 
tsunami gate in the east wall 5" above the ceiling of the 
tunnel there is a system of cracks that extend across the 
north south length of the wall. The cracks are discolored 
by rust products with red and orange stains at the surface 
with black rust products evident below the surface of the 
cracks. The concrete adjacent to the slot easily spalls to 
about 1/2" depth. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 10) 

13. The south wall 5 ft east of east edge of MOV 11 there are 4 
rust spots in a vertical line down the wall.  

a) The first spot is 18" down from ceiling level, about 1 
1/2" in diameter and protrudes 3/4" from the surface of 
orange rust color.  

b) At 5 1/2 ft down from ceiling also 5' east of MOV 11 a 
rust spot of 1 1/2" diameter protrudes 1/2" from surface 
of orange rust color within a larger rust stain of 6" 
diameter.  

c) At 5" above the floor and also 5' east of MOV 11 there 
is a third rust spot 3" diameter of dark reddish brown 
rust stain.  

d) Also 5'above the floor but 6' east of MOV 11 there is a 
rust stain that is 6" long by 2" wide. Also see item 
134. (Ref. Tape No. 1, Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

14. North gate slot of MOV 9 at 4 ft below the ceiling west edge 
of the slot is spalled in an area of 4'" x 3" and concrete is 
of normal color. Also a rust spot 2" diameter of orange and 
reddish rust color is in the north west corner of the slot.  
(Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 10) 

Note: MOV 9 was removed at this time for installation of 
gate stops allowing access to the slot.  

15. Also in the north gate slot of MOV 9 at 18" below the 
ceiling in the center of the slot there -is an area of 
spalled concrete about 3/4" deep and 6" long by 3" high.  
(Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 10) 

16. In the north gate slot of MOV 9 there is a 3" x 1/14" rust 
spot of dark red rust color 6" above the ceiling level.  
(Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 10) 

17. In the north gate slot of MDV 9 there is a 2 ft long by 2" 
wide rust streak in the east corner just above ceiling 
level. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 10)
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18. In the ceiling of the tunnel at HOV 9'the gate opening there 
is a 2" diameter spall of normal color 1" deep at 6" above 
ceiling level 18" south of the north wall on the west face 
of the opening. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

19. Also in the ceiling opening for MOV 9 at 3 1/2" south of the 
north wall there is a 2 1/2" diameter dark red and light 
orange rust colored spot about 6" above ceiling level on the 
west face of opening. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

20. MOV 9 ceiling opening on the west face on the corner with 
the ceiling there is a 1" diameter dark red rust colored 
spot at 18" north of the south wall. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and 
Figure 9) 

21. The MOV 9 ceiling opening east face has a corner with 1" of 
concrete spalled away at 12" south of the north wall. (Ref.  
Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

22. The MOV 9 ceiling opening east face at 2' south of north 
wall just above ceiling level there is a 51 long 2" wide 
dark and light red rust colored spot with some spalling of 
concrete. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

23. MOV 9 ceiling opening east face about 5 ft south of north 
wall at 1 1/2 ft about ceiling level there is a 2" diameter 
rust spot of dark rust color protruding 1/4" from the 
surface of soft texture rust products. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and 
Figure 9) 

24. MOV 9 ceiling opening east face at 7 ft south of north wall 
and 7" above ceiling level there is a 2" diameter rust spot 
and an S shaped spot about 2" long of spalled concrete with 
heavy rust stains in the spall. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 
9) 

25. MOV 9 ceiling opening east face at 4 ft north of the south 
wall at 7" above ceiling level there is a 3" diameter orange 
rust colored spot. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

26. In the same area as item 25 there is a 3" diameter rust spot 
that protrudes 1/4" of soft textured 'orange rust products.  
(Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

27. MOV 9 at 6" above ceiling level at the south slot in the 
east face there is a 1 1/2" diameter light orange rust spot 
with spalling concrete extending up the gate slot. (Ref.  
Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

28. MOV 9 at 6" above ceiling 6" north of south wall there is a 
spalled area 3" long by 1 1/2" wide with dark brown and 
black rust stains. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9)
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29. HOV 9 south gate slot 4 ft above floor there is a 2 ft long 
crack in the silicon-bronze liner in the east corner of the 
slot. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 11) 

30. MOV 9 south gate slot 4 ft from the floor level there is a 
2 ft long 4" wide bright orange colored rust spot in the 
concrete at the corner of the slot. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and 
Figure 11) 

' 31. -NOV 9 south gate slot 12" above floor level there is a 12" 
long 1 1/2" wide orange rust colored spot in the east corner 
of the slot. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 11) 

32. North wall of cross-over 2 ft east of the tsunami gate and 
10 ft above the floor level there is a 12" long 1/2" wide 
rust spot with rust products deposited on the wall. (Ref.  
Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

33. North wall of cross-over 6" east of the tsunami gate about 
10 ft above floor level there is a 6" long 14" wide oblong 
rust spot of dark reddish rust color and a spot that extends 
from there to the ceiling. This is evidently the boundary 
between the first pour of concrete at the block out for the 
gate slot and the second pour which formed the gate slot.
(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

34. South wall of cross-over 1 ft east of the tsunami gate and 
2 ft above floor level there is a light orange and dark 
reddish rust colored spot that appears to be spalling of 
concrete that can be probed, at separation, to 1/2" depth 
with a visible separation of 3/14" that extends at a shallow 
angle into the depth of the wall. The crack is 7" long.  
(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

35. South wall of cross-over 5 ft east of tsunami gate there is 
spalling of concrete plus three rust spots of 3" diameter in 
an area of 3' diameter. The spots are of dark and light 
rust coloration. The area is about 3 ft above floor level.  
(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

36. South wall of cross-over 12 ft west of MOV 9 and 4 ft above 
floor level a rust spot of 3" diameter of dark red rust 
color also has a 2" diameter black spot within the larger 
spot of black rust coloration with spalling of concrete in 
the black spot. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

37. South wall of cross-over 2 1/2 ft west of MOV 9 at 1 ft 
above floor level there is a T shaped rust spot that is 6" 
long by 3" wide of brown and reddish rust color. (Ref. Tape 
No. 3 and Figure 11)
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38. South wall of cross-over 3 ft west of MOV 9 and 2" above 
floor level there is a 2" wide 5" long dark rust stain that 
can be easily gouged to 1/14" deep of dark rust products.  
Spalling of concrete is evident within this spot. (Ref.  
Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

39. South wall 2" west of MOV 9 and 2 1/2 feet above floor level 
there is a protruding rust spot of light red rust color with 
the center protruding 1/8" beyond the concrete surface of 
dark rust color with black rust products beneath surface 
crust. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

40. South wall is covered with barnacles which protrude 
individually about 1" from the surface. There is a 1/8" 
thick growth of algae which covers approximately 60% of the 
surface area. This is somewhat typical of the north wall 
and the rest of the interior of the intake structure. (Ref.  
Tape 3 and Figure 11) 

41. Core Drill No. 15 and repaired area -- The color and 
appearance of these items give no sign of interaction or 
activity between the old concrete and reinforcing steel and 
the repaired area. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

42. North wall 6" east of MOV 9 there is at 18" above floor 
level a 1 ft diameter rust spot with a 2" diameter center 
that protrudes 1/2" from the surface. There is a crack that 
can be probed to 1/2" depth that runs from this spot to MOV 
9 gate slot. There is also a spalling crack that runs from 
the floor to the ceiling through this spot. The crack is 
probably the edge of a blockout that was later filled when 
the gate slot was formed. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

43. North wall 15 ft east of MOV 9 there appears to be a 
spalling crack from floor to ceiling that can be probed to 
1/2" depth. There is no discoloration associated with this 
crack. The. crack appears to be either a construction joint 
or a form joint with only the edges of the joint spalling.  
(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

44. South wall 1" west of MOV 11 opening 5 ft above floor level 
there is a 5 ft long 1/8 " wide crack that can be probed 
1/4" with.no discoloration. Also 5" east of MOV 9 at 1/4" 
above floor level there is a 1" long rust spot. (Ref. Tape 
No. 3 and Figure 11) 

45. MOV 11 -- The gate itself has a crack pattern that exudes 
white material to highlight the cracks. The cracks are much 
as appeared in 1984 and are not considered to be 
significant. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

0II
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46. North wall in tunnel approaching screen well -- There is a 1" diameter orange rust colored spot that protrudes rust about 1/4" beyond wall surface 6" above the floor and even with east nose of flow vane. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

47. North wall 6" above floor level 1 ft east of east nose of flow vane there is a 1" diameter rust spot of dark red rust color. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

48. North flow vane -- The north side of the north flow vane has no significant spots or cracks to report.  

The west nose of the flow vane has a crack system (as seen in 1984) that runs the full height d'f the vane that varies in width from 1/8"1 to 2" and about 1/4" in depth by probing.  Intermittent dark rust discolors the crack system.  

The south side of the north flow vane has random minor 
pitting and spalling.  

(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 8) 

49. On the north flow vane -- east nose, a crack pattern exists 
which runs the full height and varies to a maximum of 1" in 
width and allows probes to 1" depth along with intermittent 
rust stains and protruding rust along the cracks (appears 
much as it did in 1984). (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 8) 

50. Repair of chipped area R and R-1. There was no sign of 
interaction or distress between repaired area and old 
concrete. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

51. North wall of north screen well -- There is a 6" to 8" wide 
reddish rust spot 10" east of gate slot that extends from 1 
ft above floor level to 11 ft above floor level where it 
ends abruptly - 10 ft long rust spot. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and 
Figure 10) 

52. North wall repaired gate slot. The new concrete looks good 
but old concrete east of the bar screen slot is heavily rust 
colored. There appears to be no adverse reaction between 
old and new concrete. The rust stains on this wall appear 
to be migrating from above and this as well as other spots 
on the north wall may be forming from the migrating rust.  
The ladder anchors above are contributing to much of the 
rust stains. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

53. All strap plates in north screen well appear in good 
condition none of the nuts appear to have loosened. (Ref.  
Tape No. 3 and Figure 10)
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54. North screen.well south wall (intermediate wall) -- There is a 2" diameter orange rust colored spot which protrudes rust 
1/41" from the surface 6 ft above floor level 8 r west of stop gate slot. The discoloration easily breaks away and is of soft texture. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

55. South wall of north screen well -- There is a 2" wide 4" long rust spot protruding 1/2" from surface of reddish rust color which is black rust products beneath surface that is located 10" west of stop gate slot 10 ft above floor level.  The rust products are easily broken away to about 1/4" depth. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 
56. South wall of north screen well -- An expansion anchor bolt for a core drill remains in place irk a rust spot that is 3 ft below the tunnel ceiling 1 ft west of the stop gate slot.  (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

57. South wall of north screen well -- a rust spot in the gate slot 5 ft below the tunnel ceiling. Spot is 1" diameter of orange and black rust color. Rust is easily penetrated to 1/4"1 depth. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

58. South wall of north screen well has a rust spot in the stop gate slot of 3" diameter, 8 ft above floor level that protrudes 1/2" of rust color. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

59. South wall of north screen well -- The gate slot and the surface just west of slot has numerous intermittent protruding rust spots and cracks up and down the full height of the slot. Rust protrudes up to 1" beyond surface of concrete. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 
60. South wall of north screen well -- The strap plates look good with no rusting but black coating is peeling away in places. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

61. North wall of north pump bay just east of strap plate No. 4 and 6 ft below the ceiling there is a rust spot of 6" diameter of light rust color which protrudes 1" beyond the concrete surface. Strap plates No. 1 through 4 look good.  (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

62. North wall of north pump bay just east of strap plate No. 5 there is a 6" diameter rust spot 6 ft below the ceiling with light rust coloration and rust protruding 1 ft beyond concrete surface. Strap No. 5 looks good. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

63A. North wall of north pump bay 1" east of strap No. 6 there is a 2" diameter reddish rust colored spot of rust protruding 1 beyond the concrete surface of soft black rust texture.  (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10)
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63B. Straps No. 6 through 13 look good. Strap No. 14 also looks good. Along the east wall of north pump bay straps No. 15 
12) 

63C. The concrete surface in the ceiling beam west of the north circulating water pump looks good with no rust or discoloration evident, however visibility here is not good.  (Ref. Tape No. 3, Figure 9) 

63D. Strap No. 23 in the north intermediate wall looks good but there is a rust spot of 2" diameter 2 ft west of strap plate 
No. 23 of orange rust color 1 ft below the ceiling that 
protrudes rusts 1/2" beyond surface., (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

63E. Strap No. 24 looks good. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 
63F. Ceiling strap No. 31 looks good. A general inspection of the north pump bay, ceiling indicates a few random rust spots, however, this inspection was limited by poor visibility. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 9) 
64. North wall of north screen well -- The bar screen slot has intermittent heavy rust spots up and down its height. (Ref.  Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

65. North wall of north screen well 1 1/2 ft east of bar screen slot that extends from 2 1/2 ft above floor level to 12 ft above floor level varies in width from 4 "t to 12" and of light rust color. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 
66. North wall of north screen well light colored rust spot 4" to 12 wide 2 1/2 ft long broken and then 10' long starts 1 1/2 ft above floor level tapers towards east upward located about 3 1/2 ft east of bar screen slot. Spot tapers into strap plate. Strap plate is in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

67. North wall of north screen well 5 ft east of bar screen slot there is a 1 1/2" diameter rust spot 4 ft above floor level.  (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

68. North wall of north screen well rust stain starts at the bar screen slot about 3 ft above floor level goes upward west of slot extends to 2 ft below water surface and is about 2" wide. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

69. North wall of north screen well -- There is a protruding rust spot 3 ft west of bar screen slot which protrudes about 1/2" of rust. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10)
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70. North wall of north screen well at 11 ft above floor level and 5 ft west of traveling screen there is a 5" long by 1" wide strip of rust discoloration on the concrete surface that appears to run under strap plate. Strap plate is not rusted or stained. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 
71. In the west corner of the north wall of north screen well 6 ft above tunnel ceiling level there is a 1/4" protrusion of rust product of light and dark rust color that is 1" high by 1" wide. The bar screen slot has intermittent rust spots in it up and down its full height. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

Note: Items 71 through 83 are abovy the new concrete of the repaired area.  

72. The stop gate slot in the north wall of the north screen well has a 1" x 3" rust spot of light and dark rust color with rust protruding 1/2" at 4 ft above the tunnel ceiling level. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

73. The stop gate slot in north wall of north screen well has rust spots and spalling with rust protruding 1/2". Spall is 1/4" deep in a 3 1/2" diameter. Rust spot of 3 ft length of light and dark rust color varies in width from 1/2" to 3" and begins at 4 ft above tunnel ceiling level and extends upward for its 3 ft length. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

74. Strap No. 68 in the north wall is rust stained for the top 10" of length. This stain, however, is coming from rust spot on concrete above the strap plate. Concrete above is stained in a 6" strip that runs upward to 3 ft above the strap plate. There are protruding rust spots within the stained strip that protrude from 1/2" to 1" beyond concrete surface. Strap No. 68 is in good condition. (Ref. Tape No.  4 and Figure 10) 

Note: The rust spots and rust stains for items 74 and 75 are evidently migrating from above where anchors for the ladder and the ladder itself is corroding.  

75. North wall of north screen well at 1 ft east of stop gate slot there is a dark and light rust colored strip that is about 6 ft long and 6" to 8" in width. Within this strip there is a protrusion of rust products that is 8" high by 2" wide with 1/2" of protrusion. The rust strip begins at 3 ft below top of strap plate and extends to 3 ft above top of strap plate. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

76. North wall north screen well at 3 ft east of bar screen slot 
and 6 ft above tunnel ceiling there ard two protruding rust spots each one ft long with protrusions of 1/4". (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10)
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77. North wall of north screen well at 3 ft west of traveling screen and 5 ft above tunnel ceiling there is a 1" x 1" light and dark rust colored spot that protrudes 1/". (Ref.  Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

78. North wall of north screen well at 1 ft east of bar screen slot there are three light and dark rust colored spots with rust protruding 1/4" to 1/2". One spot is 6 ft above . .ceiling level of 3" width by 4" length. Another spot is 6 1/2 ft above ceiling level is 6 to 8" wide and 2 ft long.  A third spot is 12 ft above ceiling level of 6" by 1" size.  (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

79. North wall north screen well at thebar screen slot 12 ft -. above tunnel ceiling level there is a 2 ft by 3 ft rust spot with protruded areas inside the rust spot. One protrusion of 1/4" is 6" wide by 4" high and another protrudes 1/8" is 2" x 1". Light and dark rust coloration. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

80. North wall of north screen well at 6" east of stop gate slot and 12 ft above tunnel ceiling level there is a light and dark rust colored spot that is 1 ft long and 3" wide with areas of rust protruding 1/4" from the surface of the concrete. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 
81. North wall of north screen well. Rust spot 1 ft long and 6" 

wide narrows to 1" wide where 1/2" diameter of rust products protrudes 1/2" located 1 ft west of stop gate slot, 12 ft above ceiling level. Rust also surrounds pipe support bracket in this location. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

82. North wall of north screen well has a 8" x 4" light and dark rust colored area of spalled and pitted concrete surface behind plastic pipe 13 ft above tunnel ceiling level. (Ref.  Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

83. North wall of north screen well 6" west of stop gate slot 14' above tunnel ceiling level a rust spot 6" long by 1 to 3" wide protrudes 1/4" of rust. (Ref.-Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

84. Ceiling of tunnel in approach to screen well contains 
several rust spots in an area 18" x 8" of light and dark rust coloration that protrudes 1/4" to 4" from the concrete surface. This area is located 3 ft south of the north wall and 4 ft west of east edge of the ceiling. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 9) 

85. Ceiling of tunnel in approach to screen well a rust 
protrusion of 1/2" x 1/2" area protrudes 1/2" from concrete surface located 15" south from north wall 4 ft west of east edge of ceiling. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 9)
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86. Ceiling of tunnel in approach to screen well contains a 5n x 2" light and dark rust colored spot that protrudes 1/2", from the surface located 4 ft south of north wall and 5 ft West Of the east edge of the ceiling. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 9) 

87. South wall of south screen well at 6" east of the west corner and 3 ft above the tunnel ceiling there is an oblong 6n by 8" protruding rust spot that protrudes light and dark rust colored corrosion 4" beyond concrete surface. Just next to this spot is a 1/2" x 1/2" rust spot that protrudes 1/2" from the concrete surface. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 

88. The stop gate slot in the south wall. exudes rust products, contains cracks also exuding rust, and shows signs of concrete spalling intermittently all up and down its height.  (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 11) 

89. In the south wall of the south screen well there are an additional 12 rust spots of up to 2" diameter each located randomly in the wall from floor level to about 6 ft above the floor level. The steel strap plates are in good condition in this wall. The bar screen slot has exuding rust spots throughout its height. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 11) 

* 90. The north wall (intermediate wall) of the south screen well in the area between the stop gate slot and the traveling screen contains no significant rust discoloration or signs of distress. Just west of the stop gate slot at 2 1/2 ft above floor level there is a pipe support bracket with completely corroded anchor bolts and a rust spot protruding from 1" to 3" beyond the concrete surface. The concrete 
surface behind the vertical pipe run has excessive corrosion 
products discoloring the concrete from floor to ceiling.  
Just east of the nose of the intermediate wall there is a 6 ft long vertical crack, discolored with rust products, 
extending from 6 ft above floor level to 12 ft above floor 
level. This crack appears to be the interface between 
repairs done in 1984 and the original concrete. The steel 
strap plates in the wall are in good condition. Brackets 
for the vertical run of pipe in this area are corroded away 
at 15 ft above floor level. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 12) 

91. The nose of the intermediate wall contains several rust spots. There is a 3/4" diameter rust spot 4 ft above floor 
level. There are 3 rust spots within 6" above floor level 
with a 1 ft long vertical crack, starting at these spots, protruding 1/2" of rust products of light and dark rust 
color which easily breaks away. All these spots and cracks 
are in the nose of the intermediate wall. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 12)
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92. South wall (intermediate wall) of the north screen well at 1 ft west of the gate slot a vertical crack starts at floor 
level, runs 8 ft up the wall, has a 18" break then begins 
again and continues to 6 ft above the tunnel ceiling level.  
Width of the crack allows a knife blade to be inserted.  
Heavy rust products protrude from 1/8 " to 3" from the 
crack. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

93. South wall of the north screen well there is a protruding rust stain 2 1/2" x 2" which protrudes 1/2" of light and dark colored rust located 1 1/2" ft east of the gate slot at the tunnel ceiling level. At 3 ft above ceiling level just . east of the gate slot there are 2 more rust spots that are 10" long by 5" wide of dark and light rust coloration and protrudes rust products 1/2" beyond'the concrete surface.  
(Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

At 8 ft above ceiling level and just east of the gate slot 
there is a 16" x 7" rust colored area that protrudes rust 
1/2" from the concrete surface. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 
13) 

There are protruding rust spots that protrude 1/4 to 3/4" 
intermittently up and down the length of the gate slot.  
(Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

Brackets from the supports for the vertical plastic pipe are 
missing (corroded away). (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

The bar screen slot has intermittent protruding rust spots 
up and down the full height. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 
13) 

94. South wall of the north screen well at 6 ft east of bar 
screen slot and 8" above floor level there is a 2 1/2" x 2" 
spot of protruding rust, protrudes 1/2" from the concrete 
surface. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

2 1/2 ft above the floor at this location there is a 8" x 4" 
dark rust spot that protrudes rust 1" from the concrete 
surface. A third spot at 3 ft above floor level of 3" x 2" 
also protrudes rust. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

.95. Ceiling of tunnel east of MOV 9 in area of flow vanes at 8" 
west of the east edges these is a 4" x 6" rust spot that 
protrudes 1" of rust of light and dark rust color located at 
6 ft south of the centerline. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 
9) 

96. Ceiling of tunnel at 6 ft west of the east edge of ceiling 
and 4 ft south of the north wall there is a 6" x 3" light 
and dark rust colored spot that protrudes rust 2". (Ref.  
Tape No. 4 and Figure 9)
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97. The cross-over area between the tsunami gate and MOV 9 the 
ceiling was scanned with nothing of significance found.  Ceiling looks good. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 9) 

98. The cross-over area north wall - visibility was poor. One rust area of 3" x 2" was found but overall the wall appears in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

99. South pump bay south wall at 8" east of strap plate 83 at 18" above floor level there is a 4" diameter light and dark rust colored spot that protrudes 1/2" from the concrete 
surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

100. South pump bay south wall at 8" east, of strap plate 83 and 7 ft above floor level there is a 1/2" diameter rust spot.  (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

101. South wall of south screen well at 8" east of strap plate 83 and 24 ft above floor level there is a 2" diameter rust 
spot. Strap plate 83 is in good condition. (Ref. Tape No.  
5 and Figure 11) 

102. South wall of south pump bay at 14" west of strap plate 59 
and 5 ft below ceiling level there is a 1/2" diameter black 
and red rust spot. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

103. South wall of south pump bay at 1/2" east of strap plate 59 
there is a 3" by 1" orange, yellow and black rust spot that 
protrudes 1/4" located 7 ft below ceiling level. (Ref. Tape 
No. 5 and Figure 11) 

104. South wall of south pump bay between strap plates 58 and 59 
there is at 10 ft below the ceiling a 2" diameter rust spot 
that protrudes 1/2" with a 1/8" diameter hole through the 
center which penetrates into the concrete. Strap 59 i's in 
good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

105. South wall the south pump stop gate slot has intermittent 
rust spots up and down its height. The slots are just east 
of the traveling screens and were abandoned for use as stop 
gate slots. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

106. South wall in south pump bay at 18" below the top edge of 
strap 58 there is a 12" diameter area containing 4 rust 
spots of 2" diameter each which protrude from 1/2 to 1" of 
orange red rust. Strap plate 58 is in good condition.  
(Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

107. South wall of south pump bay at 5 ft above floor level a 
rust spot extends from beneath strap plate 57 to 2" west of 
the strap and is about 2" wide of red rust color that can be 
penetrated to a black interior of 1/8" depth into concrete.  
Strap plate 57 is in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and 
Figure 11)
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108. South wall of south pump bay at 6" east of strap 57 at 5 ft above floor level there is a 6" dark red rust spot with a 3" diameter hole into the concrete and a 1/2" diameter light orange spot with a 1/4" diameter hole that penetrates 1/4" into concrete. Straps No. 55 and 56 are in good condition with no discolored concrete adjacent to strap 56. (Ref.  Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

109. In the south wall at 3" below the ceiling and 2" east of strap 55 there is a 1" diameter bright orange rust spot that protrudes 1/4" of yellow and black rust products about 1/8" deep. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

110. In the south wall at 5 ft above floor level and 6" east of strap 55 there is a bright orange and yellow rust spot of 6" 0 which protrudes, in spots, from 1/4" to 1/2". (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

111. In the south wall at 5 ft from floor level and 6" west of strap 55 there is an 18" long and 4" high strip of yellow and red rust color with spots within this strip of 2" diameter and 6" diameter rust protruding 1/8" from surface.  (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

112. In the south wall of the south pump bay at 5 ft above floor level and 6" west of strap No. 54 there is a 6" diameter bright red rust spot. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

113. In the south wall of the south pump bay 8" east of strap No.  54 and 5 ft above floor level there is a 5" by 2" wide strip of yellow and bright orange rust that protrudes 1" from the concrete surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

114. Running from under strap No. 54 there is a 4" diameter 
protruding rust spot at 15 ft above floor level with a4" 
protrusion of bright orange and red rust. Strap 54, 
however, is in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 
11) 

115. Also 20" east of strap No. 54 at 2 ft below ceiling level there is a 2" orange rust spot that protrudes 1/2" from the 
surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

116. On the south wall of the south pump bay at 5 ft above floor 
level and 3" east of strap No. 53 there is a 4" diameter 

- bright red and orange rust spot that protrudes 4". There is 
a reddish rust stain on the anode at this location. Straps 
No. 52 and 53 are in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and 
Figure 11) 

117. South wall of south pump bay at 3" west of strap No. 51 and 12" below ceiling level a 1" diameter rust spot protrudes 
1/4" of bright red rust. Strap No. 51 is in good condition.  
(Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11)
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118. South wall of south pump bay at 18" east of strap No. 50 and 12 ft above floor level there is a 2" diameter rust spot that protrudes 1/8" from the surface. Straps No. 45 through 50 are in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 
119. East wall of south pump bay 18" south of strap 45 and 18" below the ceiling a 1/2" diameter rust spot protrudes 1/4n of bright orange red rust. Straps No. 42 through 45 are in good condition. Visibility too poor to inspect concealed beam in ceiling east of south circulating water pump. (Ref.  Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

And in the north wall of the south pump bay straps No. 35 through 38 and strap No. 66 are in good condition. (Ref.  Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

120. In the north wall of the south pump bay at 18" west of strap No. 35 and 5 ft above floor level there are 2 rust spots, a 6" diameter and a 3"? diameter that protrude 1/2" to 1" of bright red and orange rust. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 
121. In the north- wall of south pump bay 18" east of strap No. 35 and 15 ft above floor level in an area about 2 ft high there are 5 rust spots of bright orange red rust color of 3" to 4" diameter that protrude 1" to 1 1/2" of rust from the surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

122. North wall of south pump bay 4" east of strap No. 34 and 
5 ft above floor level there is a 1 1/2" diameter bright red 
orange rust spot that protrudes 1/2" from the concrete 
surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

123. North pump stop gate slot for the south pump bay has 
intermittent rust spots that protrude up to 3" up and down 
the height of the slot. The slot is immediately east of the 
traveling screen and have been abandoned for use as pump 
stop gate slots. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

124. North wall of south pump bay 6" east of strap No. 82 and 
10 ft above floor level there is an 8".long by 4" wide rust 
spot that protrudes 2" of bright orange red rust. (Ref.  
Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

125. At 6" east of strap No. 82 at 4 ft above ceiling level there 
is a 4" diameter bright orange rust spot that protrudes 1/4" 
from the concrete surface. Strap No. 82 is in good 
condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

126. At 8" east of strap No. 82 and 9 ft above ceiling level 
there is a 1 1/2" diameter bright orange rust spot that 
protrudes 1/4" from the surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and 
Figure 12)
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In accordance with section 6.2 of Maintenance Procedure 
* 501-1-2.55, the following items are recorded: 

127. Paragraph 6.2.4.4 -- Video indicates panning of stop gate 
slot in north screen well. Rust previously noted on strap 
plate No. 68 is from rust stain on concrete above. Strap 
plate and coating is intact and in good condition. (Ref.  
Tape No. 6 and Figure 10) 

128. Paragraph 6.2.4.3 -- Concealed beam in the north wall of the north screen well is shown in the video tape. (Ref. Tape 
No. 6 and Figure 10) 

129. Paragraph 6.2.4.2 -- Repaired area in the north wall of 
north screen well. Area around the'repair appears rust 
colored and stained with protruding rust. (Ref. Tape No. 6 
and Figure 10) 

130. Video tape of top portion of strap plate No. 68. (Ref. Tape 
No. 6 and Figure 10) 

131. Ceiling of tunnel approaching screen well. Cluster of 
exuding rust spots. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 9) 

132. Paragraph 6.2.4.1 -- Ceiling of tunnel at approach to the 
intermediate wall of screen well. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and 
Figure 9) 

133. Paragraph 6.2.1 -- Crossover north wall between the tsunami 
gate and MOV 9. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 10) 

134. (Also see item 013) South wall 4 ft east of MOV 11 shows 
four rust spots: 

a) At 18" below tunnel ceiling.  

b) A 1 1/2" diameter orange rust spot protruding 1/4" in a 
6" diameter rust stain at 4 ft below ceiling level.  

c) A 3" diameter dark reddish rust spot at 5 " above floor 
level.  

d) A 6" long 2" wide rust spot that is 6 ft east of MOV 11 
and 3! above floor level.  

(Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 11)
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135. Paragraphs 6.2.2 and 6.2.4.5 -- Concealed beam in ceiling of north pump bay indicating the following: 

o A 1/2" diameter hole in concrete that is rust stained at 3 ft south of north wall.  

o A 1/2" diameter rust stained hole in the concrete at 4 ft south of the north wall and a 1/4" diameter hole.  

o Rust spot 2 1/2" diameter east of strap No. 33 2 1/2" ft north of the south wall and another rust spot just east of this spot.  

o Rust spots (2) of 1" diameter protruding 1/4" of dark 
rust 6" north of south wall. * 

(Ref. Tape No. 6, Figure 9 and Items 63C and 63F) 

136. Paragraph 6.2.4.3 -- North wall of north pump bay area 
between strap plates No. 8 and 9. At 5 ft below ceiling: 

o 3" diameter dark reddish rust spot that protrudes 1/2" 
from the surface.  

o 1" diameter rust spot.  

o 2 protruding rust spots of 3" diameter that protrudes 1 
1/2" of rust from .the surface.  

o Large rust stain of 18" by 9" of reddish orange rust 
color with protrusions of rust of 1" from the concrete 
surface.  

(Ref. Tape No. 6, Figure 10 and Items 63A and 63B) 

137. Paragraph 6.2.4.3 -- Pump stop gate slot for the north pump 
bay scanning from bottom to top. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and 
Figure 10) 

The following observations were made while the upper portion of 
the south screen well was dewatered: 

. 138. On the north wall of the south screen well at 1 ft above the 
- top of the strap plates in elevation and 4 ft east of the 

stop gate slot there is a 2" diameter rust spot which is 
- exuding rust products to the surface of the concrete.  

139. North wall of south screen well at 6 ft east of the stop 
gate slot and 10 ft above the top of the strap plates there 
is a 3" diameter rust stain on the concrete surface.  

140. North wall of the south screen well there is a 1 1/2" 
diameter rust stain on the concrete located at 2 ft west of 
the traveling screen at 10 1/2 ft above the top of strap 
plate level.
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141. North wall of the south screen well at 5 ft east Of the stop gate slot and 8 ft below the level of the top of strap plates there is an exuding rust spot 4" long by 2" wide 
which protrudes 1" of rust products from the surface of the concrete.
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VISUAL OBSERVATION FIELD NOTES 
TAKEN DURING SECONDS SURVEILLANCE 12/120/88 

NORTH WALL 

142. Crack at construction joint, extending across the wall at ceiling 
level (El. -14) from east wall to vest wall in the north wall of the crossover section. (Visual only). Has numerous rust spots above and below the joint with hollow sounding across the joint. Joint is generally covered with rust stains.  

143. Crack that extends diagonally down 4 ft. from the construction joint 
in the north wall at elevation.14 then runs horizontal for 2 feet and then diagonally upward to rejoin the construction joint at the east wall of elevation-l4. Crack can be penetrated to 3/16 inch depth.  

144. Crack, 2 ft. long horizontal at center of wall 6 ft. above ceiling of 
tunnel below pitting and rust spots of dark orange and red. Hollow sounding from 6 inches to 15 inches wide along the crack.  

145. Rust spot, 2 inches dia. of orange and red rust 5 ft. above ceiling 
level at center of wall rust exuding holes around this area, hole dia.  1/2 inch. In the north wall of crossover area.  

146. Hollow sounding area, light orange stained 6 ft. west of east wall 
5 ft. above ceiling of tunnel below, area of 4' diameter in the north * wall of the crossover section.  

147. Area of dark orange rust exuding holes, hollow sounding, in north wall of upper crossover area located 4 ft. west of the east wall and 3 ft.  below the uppermost ceiling.  

148. Discolored hollow sounding area 2 ft. vertical height by 5 ft.  
horizontal length, heavily orange rust discolored starts at the west wall of the uppermost north wall of the crossover area and extends 5 feet to the east centered 5' above construction joint at tunnel roof.  

149. Spalled concrete from north gate slot of gate #9 at 9 ft. above the 
floor west side of slot. Spall is 2 by 3' in size and approximately 
1/8 inch deep. Seen also in 1986.  

150. Rust spot in lower north wall of crossover area 3 ft. below the tunnel 
ceiling and 6 ft. west of gate #9.  

151. Vertical crack and spall area 6 wide by 10 high located 8 ft east of tsunami gate and 3 ft. above the floor of the north wall of the crossover area. Area is rust stained and has soft concrete surface.  A small area in the center of spot, about 6 inch diameter sounds 
hollow.  

OPDS07 54
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Rust spot, 8 ft. east of Tsunami gate runs 3 ft. vertically and 1-1/2 ft. wide starts three ft. above the floor on the north wall of the crossover area. Sounds hollow at center area of 6 inch diameter.  

152. Soft spot ofrconcrete to depth of 3/4 inch with no discoloration of 6 inch diameter located 9 ft. east of tsunami gate 7 ft. above the floor on the north wall in the crossover area.  

153. Crack runs diagonally for 3 ft. length located 6 inches below the tunnel ceiling and 4 inches west of gate 9 slot, in the north wall of crossover section. Sounds hollow along the crack.  

154. Rust spot of 1-1/2" diameter located at the tunnel ceiling 3 ft east of west wall in the north wall of the crossover area.  

155. Rust spot of 1-1/2 inch diameter red surface black rust at-depth located in the north wall of crossover area 3 inches above tunnel roof and 3-1/2 ft. east of west wall.  

NORTH ALL OF NORTH SCREEN WELL 

156. Rust spot corresponds to item 71 of previous surveillance, 1/2 diameter black rust.  

157. Rust spot, 1-1/2 inch diameter of dark red with orange perimeter protrudes 1/2 inch of rust from wall surface located on the north wall of north screen well 11 inches west of west gate slot 8 ft. above the 0 floor. Previous No. 81.  

158. Rust spot, 5 inches long and 1-1/2 inches wide of dark orange rust with small area of hollow sound located on the north wall of north screen well 1-1/2 ft. east of west gate slot 3 ft. above top of steel plate. See No. 75 of previous surveillance.  

159. Rust spot, 2 inch diameter; also a strip 2 inches wide and 8 inches vertical length of dark red rust with penetration of 1 inch into concrete located in the north wall of the north screen well 4-1/2 ft.  above the top of steel plate and 6 inches east of west gate slot.  

160. Rust spot of 2 inch diameter 6 ft. above steel plate. See previous #79.  

161. Rust spot in north wall of north screen well located 8 ft. above steel plate and 4 inches east of west gate slot size of 1-1/2 inch diameter protruding 5/8 inch out from iurface of bright orange rust. See No.  80 of previous survey.  

162. Red spot 1 inch diameter of red rust on the north wall of north screen well 10 ft. above top of steel plate and 5 inches east of west gate slot.  

OPDS0754
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Rust spot, 2" diameter heavy 
orange rust surface stain 

located in the 

north wall of north screen veil 
7 ft. above the floor and 1 ft. east 

of the traveling bar screen. See previous No. 65.  

164. Soft concrete surface, 3 ft. diameter 
located on north wall of north 

screen well starting 3 ft. above the 
floor extending to 6 ft. above 

the floor and 1 ft. east of the traveling 
bar screen. Spot is rust 

stained on surface but clear within 
and solid.  

165. Rust spot located 7 ft. above floor 
between strap plates 70 and 71.  

166. Rust stains over wide area with 5" 
diameter hollow area within; 

located in the north wall of north 
screen well 12 ft. above the floor 

between strap plates 72 and 73.  

167. Rust stains - orange rust on surface in area 
of north wall of north 

screen well 15 ft. above floor between strap 
plates 69 and 70.  

168. Rust stains orange rust on surface 
over an area of north wall of 

rorth 

screen well 15 ft. above the floor between strap plates 
70 and 71.  

169. Extensive surface rust stains 
between strap plates 69 and 70.  

170. Spalled concrete area, 5 ft. 
x 3 ft. red and orange surface 

rust color 

with black rust color immediately 
below surface. Spall appears to be 

1/8" deep and surface breaks away 
easily with white chalky color 

below 

"psurface sounds hollow in a 6 inch 
diameter area within total 

area.  

May be from previous chipped area #Y 
which was patched with different 

material than original. Located 3 ft. east of west bar 
screen 4 ft.  

above strap plate in north wall 
of north screen well.  

171. Spall area, 2-1/2 ft. by 3 ft. length to depth of 1/8 
inch orange rust 

- surface color located in north 
wall of north screen well 12 

ft. above 

strap plates and 6 ft. west 
of east traveling screen. Sounds solid.  

Does not appear significant.  

172. Orange stains widespread - light 15 ft. above strap plates 
- no other 

irregularity. North wall of north screen 
well.  

NORTH ALL NORTH SCREEN WELL - BETWEEN TRAVELING SCREEN 

AND EAS SCREEN E LLWAL.  

173. Heavy rust spot, 2 inch diameter protruding 1-1/2" above surface 

located 14 inches above ledge 
which is at elevation 7 ft. 

and 13 

inches west of east wall in 
north wall of north screen 

well.  

Heavy red rust spot, 
6" triangular shape 

at ledge at elevation-7 
and 

7 inches west of east wall 
on north wall of north screen 

well.  

OPD S07 54
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Rust spot, 1" diameter of red and black rust 14 inches above ledge at elevation-7 and 2-1/2 inches east of gate slot on north wall of north * screen veil.  

174. Red rust spot, 1-1/2 inch diameter located 5 ft. above ledge at elevation-7 and 5 inches west of east wall on north wall of north screen well.  

Rust spot, red and black rust 1-1/2 inches in diameter protrudes rust 3/4 inches from surface 2 inches east of east gate slot and 5 ft.  above ledge at elevation-7 on north wall of north screen well.  

175. Rebar exposed and heavily rusted located west side of strap plate #34: One bar at 36 inches below ceiling and other 20 inches below ceiling. Must be steel transported from elsewhere.  

SOUTH PUMP BAY 

176. Orange to red rust spot located 5 ft. above the floor 1-1/2 ft. west of strap plate #35. Spot runs 6 inches vertically by 3 inches high and protrudes rust at about 2 inches from surface. This corresponds to previous survey note No. 120 in the north wall of south pump bay.  

177. 2 ft. x 5 inch x 3 inch concrete piece was removed from the floor of south pump bay. Piece came from the center piece of double slot of traveling screen.  

* 178. Rust spot, 2-1/2 ft. long vertically by up to 5 inches wide of dark red and black rust color located in the north wall of the south pump bay at 3 inches west of strap plate #36 and 8 ft. above the floor.  

179. Rust spot, 3-1/2 inches diameter protruded 1-1/2 inches from surface 1 inch eat of strap plate #48 and 3-1/2 ft. above floor on south wall of south pump bay.  

180. Rust spot, 3 inches diameter 3 inches below the ceiling 20 inches west of strap plate #50 on south wall of south pump bay.  

181. Rust stains and rust deposits in and around the grout at the top of strap plate #51 on south wall of south pump bay.  

182. Rust spot of 1-1/2 inch diameter 1 ft. below ceiling and 1 inch west 
of strap plate #51 on south wall of south pump bay corresponding to previous survey note #117.  

183. Rust spot running 8 inches vertically by 5 inches wide 15 inches east 
of strap plate #54, 2 ft. below the ceiling corresponding to previous 
survey note #114 on south wall of south pump bay.  

184. Rust spot, 2" diameter just east of strap plate #55 at 8 ft. below 
the ceiling on south wall of south pump bay.  

OPDSO754
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185. Rust spot - 1 inch diameter at the top of strap plate #57 on south wall of south pump bay.  

186. Rust spot, 3 inch diameter located 10 inches above the floor just east of strap plate #59 on south vall of south pump bay.  

EAST WALL OF SCREEN WELLS 

187. Rust spots up to 3 inches in diameter and several cracks in the west face of ledge all along the west face of ledge that is between elevation-7 and -11 ft. at east wall of south screen well.  

188. White chalky deposit running up from the ledge at elevation-7 ft.  extending upward 6 ft. at the south corner on the east wall of the south screen well.  

189. Rust spot, 1-1/2 inches diameter 4 ft. above the ledge at elevation*7 and 6 ft. north of south wall on the east wall of the south screen well.  
190. Rust spot, 4 inches diameter of red and brown rust 5-1/2 ft. above ledge at elevation-7 and 6 ft. south of north wall on the east wall of the south screen well.  

191. Strip of reddish brown rust 1 ft. long and 1-1/2 inches wide 6-1/2 ft.  above ledge of elevation-7 and 7 ft. south of north wall on east wall * of south screen well.  

192. Two rust spots of 1-1/2 inches diameter each 9 ft. above ledge At elevation-7 and 6 ft. north of south wall on the east wall of the south screen well.  

193. Rust spots and cracks along the west face of the ledge at elevation-7 
on the east wall of the north screen well.  

194. Rust spot, 1 inch diameter at corner with ledge 9 inches north of south wall on the east wall of the north screen well.  

195. Crack diagonally down and to the south from 3-1/2 ft. above the ledge and 2 ft. from the north wall on the east wall of the north screen 
well. Crack is clean of rust and sounds solid.  

SOUTH WALL OF NORTH SCREEN WELL 

196. Two rust spots - 1 inch diameter each and of dark reddish rust located 
2 ft. west of east gate slot and 11 ft. above the ledge at elevation 
-7 on the south wall of the North screen well.  

*0 
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197. Rust spot, 5 inches vertically by 3 inches wide located 10 inches west of east gate slot at 11 ft. above the ledge at elevation-7 on the south vall of the north screen well.  

198. Rust spot in corner 1 inch wide by 4 inches long runs vertically up corner from 16 inches above ledge at elevation-7 ft. on north wall of south screen well in corner with east wall.  

SOUTH SCREEN WELL 

199. Rust strip, 3/4 inch width by 2-1/2 inches long located 2-1/2 ft above ledge at elevation-7 4-1/2 inches from east wall on the north wall of the south screen well.  

200. Crack with dark red to black rust stains 4 inches long runs to east wall from 3-1/2 inches east of gate slot located 3-1/2 ft. above ledge at elevation-7 ft. on north wall of south screen well.  

201. Rust spot at east gate slot 3 inches vertically by 2-1/2 inches width located 5-1/2 ft.. above the elevation-7 ft. ledge.  

202. Rust spot, 3 inch diameter 2 inches east of east gate slot and 8-1/2 ft. above the elevation-7 ft. ledge.  

203. Rust spot, 3 inches wide by 6 inches long located 1 ft. west of 
traveling screen slot and 5-1/2 above elevation-7 ft. ledge on the north wall of south screen well.  

204. Rust spot, 3 inches wide by 7 inches long located 10 inches west of screen slot 4 ft. above the elevation-7 ft. ledge 10 inches west of 
east gate slot on the north wall of the south screen well.  

205. Rust spot, 4 inches wide, 6 inches long located 10 inches west from 
traveling screen slot and 5-1/2 ft. above elevation-7 ft. ledge on the 
north wall of the south screen well.  

206. Rust spot - hollow sounding 1-1/2 ft. wide by 2" high located 15 
inches above strap plates 1-1/2 ft. east of bar screen on north wall 
of south screen well.  

207. Rust spot, 2 inches diameter located 18 inches west of traveling 
screen slot and 9-1/2 ft. above elevation-7 ft. ledge on the north 
wall of south screen well.  

208. Rust spot, 2 inches diameter 20 inches east of traveling screen double 
slot and 8 ft. above elevation-i ft. ledge on north wall of south 
screen well.  

O O 
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209. Rust spot, 2 inches diameter located 4 ft. east of traveling screen 
double slot and 10 ft. above elevation-7 ft. ledge on north wall of south screen well.  

210. Rust strip, 20 inches high and varies in width from 2 inches to 4 inches located 8-1/2 ft. above elevation-i ft. ledge and 2-1/2 ft.  west of east gate slot in the north wall of south screen well. Hollow sound along the strip.  

211. Two rust spots - one of 2-1/2 inch diameter, one 12 inches wide by 6 inches high located 6 inches vest of east gate slot 8 ft. above elevation-7 ft. ledge on north wall of south screen well. Hollow sound.  

212. Rust spot, 8 inches high by 3-1/2 inches wide located 3 inches west of east gate slot 8 inches below elevation-11 ft. (bottom of ledge) on south wall of south screen well. Some hollow sounding.  

213. Rust spot - same as previous survey note #101.  

214. Rust spot, 3 inches diameter located 2 ft. east of west wall and 2 ft.  
above strap plates in north wall of south screen well.  

215. Crack, 3-1/2 inches long, orange rust color located 5 ft. above strap 
plates 2-1/2 inches east of vest gate slot on north wall of south 
screen well.  

SOUTH WALL OF NORTH SCREEN WELL 

216. Rust spot, 2 inches diameter located 1 ft. above strap plates just 
east of west gate slot in south wall of north screen well.  

217. Rust spot, 2-1/2 inch diameter located 3 ft. above strap plates, 18 
inches east of west wall on the south wall of north screen well.  

218. Rust spot, 1-1/2 inch diameter located 2-1/2 ft. above the floor 5 
inches east of traveling bar screen on the south vall of north screen 
well.  

219. Rust spot, 3 inches diameter of bright orange with yellow rust exuding 
located 2-1/2 ft. above floor and 3 ft. east of strap plate No. 77 on 
south wall of north screen well.  

220. Rust spot, 3 inches diameter orange and exuding yellow rust located 5 
ft. above the floor and 1-1/2 ft. east of strap plate No. 77. Light 
orange stains throughout this area of wall on south wall of north 
screen well.  

OPDS0754
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221. Rust spot, 1/2 inch diameter, exuding bright orange rust located 3-1/2 ft. vest of east screen, 25 ft. above floor on south vail of north 
screen well.  

222. Three rust spots 3 inch diameter each and dark rust stains over area located 3 ft. east of west bar screen and 1 - ft. above strap plates.  Sounds solid on south wall of north screen well.  

223. Rust spot, 2 inch diameter, located 5 ft. east of west bar screen, 10 ft. above strap plates on south vall of north screen well.  

CEILING OF CROSSOVER 

224. Rust spot, 2-1/2 inch diameter upper ceiling of crossover section 12 ft. south of north wall in corner with west wall located in upper 
ceiling of crossover.  

225. Hairline crack, upper ceiling of crossover 12 ft. south of north vall 
and 5 ft. east of west wall.  

NORTH WALL OF NORTH PUMP WELL 

226. Rust spot of bright orange with bright yellow rust exuding from the 
center; 3 inch diameter and 1-1/2 inches protruding from the surface 
located 4 inches east of strap plate no. 2 at 4 feet above the floor 
on the north wall of the north pump well.  

227. Rust spot of bright orange; 3 inch diameter located at the east edge 
of strap plate no. 3 and 10 feet above the floor on the north wall of 
the north pump well.  

228. Rust spot of orange color; 1 foot vertical length and 6 inches wide 
and projecting 1 inch from the wall surface located 2 feet east of 
strap plate no. 3 and 10 feet above the floor on the north wall of the 
north pump well.  

229. Crack in the concrete, 6-1/2 inches horizontal length and up to 1/4 
inch wide located 8 inches east of strap plate no. 3 and 9 feet above 
the floor on the north wall of the north pump well.  

230. Rust spot, 1 inch in diameter located at the west edge of strap plate 
no. 4 and 10 feet above the floor on the north wall of the north pump 
well.  

231. Rust spot, 3 inches diameter located at the west edge of strap plate 
No. 4 and 9-1/2 feet above the floor on the north wall of the north 
pump well.  

O O 
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232. Rust spot of orange with yellow center; of 2-1/2 inches diameter and projecting 2 inches from wall surface located 2 inches east of strap plate No. 5 and 11 feet above the floor on the north vall of the north pump vell.  

233. Rust spot, 2 inches diameter, located 14 inches east of strap plate No. 5 and 11 feet above the floor on the north vall of the north pump well.  

234. Rust spot, 1-1/2 inches diameter of orange color projecting 1 inch from the wall surface located 4 inches east of strap plate no. 6 and 5 feet below the ceiling on the north vall of the north pump well.  

235. Rust stains of 6 inches in diameter; when surface is chipped concrete 
is clean underneath; located 3 inches east ofstrap plate No. 6 and 10 feet above the floor on the north vall of the north pump well (see 
previous 63A).  

236. Rust spot of 3 inches by 2 inches projecting 1-1/2 inches from wall 
surface located 4 inches west of strap plate No. 7 and 11 feet above 
the floor on the north wall of north pump well.  

237. Rust spot of 4-1/2 inches diameter projecting 1 inch from wall surface 
located 10 inches west of strap plate No. 7 and 2 feet above the floor 
on the north wall of the north pump vell.  

238. Rust spot of orange color; 3-3/4 inches diameter projecting 1 inch 
from wall surface located 9 inches east of strap plate No. 7 and 11 
feet above the floor on the north wall of north pump well.  

239. Rust spot along form line of 3 inches diameter and 1-1/2 inch 
projection from wall surface located 21 inches east of strap plate No.  
7 and 10 feet above the floor on the north wall of north pump well.  

240. Rust spot, 4 inches by 2-1/2 inches and projecting 2 inches from wall 
surface located 13 inches east of strap plate No. 8 and 5 feet below 
the ceiling on the north wall of the north pump well.  

241. Rust spot and spall - 2-1/2 inch by 1 inch with hole in center of 1 
inch depth of orange rust; opened hole to 3 inches diameter with black 
rust deposit in hole with bubbles escaping from hole; located 17 
inches east of strap plate No. 8 and 10 feet above the floor. Sounded 
solid.  

242. Rust stain, orange, and heavy rust spot of 11 inches long by 6 inches 
wide projecting 1-3/4 inches from wall surface located 18 inches west 
of strap plate No. 9 and 5 feet above the floor on the north wall of 
north pump well.  
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243. Rust spot, 3 inches by 1-1/2 inches, orange with yellow center and yellow at depth, located 19 inches east of strap plate No. 10 and 6 inches above the floor on the north wall of the north pump well.  

EAST WALL OF NORTH PUMP WELL 

244. Rust spot, 6 inches by 5 inches and projecting 3 inches from wall surface of bright orange and brownish yellow located 2 feet south of strap plate No. 15 and 10 feet above the floor on the east wall of the north pump well.  

245. Rust spot, 1 inch diameter and projecting 1/2 inch from wall surface located 1 inch south of strap plate No. 16 and 3 feet above the floor on the east wall of the north pump well.  

SOUTH WALL OF NORTH PUMP WELL 

246. Rust spot, 2 inch diameter and projecting 1/2 inch from wall surface, 
orange rust, located 6 inches east of strap plate No. 26 and 4 feet 
above the floor on the south wall of the north pump well.  

247. Rust spot, 3-1/2 inches by 2-1/2 inches projecting 1 inch from wall 
surface, orange with yellow center located 3 inches west of strap 
plate No. 26 and 5 feet above the floor on the south wall of north 
pump well.  

248. Rust spot, 3-1/2 inches by 2-1/2 inches projecting 1/4 inch from wall 
surface located 2 inches west of strap plate No. 26 and 10 feet above 
the floor on the south wall of the north pump well.  

249. Rust spots - (4) in a horizontal line, all 8 feet above the floor as 
follows: 

o 3 inch diameter and projecting 1-1/2 inches from wall surface 

o 3 inch diameter and projecting 1 inch from wall surface 

o 2-1/2 inch diameter and projecting 1/4 inch from wall surface 

o 7-1/2 inches by 4-1/2 inches projecting 2 inches from wall surface 

located in a horizontal line from 1/2 inches west of strap plate no.  
25 to 21 inches west of strap plate no. 25 and all 8 feet above the 
floor on the south wall of the north pump well.  

250. Rust spot, 2 inches diameter and projecting 1/2 inch from wall 
surface, located 12 inches east of strap plate no. 25 and 9 feet above 
the floor on the south wall of the north pump well.  
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251. Rust spot, 2 inch diameter and 1/2 inch projecting from wall surface located 3 feet east of strap plate No. 25 and 2-1/2 feet above the floor on the south vall of the north pump vell.  

252. Rust spot, 1-1/2 inch diameter and projecting 3/4 inch from wall surface located 3 feet east of strap plate No. 25 and 5 inches above the floor on the south wall of north pump vell.  

253. Rust spot, 2 inches diameter projecting 1 inch from wall surface located 5 feet east of strap plate No. 25, 2-1/2 feet above the floor on the south wall of north pump well.  

254. Rust spot, orange, 2 inch diameter projecting 1/2 inch from vall surface located 2 feet west of strap plate No. 24 and 4 feet above the floor on the south wall of north pump well. ' 

255. Rust spot, orange 2-1/4 inch diameter and projecting 1 inch from wall surface located 1-1/2 feet west of strap plate No. 24 and 10 feet above the floor on the south vall of north pump well.  

256.. Rust spot, orange, 1 inch diameter projecting 3/4 inch from wall surface located 2 feet vest of strap plate No. 24 and 1-1/2 foot below the ceiling on the south wall of the north pump well.  

257. Rust spot, 6 inches by 3 inches and projecting 2 inches from wall surface located 1-1/2 feet east of strap plate No. 24 and 1 foot below the ceiling on the south wall of the north pump well (see previous 63D).  

258. Rust spot, bright orange, 2 inch diameter projecting 1 inch fromwall surface located 2-1/2 feet east of strap plate No. 23 and 8-1/2 feet above floor on south wall of north pump well.  

259. Rust stain over the surface of the wall in an area east of strap plate No. 23 on the south wall of north pump well.  

260. Rust spot, orange, 4 inches by 3 inches and projecting 1-1/2 inches 
from wall surface located 2 inches vest of strap plate No. 22 and 10 
feet above floor on south wall of north pump vell.  

261. Rust spot, 6-1/2 inches by 6 inches projecting 1-1/2 inches from vall 
surface located at the east edge of strap plate No. 22 and 10 feet 
above the floor on the south vall of north pump well.  

262. Rust spot, bright orange, 6-1/2 inches diameter projecting 2 inches 
from wall surface located 1-1/2 feet east of strap plate No. 22 and 11 
feet above the floor on south wall of north pump well.  

263. Rust spot, 7 inches by 5 inches projecting 2 inches from wall surface 
located 1-3/4 feet east of strap plate No. 22 and 11 feet above the 
floor (adjacent to no. 262 above) on the south wall of north pump well.  

O O 
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264. Rust spot, orange rust, 3 inches diameter projecting 1-1/4 inches from 

wall surface located 1-1/2 feet east of strap plate No. 22 and 1 foot below the ceiling on south wall of north pump well.  

265. Rust spot, orange, 2 inch diameter and projecting 1 inch from wall surface located 2 feet east of strap plate No. 21 and 8 feet above the floor on south wall of north pump well.  

266. Rust spot, 4 inches by 6 inches projecting 1 inch from wall surface located 3 feet east of strap plate No. 21 and 8 feet above the floor on the south wall of north pump well.  

267. Rust spot, 2 inches diameter located 5 inches east of strap plate No.  21 and 4 feet above the floor on the south wall of north pump well.  

268. Rust spot of orange rust, 6 inches by 2-1/2 inches projecting-2-1/2 
inches from wall surface located 9 inches west of strap plate No. 21 and 3 feet above the floor on the south wall of the north pump well.  

269. Rust spot, 2 inches diameter projecting 1 inch from wall surface 
- located 5 inches east of strap plate No. 21 and 9 inches above the floor on the south wall of the north pump well.  

270. Rust spot, orange rust, 2 inches diameter projecting 2 inches from 
wall surface located 1 foot east of strap plate No. 20 and 8 inches 
above the floor on the south wall of north pump well.  

271. Rust spot, 6 inches diameter projecting 1-1/2 inches from wall 
surface, located 15 inches west of strap plate No. 20 and 6 feet above 
the floor on the south wall of the north pump well.  

272. Rust spot, 3 inches by 1 inch projecting 1/2 inch from wall surface 
located 3 inches east of strap plate No. 19 and 5 feet below the 
ceiling on the south wall of north pump well.  

273. Rust spot, orange rust, 5 inches by 2 inches projecting 1-1/2 inches 
from wall surface located 3 inches east of strap plate No. 19 and 7 
feet above the floor on the south wall of the north pump well.  

EAST WALL OF NORTH PUMP WELL 

274. Rust spot, bright orange rust, 3 inches diameter projecting 1-1/2 
inches from the wall surface located 2 feet north of strap plate No.  
18, 10 feet above the floor on the east wall of the north pump well.  

275. Rust spot, orange rust, 1-1/2 inches diameter projecting 1/2 inch from 
wall surface located 2 inches north of strap plate No. 17 and 12 feet 
above the floor on the east wall of the north pump well.  
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276. Rust stain over the surface of the east wall directly behind the circulating waterpump in the north pump well.  

NORTH WALL 

277. Bright orange rust spot, 4" dia., 3-1/2 ft. above floor, 3 ft. vest of 
gate No. 9 slot in North wall at crossover. (Visual only).  

278. Bright red rust spot, 4" dia., 3 ft. above floor, 4 ft. vest of gate No. 9 slot in North wall at crossover. (Visual only).  

279. Rust spot, 18" 0, 10 ft. vest of Gate No. 9 slot 2' above floor; area of previous core drill No. 15. (Visual only), 

280. Crack from floor extends vertically up for 2 ft. on vest side of Gate No. 9 slot in the North wall.  

O 0 
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REFERENCE HALF-CELL READINGS. SECOND SURVEILLANCE.  

REFERENCE HALF-CELL DATE OF LOCATION READING 
:MEASURENENTS: OF HALF-CELL MEASUREMENTS 

12/3/88 BASE SLAB. INTAKE TUNNEL :-0.468 

............ *.*.*-.- ....................................................  
12/20/88 BASE SLAB. NORTH PUMP WELL -0.491 

:**.*.**-*-..:........................... 
. . . .** * - ; * - - - - - .........  

12/3/88 BASE SLAB. SOUTH PUMP WELL -0.4725 

12/3/88 ROOF SLAB. INTAKE TUNNEL -0.466 

........... *.*.******...-.............  ........................................ ............. ..................................... ......................  
12/20/88 ROOF SLAB. NORTH PUMP WELL -0.490 

........................................... ..............................................................................  

12/3/88 FLOOR SLAB. SOUTH PUMP WELL -0.4725 

12/3/88 NORTH WALL. INTAKE TUNNEL -0.465 * :UP TO SCREEN WELL 
................................................................ ..................................... .......................  

12/4/88 NORTH WALL. LOWER PORTION -0.464 
OF SCREEN WELL 

*........ ...............................................................  

12/3/88 NORTH WALL. UPPER PORTION :0.462 
OF SCREEN WELL 

-............ .........................................  
12/20/88 NORTH WALL. PUMP WELL -0.490 

:wassssawmagmsasaUssasswamassassasasmassmanassagmas=wmamanamammassea 
s 

12/4/88 SOUTH WALL. INTAKE TUNNEL *0.468 
UP TO MOV-9 

............ *.................................... ......................  
12/4/88 SOUTH WALL. INTAKE TUNNEL -0.471 

BETWEEN SCREEN WELL AND MOV-9 
-.......................................................................  

12/3/88 SOUTH WALL. PUMP WELL AND -0.4725 
SCREEN WELL 

assasasass===asassmanassmassasa 
zU3Uz33:~2=amasasamnaagassssa suamnas 

12/5/88 INTERMEDIATE WALL. SOUTH FACE -0.447 
: WEST PORTION OF SCREEN WELL 

............-.................................... ......................  
12/3/88 INTERMEDIATE WALL. SOUTH FACE -0.4725 

EAST SCREEN WELL AND PUMP WELL



Page 2 

REFERENCE HALF-CELL READINGS. SECOND SURVEILLANCE.  

REFERENCE HALF-CELL 
DATE OF LOCATION : READING 

:MEASUREMENTS: OF HALF-CELL MEASUREMENTS 

12/5/88 : INTERMEDIATE WALL. NORTH FACE -0.447 
:WEST SCREEN WELL ALONG STRAP PLATE 78: 

.............. ........................... ................  
12/4/88 : INTERMEDIATE WALL. NORTH FACE : -0.463 

MIDDLE OF SCREEN WELL 
............----- *---------------------........................ ......  

12/3/88 : INTERMEDIATE WALL. NORTH FACE : -0.462 
:EAST SCREEN WELL ALONG STRAP PLATE 75: 

........ *:.. *.. **-------..... . ................... ...........  
12/20/88 : INTERMEDIATE WALL. NORTH FACE -0.491 

PUMP WELL 

12/20/88 : EAST WALL -.0.491 
NORTH PUMP WELL 

12/3/88 : EAST WALL -.0.4725 
SOUTH PUMP WELL
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In 1984 reinforcing steel corrosion was observed in the Unit 1 
intake structure pump and screen well areas. The structure was 
evaluated and repaired. It was also concluded that the condition 
of the structure would be monitored through a regular 
surveillance program.  

As a part of this surveillance program, visual examination of the 
Unit 1 intake structure was conducted by divers utilizing a video 
camera. The divers were monitored and directed by engineering 
personnel from the surface.  

The results of the visual examination indicate that the changes 
that have occurred since the 1984 investigations and upgrading 
have been minor.  

The visual examination results coupled with the existing 
structural margins show that rebar corrosion will not affect the 
intake structure's ability to withstand a 0.67g modified Housner 
event prior to Cycle X surveillance.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The San Onofre Unit 1 Intake Structure is a massive 
reinforced concrete structure which provides the structural 
transition from the pipes used to collect and discharge sea water for condenser cooling and for safety related salt water cooling to the main portion of the circulating water system. Gates have been provided to dewater segments of 
the structure and to control flow. Screens are used for trash removal prior to allowing the water into the pump 
wells. See Figure 1 for a typical section.  

During dewatering of the north pump well and screen well in 
June 1984, leakage was observed which would preclude 
sending personnel into the dewatered structure due to 
safety considerations. Divers who examined the area 
reported local spalled concrete at the north pump gate slot 
and corrosion of the exposed reinforcing steel. The intake 
structure was dewatered using the tsunami gates (closest to 
the sea intake) and an inspection program was initiated to 
determine the condition of the gate slots.  

The subsequent investigation showed that some of the 
reinforcing steel near the concrete surfaces in contact 
with sea water was corroded. In order to define the extent 
of the corrosion and its effect on the structure, coring 
and chipping program was undertaken. Additional tests and 
examinations performed included half-cell testing, 
petrographic examinations, and chemical testing for 
chloride content. The investigation concluded that a 
repair program was required.  

The repair program included bolting strap plates to 
designated areas of the screen and pump wells. Design of 
the plates was based on the conservative assumption that 
the inside reinforcement was non-existent in the repaired 
areas. The strap plates were protected against corrosion 
with a coal tar epoxy coating in addition to zinc anodes.  

The investigation and evaluation of the structure 
established that intrusion of chloride ions was the cause 
of the structural deterioration, which had primarily 
occurred to the interior reinforcing steel in the pump and 
screen well areas of the structure. It was also concluded 
that the condition of the structure will be monitored 
through a regular surveillance program. For details of the 
evaluation and repair, see Reference 1.  

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to document results of the 
surveillance activities performed during February-May, 1986 
(Cycle IX, First Surveillance). The data is also used to 
identify portions of the structure for which corrosion 
potential exists. Evaluations are performed to determine 
the structure's reserve structural capacity.  
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1.2 Scope 

As a part of the monitoring effort, surveillance guidelines 
and procedures were established and issued for 
implementation (2, 3, 4, 5). Surveillance results along 
with the 1984 investigation for structural repair results 
will be used to establish a baseline. Subsequent 
surveillances will monitor the structure's condition and 
allow a comparison to the established baseline. Because 
the 1984 investigation for structural repair primarily 
examined distressed areas, results of this surveillance are 
the first complete, systematic examination of the 
unrepaired areas. The investigation techniques utilized 
were under water half cell potential measurements and under 
water visual examinations. Visual examinations and dry 
half cell measurements of available dry areas (north and 
south screen wells) were also conducted because they became 
accessible due to other repair work that required 
dewatering the screen wells. The surveillance included 
areas-that were repaired during the 1984 work effort as 
well as areas not repaired during 1984. The unrepaired 
areas include the intake structure from station W7 + 25 
(near the tsunami gates) to the screen wells, the upper 
portions of the screen wells, the north (intake) side of 
the common wall between the intake and discharge portions 
of the structure, and the concrete beams in the screen 
wells and around the pump well openings.  

2.0 VISUAL OBSERVATIONS 

The visual observations recorded the signs of corrosion 
that exist in the structure. To serve as a basis for 
future surveillances, signs of corrosion such as cracks, 
spalling, exposed reinforcing steel, rust deposits, stains, 
and similar conditions, that were known in the 1984 time 
frame, as well as any new observations were recorded in the 
Cycle IX activities.  

The 1984 visual examination of the Unit 1 intake structure 
displayed localized areas of distress characterized by 
concrete surface discoloration and marked by a pattern of 
rust spots of significant size. The amount of rust 
products exuding from the rust spots and the diameter of 
the rust spots seen in 1984 were each several times greater 
than any rust spots seen during the Cycle IX surveillance, 
also the 1984 rust spots were, for the most part, 
concentrated along a horizontal band. The spacing and 
locations of the rust spots, in general, were coincident 
with the pattern of the reinforcement steel. Except for 
the ceiling of the pump bay, the areas showing the 
concentrated signs of distress were occurring at an 
elevation that differed only slightly from one portion of 
the structure to another.  
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The 1984 investigation proceeded step by step as follows: 

a) The structure was dewatered to allow access to all 
areas. This facilitated inspection, testing and 
verification of the structural condition by 
conventional, time-tested methods.  

b) Areas of particular concern were selected based on 
visual evidence displayed on the concrete surfaces. The 
evidence included number and concentration of rust spots 
and discoloration and other sign of distress.  

c) The particular area of investigation was bounded by the 
concentration of the evidence of corrosion and by 
sounding with a hand held hammer. The soundings were 
useful-in determining delamination of the concrete and 
defining the boundaries of the delamination.  

d) Verification of rebar corrosion and delamination was 
made by chipping away the concrete and by core drilling.  

e) The chipping and/or core drilling were continued along 
to trace the limits and the extent of distress in each 
of the suspect areas.  

f) Other areas of apparently sound concrete were selected 
for core drilling or chipping to establish a control.  
The soundness of the concrete and rebar in those control 
areas were thus verified and gave a measure whereby the 
integrity of other portions of the structure was 
established.  

The 1986 visual examination displayed characteristics that 
differed from the 1984 observations. The diameter of the 
rust spots and the amount of rust products exuding from the 
rust spots were several times smaller than those seen in 
1984. The discoloration of the concrete and the rust spots 
were fewer in number, were not concentrated and were 
randomly spaced and did not display a pattern as they did 
in 1984.  

The only concentration of rust spots found in 1986 was on 
the north east section of the ceiling of the portion of the 
structure approaching the screen well. Based on the 1984 
investigation experience, this is the only area in 1986 
where further investigation could be considered necessary.  
That cluster is discussed further herein (See Section 4, 
Item 6).  

From the 1986 observations, it is reasonable to conclude 
that the findings of the 1984 investigations are the result 
of an accumulation over a long period of time of the 
chloride action, the ensuing rebar corrosion and the 
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concrete delamination. The interval between the 1984 and the 1986 investigations was not long enough to produce the quantity of corrosion products that was observed in 1984 which indicates that the process is not progressing 
rapidly. The 1986 findings also indicate a lack of systematic corrosion as observed by the small number of rust supports producing no recognizable pattern.  

Based on the conduct of the 1984 investigation, as described above, the 1986 investigation did not provide 
indications of corrosion pervasive enough to require the step by step examination. The size and character of the rust spots, the number of rust spots and the random 
locations observed in 1986 were such that had similar 
observations been made in 1984 further investigation would not have been necessary and that portion of the structure would have been considered suitable to return to service.  The only exception to the above appears to be in the north east section of the ceiling in the approach to the screen well mentioned earlier. There is a concentration of rust spots in that area to justify further consideration. The margins in this area are addressed in Section 4.0, Item 6.  

The above comments do not apply to the areas that were 
repaired in 1984 since the repairs do not rely on the 
existence of the rebar.  

The 1986 investigation relied, for the most part, on visual surveillance of the structure. The basis of future 
surveillance is recommended to be visual and/or additional 
positive means of corrosion measurements.  

Visual examination of the intake structure was conducted by engineering personnel and divers. The divers were directed by engineering personnel via remote video monitor. The inspection conducted by divers was video taped. In 
addition, the upper portions of the north and the south 
screen well areas were visually examined in the dry. The summary observations recorded during the examinations are 
given in the following sections. For further information 
refer to Figure Nos. 8 through 13 in Appendix A.  

Under water visual observations made by engineers in 
conjunction with divers using video equipment showed solid 
concrete with marine growth covering no more than 20% of the area surveyed unless otherwise noted in Appendix A 
and/or the following discussion. The strap plates observed 
were in very good condition, appearing the same as they did upon installation, except that the coal tar epoxy surface 
was dulled in appearance by environmental exposure. No 
apparent corrosion of the 9 in. diameter zinc anodes was observed, indicating that the coal tar epoxy coating is 
performing its intended function.  
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2.1 Under Water Visual Observations 

North Screen Well 

The north wall and the south wall (intermediate) have strap 
plates below about elevation (-) 10.0 and (-) 6.6, 
respectively. The north wall has numerous rust spots with 
discoloration of concrete and exuding rust products spread randomly over the surface of the wall below water level.  The south intermediate wall has several rust spots of 2 in.  diameter spread over the wall from the floor to about 6 ft above the floor. Strap plate #68 showed rust stains on its upper 10 in. of length with a rust spot on the concrete 
located immediately above it. Subsequent investigation 
indicated that the rust stain on the strap plate was not 
due to the corrosion of the plate itself, but discoloration 
due to migration of corrosion products of non-structural 
elements attached above the plate. Slots in this section 
(including the slot rebuilt in September, 1984) have 
intermittent rust discoloration, exuding rust and cracking 
up and down the length. The north screen well was also 
visually inspected while it was partially dewatered to the 
ceiling level of the pump well. See Section 2.2.2 for 
discussion of this inspection.  

The east and west walls were not included in the surveil
lance program.  

North Pump Bay 

Except for the floor and the area west of the concrete 
beam, the north pump bay has strap plates. The north wall 
has several rust spots which are exuding rust at locations 
about 6 ft below the ceiling directly north of the salt 
water cooling pumps. There is also a rust spot 1 ft above 
the floor in this area. Strap plates in this bay are 
satisfactory with no indications of distress. The east 
wall is satisfactory with no indications of distress. The 
south wall (intermediate) has a small rust spot about 6 ft 
below the ceiling. The concrete beam in the ceiling has no 
evident rust or discoloration and is satisfactory with no 
indication of distress. Ceiling and strap plates are 
satisfactory with no indication of distress.  

South Screen Well 

The south wall and the north wall (intermediate) have strap 
plates below about elevation (-) 6.6. The north wall 
(intermediate) of the south screen well has several rust 
spots and a 6 ft long crack in the wall from 6 to 12 ft 
above floor level. The spots have discoloration and are 
exuding rust products.  
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The south wall separating the intake and discharge has several rust spots at areas below 6 ft above the floor with discoloration and exuding rust products.  

The gate slots in this area had characteristics similar to those in the north screen well.  

Strap plates are satisfactory with no indication of distress.  

The east and west walls were not included in the surveil
lance program.  

The south screen well was also visually inspected while it was partially dewatered. See Section 2.2.1 for discussion 
of this inspection.  

South Pump Bay 

Except for the floor and the area west of the concrete 
beam, the south pump bay has strap plates. The south wall (intermediate) has several rust spots randomly located that show discoloration and are exuding rust products. The east wall has one spot of rust discoloration in the upper south corner.  

The south wall has numerous randomly located rust 
discolorations and exuding rust spots.  

The ceiling and ceiling beam were not observed because of inadequate visibility caused by dirt particles suspended in the water near the ceiling. These particles entered the 
structure from yard drains, causing the visibility to be reduced below that needed to make observations. All strap 
plates on the walls and two on the ceiling were examined 
and are satisfactory with no indication of distress.  

None of the floors in the structure were inspected by 
visual means because the suspended particles previously 
mentioned hampered visibility at the floor level.  

Transition Section 

This portion of the structure was not accessible during 
1984 since the tsunami gate was in position for dewatering.  
Two (old) cracks in the floor and one smaller crack in the 
ceiling were observed in addition to discoloration and 
spalling at the gate slot along the silicon bronze embeds 
in the floor.  

0 
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Tsunami Gate Structure 

This portion of the structure above elevation (-) 14.0 was not accessible in 1984. At that time, the tsunami gate was in position and the structure was dewatered behind the tsunami gate. Rust spots and cracks appear up and down the gate slots and are similar to those observed during earlier 
inspections. The gate slot liners (copper) are loole and corroding, providing the same appearance as in inspections during 1984. The slot in the ceiling extending upward into the gate cavity shows rust spots. At the top of the cavity an unconsolidated concrete construction joint, discolored by rust, extends around the perimeter. The roof of the cavity has nine exposed rusted reinforcing bars, a 3 in.  layer of concrete gone, and rusted sheet steel (probably the bottom of the concrete form) and discoloration due to rust.  

Crossover Section 

The inspection was performed of the intake tunnel portion 
of the crossover section. The north wall shows three rust 
spots on the concrete. The east wall has a crack about 6 in. above tunnel ceiling running the full width of the 
tunnel which exudes rust and is discolored along with 
spalled concrete. The rest of the section is satisfactory 
with no evidence of distress.  

MOV 9 

The gate slots (silicon bronze liners) have rust 
discoloration up and down their length and the slot in the 
ceiling (both east and west faces) has numerous stots of rust, cracks, discoloration and rust products on he 
surface. The surfaces also show evidence of scuffing from 
gate action.  

MOV 11 

The gate was inspected in 1984. There is an extensive crack pattern over the surface of the gate. The crack 
widths are such that they cannot be probed. The gate is in the same condition as it appeared during the 1984 
inspection. Since the gate was in place, the slots were 
not inspected.  

Transition to Screen Wells (Includes Flow Vanes) 

The north wall has two cracks, that can be probed to 1/2" 
depth, rust stained from floor to ceiling. These appear to 
be either a construction joint or a form joint with only 
the edges of the joint spalling. The north and south 
walls have a small number of rust spots of small size. The 
west portion of the ceiling has little sign of discolor
ation and cracking.  
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The north east section of the ceiling has a cluster of rust 
spots, exuded rust and discoloration in a concentrated area 
near the east edge of the ceiling.  

Strap plates in this area are satisfactory with no evidence 
of distress.  

2.2 Visual Observations in Dewatered Areas 

The screen wells and pump bays were partially dewatered (to approximately elevation minus 11 ft.) in order to install 
the circulating water pumps. During these periods, the 
opportunity was taken to make visual observations in 
dewatered portions of the structure. The visual 
observations made for the screen wells show the following: 

2.2.1 South Screen Well 

a) On the north wall at 1 ft above the top of the strap 
plates in elevation and 4 ft east of the stop gate slot 
there is a 2 in. diameter rust spot which is exuding 
rust products to the surface of the concrete.  

b) On the north wall at 6 ft east of the stop gate slot and 
10 ft above the top of the strap plates there is a 3 in.  
diameter rust stain on the concrete surface.  

c) On the north wall there is a 1 1/2 in. diameter rust 
stain on the concrete located at 2 ft west of the 
traveling screen at 10 1/2 ft above the top of strap 
plate level.  

d) On the north wall at 5 ft east of the stop gate slot and 
8 ft below the level of the top of strap plates there is 
an exuding rust spot 4 in. long by 2 in. wide which 
protrudes 1 in. of rust products from the surface of the 
concrete.  

e) There were four shallow hollow sounding areas (two on 
the north wall, two on the south wall). These were 
associated with surface irregularities in concrete 
rather than with delaminations caused by corroding 
rebar. These areas are: at the north wall about 7 ft 
west of the center of the wall about 2 ft above normal 
water level; on the south wall about 6 ft west of the 
new pump stop gate, at about normal water level.  

The south wall had no signs of discoloration or distress of 
concern.  
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2.2.2 North Screen Well 

Locations of rust exudations and spots werle not recorded 
for the north and south walls of the North Screen Well as 
there were very few spots. No rust exudation was larger 
than 2 in. diameter. All strap plates exposed by 
dewatering were observed to be satisfactory with no 
evidence of distress. Concrete patches over previously 
chipped areas were satisfactory with minor flaking at 
"feather-edges" of one patch which would not endanger 
reinforcing steel protection.  

2.3 Strap Plates 

Underwater visual observation of strap plates using divers 
and video shows no signs of corrosion of the plates 
themselves. Strap plates were also visually examined in 
the dewatered areas of the structures. All strap plates 
are satisfactory with no evidence of distress. The visual 
inspections also noted that grout, bolts, and zinc anodes 
are satisfactory with no structural deterioration.  

3.0 HALF-CELL MEASUREMENTS . 3.1 General 
The half cell measurements were made as a part of the 
surveillance program to identify areas of corrosion 
potentials in the pump structure. The silver-silver 
chloride half cells were used underwater and copper-copper 
sulphate half cells were used for the dewatered portions of 
the structure. The silver-silver chloride half cells were 
positioned underwater by divers supervised and directed by 
Engineering. This work was monitored by a specialist from 
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. A brief summary and 
conclusion of half cell potential data is given below.  

3.2 Measurements With Plant Cathodic Protection System 
Operating 

This set of potential readings made underwater with silver
silver chloride half cells are biased by stray currents 
generated by the cathodic protection system ground beds 
near the structure. Another source of bias to these 
potential readings is the presence of the stainless steel 
traveling screens which are not electrically isolated from 
the reinforcement in the structure.  

Analysis of the data indicates that variations in 
underwater potential are less than those measured by R.F.  
Stratfull in the dewatered structure during his 1984 
investigation prior to the repair work (6). There are 
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indications that concrete at the west end of the intake is 
being cathodically protected by the plant cathodio 
protection system due to lower (more negative) potential 
readings at that end of the structure. The data is shown 
on Figure Nos. 2 through 7 in Appendix B.  

3.3 Measurements With Plant Cathodic Protection System Shut 
Down 

As discussed in Section 3.2, the first set of measurements 
was influenced by the plant cathodic protection system. A 
second set of readings was then taken while the cathodic 
protection system was shut down. The readings are more 
negative in the pump bay and tunnel areas as compared to 
screen well areas. The readings are more negative near the 
bottom of the structure. The data is shown on Figure Nos.  
2A through 7A in Appendix B.  

3.4 Copper-Copper Sulphate Measurements 

3.4.1 South Screen Well 

The copper-copper sulphate half-cell measurements in the 
dewatered portion of south screen well were taken while the 
plant cathodic protection system was operating. The 
copper-copper sulphate half cell potentials and their 
analysis is discussed in Reference 7. The measurements 
show a consistent increase in negative potential when 
moving downward from the normal water surface. The data is 
shown on Figure 14 of Appendix C.  

3.4.2 North Screen Well 

The copper-copper sulphate half cell measurements of the 
dewatered north screen well's north and south walls were 
taken while the plant cathodic protection system was shut 
down. The potentials and their analysis is discussed in 
Reference 7. The measurements for both walls may be 
erroneous due to lack of saturated copper sulphate solution 
which would cause malfunctioning of the half cell. The 
data is shown on Figure 14 of Appendix C.  

3.5 On-Going Surveillance Activities 

As mentioned above, the underwater potentials are probably 
influenced by the traveling screens which are not isolated 
from the reinforcement. Therefore, the traveling screens 
should be isolated from the reinforcement and underwater 
half cell measurements will be made in the near future 
while the cathodic protection system is shut down. For 

* 
further details 

see Reference 
7.  
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4.0 STRUCTURAL EVALUATION 

4.1 Introduction 

The visual observations indicated that there are certain 
areas in the structure that showed potential rebar 
corrosion or concrete cracking. Rebar corrosion in the areas that are repaired in 1984 need no further evaluation 
since the modifications implemented did not rely on inside rebar. As for the other areas structural evaluations were performed to determine the inherent structural capacity and the existing margins (Reference 9). Various analytical 
values were computed using different techniques and 
assumptions in order to cover the conditions and provide a basis for the conclusion reached as to the structural 
integrity of the intake structure as it presently exists.  

4.2 Methods Employed 

The intake structure was evaluated as a part of the Balance of Plant Seismic Reevaluation Program (8). The results of those analyses form the basis of the existing stresses in the structure. The visual observations indicated that there are six areas in the unrepaired portion of the intake structure that show potential rebar corrosion or concrete cracking. These six areas are shown in Figure 1. These 
locations are (numbering as shown on Figure 1): 

1. Stop (Tsunami)gate chamber wall above elevation (+) 6'-0" 
and the slab at elevation (+) 6'-0".  

2. Transition section between the intake structure and the 
intake pipe at the western end of the structure below elevation (-) 14'-0".  

3. North-south walls between MOV-9 and the new pump stop gate between elevations (-) 14'-0" and (-) 26'-0".  

4. North wall above elevation (-) 6'-6u1 and in between the 
new pump stop gate and the abandoned pump stop gate.  

5. Slab at elevation (-) 11'-0" between MOV-9 and the new 
pump stop gate.  

6. Beam at station W6 + 67.0 on east wall of north screen 
well at elevation (-) 6'-6" which supports the wall 
above it-.  

For each of the six areas, the maximum applied moment for 
the governing design condition from the Seismic 
Reevaluation Program was obtained. These values form the basis for determining the structure integrity because they 
represent the most severe condition to which the structure 
will be subjected under operating conditions.  
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The applied moments were then compared with the bending 
capacity of the section. The moment capacity of the six sections was computed to obtain the: 1) ultimate moment capacity with the designed reinforcement (Mu); and/or the 2) cracking moment using the modulus of rupture for the existing concrete. The two values were calculated based upon the provisions stated in the ACI-318-83 code.  

The basic differences between the two computed moments are that the ultimate moment capacity is based on the 
reinforcing steel resisting all tension forces when 
subjected to bending. For the cracking moment, the tension forces are assumed to be resisted by the concrete 
(reinforcing steel takes zero load) and the concrete has a capacity in tension based upon its modulus of rupture as defined in ACI-318. In common practice, the cracking moment is utilized to control deflections or deformations 
which may occur at service load levels, i.e., under the dead load and portion of the live load which is sustained.  
However, the cracking moment demonstrates the inherent 
margin in reinforced concrete. Herein, it is used for that purpose and is compared to the forces under maximum design 
loads rather than service loads.  

In addition to the above stated analyses, the north wall 
above elevation (-) 6'-6" (area 4) was also analyzed by two 
other methods. It is the only area that ductile behavior would be observed under the maximum design conditions.  
Therefore, to further understand its inherent structural 
capacity it was analyzed as a plate using load 
redistribution due to localized yielding. It was also analyzed based on yield line theory. The "Yield-Line 
Theory" for design of concrete is a form of limit design and yields an ultimate strength in flexure of slabs. The theory is based on the concept that, on progressive 
loading, the reinforcing steel reaches its yield-point 
stress (fy) before the slab reaches its ultimate strength.  
Yielding under increasing load progresses to form lines of 
yielding. Until yield lines are formed in sufficient 
numbers to break up the slab into segments which can form a collapse mechanism, additional load can be supported.  

According to P. M. Ferguson (Reinforced Concrete 
Fundamentals, 3rd Edition) tests on slabs have closely 
verified the yield-line analysis. The calculated load 
normally underestimates the actual test results.  

The results of these analyses are presented in Table 4.3.1 of Section 4.3.  
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4.3 Results Obtained 

The six areas being evaluated were examined by various 
methods (see Section 4.1). The first step was to determine 
the ultimate moment capacity (Mu) of the section in 
question as defined by ACI 318-83 concrete code. It was 
assumed that no rebar has corroded in these sections. For 
areas 1, 3, 5 and 6 the ultimate moment capacity exceeded 
the applied moment from 51% for area 3 to over 800% for 
sections of areas 1 and 5. As was mentioned in Section 
2.0, area 6 is the only section where a concentration of 
rust spots were observed when compared to the 1984 
investigations. The margin that presently exists is about 
500%. Further calculations showed that assuming that the 
bottom rebar was totally corroded and 3 inches of concrete 
was spalled, the margin will be about 200%. Due to the 
design margins found for these areas (1, 3, 5 and 6), 
further computations are unnecessary.  

For area 2 the applied moment exceeded the ultimate moment 
capacity by 16%. For this condition, an evaluation of the 
actual designed capacity was conducted. This required 
evaluating the cracked moment capacity of the section in 
accordance with ACI 318-83 concrete code. For area 2, the 
computed cracked moment (Mcr) exceeds the applied moment by 
81%. Due to the margin inherent in the structure, further 
analysis is unnecessary.  

The remaining area to be considered is area 4. Both the 
ultimate and cracking moment capacities of the section are 
slightly exceeded (14-16%) by the applied moment. For this 
area the section will experience some local yielding when 
subjected to the maximum design conditions. For this case 
two additional analyses were performed. The section was 
analyzed first by plate theory using load redistribution 
for those localized areas which would be subjected to 
yielding of the reinforcement steel. It was concluded that 
the final ductility factor would be 2.5 which is less than 
the Seismic Reevaluation Program allowable of 3.0. This 
ductility factor is applicable to the yielding of 
horizontal outside rebar under negative moment. The 
yielding occurs in the midsection of the wall, and extends 
about one half of the wall length. To investigate the 
impact of this yielding on the inside positive rebar, the 
load was redistributed. It was found that the vertical 
inside rebar will have a margin of about 37 percent against 
the ultimate capacity. To further understand the 
structural behavior of the wall section, it was also 
analyzed by the yield line method. The results of that 
analysis revealed that there was a ratio of 1.5 between the 
maximum allowable loading and the applied governing loading 
condition. Excess capacity is shown to exist in the 
designed structure.  

As discussed in Section 2, the surveillance results 
indicate that the level of corrosion is such that the 
design margins computed herein are not compromised.  
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Table 4.3.1 

STRUCTURAL EVALUATION RESULTS 

(3) (4) (5) 
Applied Mu Mor Ductility 

Area Description Moment K-FT K-FT Factor Remarks 

1 Stop Gate 12.46 46.7 
Chamber Wall 
EL (+) 6'-0" 

1 Slab @ Stop 19.8 180 
Gate Chamber 
EL (+) 6'-0" 

2 Transition 60.03 51.7 108.7 

3 North-South 41.6 62.8 
Walls 
EL (-) 20'-0" 

4 North Wall 99.05 85.42 82.81 2.5 Yield Line 
Above EL Ratio of 
(-) 6'-0" 1.5 

-Allowable 
to Actual 
Loading 

5 Slab-B.D.E. 20.4 203.4 
@ EL (-) 14'-0" (2) 
-East of Recirc. 57.43 
Gate 

(6) 
6 Beam @ W6.+ 67.0 611 3158 

EL 6'-6" T.A.C.  

1) Slab above vane area analysis as a 3 cont. span slab with 
simple supports at the vane piers.  

2) West side of vane area, single span between N-S walls.  

3) Mu = ultimate moment capacity with design As.  

4) Mcr cracking moment using modulus of rupture.  

5) Seismic Reevaluation Program allowable is 3.0.  

6) Moment capacity for plain concrete = 1193.  
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Visual observations of the structure under water and of 
dewatered areas reveal that the structure has numerous rust 
spots with discoloration of concrete and exuding rust 
products. These observations were noted on the entire 
structure except on the ceiling and ceiling beams in the 
pump bays. Most of the gate slots also show similar 
conditions in addition to cracks up and down the slots.  
The structure shows observable signs of continuing 
corrosion. However, the rate and the level of corrosion is 
such that the integrity of the structure is not impaired.  

All strap plates are satisfactory and show no indications 
of distress. The visual inspection also noted that coal 
tar epoxy, grout, bolts and zinc anodes are satisfactory 
with no observable deterioration. The structural 
evaluations indicate that design margins are available to 
resist the possible reinforcing steel corrosion and that 
rebar corrosion will not affect the structure's ability to 
withstand a 0.67g earthquake prior to the Cycle X 
surveillance.  

The half cell potential readings were made to identify 
areas of high corrosion potential. Analysis of the 
readings indicates that the half cell readings are biased 
by the cathodic protection system and the presence of 
traveling screens which are not isolated from the
reinforcement of the structure. Analysis of the data also 
indicates that variations in potentials determined 
underwater are less than those measured during the 1984 
work effort. There may be a number of reasons which could 
explain the trends and variations in the half cell 
potentials. (For details see Ref. 6.) The half cell 
measurements available at this time are not reliable enough 
to conclusively establish any effects of corrosion on the 
structural integrity of the structure.  
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APPENDIX A



APPENDIX A -- VISUAL OBSERVATION FIELD NOTES 

The following areas were selected during the underwater visual inspection process as points of interest on basis of visual signs of distress and are described below, in the video tapes, and on the drawings where they are identified by corresponding numbers.  The reference at the end of each item is to indicate where the . item is shown on the video tape and drawings. The areas are defined as follows: 

1. The transition from circular pipe to square box (transition 
section), just west of the tsunami gate, has a large crack ' in the floor at the centerline varying in width from 6" to 2" which extends diagonally southeastward from the interface with the pipe for about 7 ft, can be probed to about 2 1/2" depth with a pointed rod of about 3/16" diameter. There is a triangular piece of concrete missing from the apex of this crack with item 2 (below) that is about 8 inches in length.  No rust products are evident in this crack system and no concrete remains in the crack. Based on conversations with the diver, this crack and item 2 are evidently cracks that 
have been present for a period of years and were seen in previous (diving) inspections. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 8) 

2. In the transition section a second crack starting at the pipe interface at floor centerline at the point of start of item 1 extends about 4 feet diagonally north east and is about 4" wide can be probed about 1 1/2" in depth. Has same characteristics as crack of item 1. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 8) 

3. In the transition section ceiling a crack, 1/8 " wide 2 feet in length and probing to about 1" in depth is located 5 feet west of the tsunami gate 4 feet south of the centerline.  
There is no rust color or rust products associated with this crack. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 9) 

4. In the floor of the tunnel immediately below the tsunami 
gate, there is a copper plate embedded. Immediately west of the plate the concrete is spalled away to a maximum of 8" and depth of about 1/2". The concrete is stained with black corrosion products and the plate is stained blue-green.  
(Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 8) 

5. This item is the same as item 4 but occurs on the eastern 
boundary of the copper embedded plate and concrete floor.  
(Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 8)



6. The copper embedded guide in the north tsunami gate slot is 
hanging loose in the slot supported at only a few anchors.  
The edges of the embed are corroding. The condition of the gate is much the same as it appeared in previous 
inspections. The retaining anchors which were added in the past to correct the loose hanging conditions have corroded 
away. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 10) 

7. On the north wall up in the tsunami gate cavity, there is a 5" by 2" area of spalled concrete which is 5" from the edge 
of the gate slot 6 feet above the tunnel ceiling. (Ref.  
Tape No..1 and Figure 10) 

8. In the tsunami gate cavity about 1 foot below the ledge that 
supported the gate operators, the walls have a 7" deep 
strip, around the perimeter, of unconsolidated concrete that 
appears to be a construction joint. The strip has heavy 
rust stains on the concrete which appear to come from steel 
that is corroding above this area. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and 
Figure 10) 

9. The ledge which forms the ceiling of the tsunami gate cavity 
has a large area of delaminated concrete that has broken 
away from the first layer of reinforcing steel exposing 9 
bars that run east and west. The bars are corroded through 
the entire diameter. The three inches of concrete cover 
over the bars has deteriorated and spalled off. Bars are 
about 1 ft apart. A steel plate that may have been used as 
the underside of the forms for this ledge and apparently 
left in place is corroded away. The severe corrosion and 
loss of concrete cover makes it reasonable to conclude that 
this deterioration has been occurring over the years but was 
not noted in the 1984 inspection because at that time the 
tsunami gate was in position and the structure was 
dewatered. This condition left no access to the cavity for 
visual inspection. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figures 9, 10) 

10. The south gate slot for the tsunami gate contains an 
imbedded copper liner which is hanging loose, with its edges 
corroding and the anchors added in the past to correct the 
loss of support have corroded. In places, the plate is 
hanging about an inch away from the concrete. (Ref. Tape 
No. 1 and Figure 11) 

11. The east side of the tsunami gate slot at the south wall 
there is an area of spalled concrete that extends from the 
floor to about 2 ft above the floor and is about 3 1/2" 
wide. The concrete is stained with red rust color and 
contains soft black rust products. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and 
Figure 11)



12. In the heat treat cross over area between MOV 9 and the tsunami gate in the east wall 5" above the ceiling of the tunnel there is a system of cracks that extend across the north south length of the wall. The cracks are discolored by rust products with red and orange stains at the surface 
with black rust products evident below the surface of the cracks. The concrete adjacent to the slot easily spalls to about 1/2" depth. (Ref. Tape No. 1 and Figure 10) 

13. The south wall 5 ft east of east edge of MOV 11 there are 4 rust spots in a vertical line down the wall.  

a) The first spot is 18" down from ceiling level, about 1 1/2" in diameter and protrudes 3/4" from the surface of 
orange rust color.  

b) At 5 1/2 ft down from ceiling also 5' east of MOV 11 a 
rust spot of 1 1/2" diameter protrudes 1/2" from surface 
of orange rust color within a larger rust stain of 6" 
diameter.  

c) At 5" above the floor and also 5' east of MOV 11 there 
is a third rust spot 3" diameter of dark reddish brown 
rust stain.  

d) Also 5' above the floor but 6' east of MOV 11 there is a 
rust stain that is 6" long by 2" wide. Also see item 
134. (Ref. Tape No. 1, Tape No. 5 and Figure -11) 

14. North gate slot of MOV 9 at 4 ft below the ceiling west edge of the slot is spalled in an area of 4" x 3" and concrete is 
of normal color. Also a rust spot 2" diameter of orange and 
reddish rust color is in the north west corner of the slot.  (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 10) 

Note: MOV 9 was removed at this time for installation of 
gate stops allowing access to the slot.  

15. Also in the north gate slot of MOV 9 at 18" below the 
ceiling in the center of the slot there is an area of 
spalled concrete about 3/4" deep and 6" long by 3" high.  
(Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 10) 

16. In the north gate slot of MOV 9 there is a 3" x 1/4" rust 
spot of dark red rust color 6" above the ceiling level.  
(Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 10) 

17. In the north gate slot of MOV 9 there is a 2 ft long by 2" 
wide rust streak in the east corner just above ceiling 
level. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 10)



18. In the ceiling of the tunnel at NOV 9 the gate opening there is a 2" diameter spall of normal color 1" deep at 6" above ceiling level 18" south of the north wall on the west face of the opening. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

19. Also in the ceiling opening for NOV 9 at 3 1/2" south of the north wall there is a 2 1/2" diameter dark red and light 
orange rust colored spot about 60 above ceiling level on the 
west face of opening. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

20. NOV 9 ceiling opening on the west face on the corner with 
the ceiling there is a 1" diameter dark red rust colored 
spot at 18" north of the south wall. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and 
Figure 9) 

21. The NOV 9 ceiling opening east face has a corner with 1" of 
concrete spalled away at 12" south of the north wall. (Ref.  
Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

22. The MOV 9 ceiling opening east face at 2' south of north 
wall just above ceiling level there is a 5" long 2" wide 
dark and light red rust colored spot with some spalling of 
concrete. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

23. MOV 9 ceiling opening east face about 5 ft south of north 
wall at 1 1/2 ft about ceiling level there is a 2" diameter 
rust spot of dark rust color protruding 1/4" from the 
surface of soft texture rust products. (Ref. Tape, No. 2 and 
Figure 9) 

24. MOV 9 ceiling opening east face at 7 ft south of north wall 
and 7" above ceiling level there is a 2" diameter rust spot 
and an S shaped spot about 2" long of spalled concrete with 
heavy rust stains in the spall. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 
9) 

25. MOV 9 ceiling opening east face at 4 ft north of the south 
wall at 7" above ceiling level there is a 3" diameter orange 
rust colored spot. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

26. In the same area as item 25 there is a 3" diameter rust spot 
that protrudes 1/4" of soft textured orange rust products.  
(Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

27. NOV 9 at 6" above ceiling level at the south slot in the 
east face there is a 1 1/2" diameter light orange rust spot 
with spalling concrete extending up the gate slot. (Ref.  
Tape No. 2 and Figure 9) 

28. NOV 9 at 6" above ceiling 6" north of south wall there is a 
spalled area 3" long by 1 1/2" wide with dark brown and 
black rust stains. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 9)



29. MOV 9 south gate slot 4 ft above floor there is a 2 ft long 
crack in the silicon-bronze liner in the east corner of the 
slot. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 11) 

30. MOV 9 south gate slot 4 ft from the floor level there is a - 2 ft long 4" wide bright orange colored rust spot in the 
concrete at the corner of the slot. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and 
Figure 11) 

31. -NMOV 9 south gate slot 12" above floor level there is a 12" 
long 1 1/2" wide orange rust colored spot in the east corner 
of the slot. (Ref. Tape No. 2 and Figure 11) 

32. North wall of cross-over 2 ft east of the tsunami gate and 
10 -ft above the floor level there is a 12" long 1/2" wide 
rust spot with rust products deposited on the wall. (Ref.  
Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

33. North wall of cross-over 6" east of the tsunami gate about 
10 ft above floor level there is a 6" long 4" wide oblong 
rust spot of dark reddish rust color and a spot that extends 
from there to the ceiling. This is evidently the boundary 
between the first pour of concrete at the block out for the 
gate slot and the second pour which formed the gate slot.
(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

34. South wall of cross-over 1 ft east of the tsunami gate and 
2 ft above floor level there is a light orange and dark 
reddish rust colored spot that appears to be spalling of 
concrete that can be probed, at separation, to 1/2" depth 
with a visible separation of 3/41" that extends at a shallow 
angle into the depth of the wall. The crack is 7" long.  
(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

35. South wall of cross-over 5 ft east of tsunami gate there is 
spalling of concrete plus three rust spots of 3" diameter in 
an area of 3' diameter. The spots are of dark and light 
rust coloration. The area is about 3 ft above floor level.  
(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

36. South wall of cross-over 12 ft west of NOV 9 and 4 ft above 
floor level a rust spot of 3" diameter of dark red rust 
color also has a 2" diameter black spot within the larger 
spot of black rust coloration with spalling of concrete in 
the black spot. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

37. South wall of cross-over 2 1/2 ft west of MOV 9 at 1 ft 
above floor level there is a T shaped rust spot that is 6" 
long by 3" wide of brown and reddish rust color. (Ref. Tape 
No. 3 and Figure 11)



38. South wall of cross-over 3 ft west of MOV 9 and 2" above 
floor level there is a 2" wide 5" long dark rust stain that 
can be easily gouged to 1/4" deep of dark rust products.  

Spalling of concrete is evident within this spot. (Ref.  
Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

39. South wall 2" west of NOV 9 and 2 1/2 feet above floor level 
there is a protruding rust spot of light red rust color with 
the center protruding 1/8" beyond the concrete surface of 
dark rust color with black rust products beneath surface 
crust. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11) 

40. South wall is covered with barnacles which protrude 
individually about 1" from the surface. There is a 1/8" 
thick growth of algae which covers approximately 60% of the 
surface area. This is somewhat typical of the north wall 
and the rest of the interior of the intake structure. (Ref.  

Tape 3 and Figure 11) 

41.- Core Drill No. 15 and repaired area -- The color and 

appearance of these items give no sign of interaction or 

activity between the old concrete and reinforcing steel and 

the repaired area. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

42. North wall 6" east of MOV 9 there is at 18" above floor 
level a 1 ft diameter rust spot with a 2" diameter center 
that protrudes 1/2" from the surface. There is a crack that 
can be probed to 1/2" depth that runs from this spot to MOV 

9 gate slot. There is also a spalling crack that runs from 

the floor to the ceiling through this spot. The crack is 

probably the edge of a blockout that was later filled when 

the gate slot was formed. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

43. North wall 15 ft east of MOV 9 there appears to be a 

spalling crack from floor to ceiling that can be probed to 

1/2" depth. There is no discoloration associated with this 

crack. The crack appears to be either a construction joint 
or a form joint with only the edges of the joint spalling.  
(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

44. South wall 1" west of MOV 11 opening 5 ft above floor level 

there is a 5 ft long 1/8 " wide crack that can be probed 

1/4" with no discoloration. Also 5" east of MOV 9 at 1/4" 

above floor level there is a 1" long rust spot. (Ref. Tape 
No. 3 and Figure 11) 

45. MOV 11 -- The gate itself has a crack pattern that exudes 

white material to highlight the cracks. The cracks are much 

as appeared in 1984 and are not considered to be 

significant. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 11)



46. North wall in tunnel approaching screen well -- There is a 1" diameter orange rust colored spot that protrudes rust about 1/4" beyond wall surface 6" above the floor and even with east nose of flow vane. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

North wall 6" above floor level 1 ft east of east nose of flow vane there is a 1" diameter rust spot of dark red rust color. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

48. North flow vane -- The north side of the north flow vane has no significant spots or cracks to report.  

The west nose of the flow vane has a crack system (as seen in 1984) that runs the full height of the vane that varies in width from 1/8" to 2" and about 1/4" in depth by probing.  Intermittent dark rust discolors the crack system.  

The south side of the north flow vane has random minor pitting and spalling.  

(Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 8) 

49. On the north flow vane -- east nose, a crack pattern exists which runs the full height and varies to a maximum of 1" in width and allows probes to 1" depth along with intermittent rust stains and protruding rust along the cracks (appears much as it did in 1984). (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 8) 

50. Repair of chipped area R and R-1. There was no sign of interaction or distress between repaired area and old concrete. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

51. North wall of north screen well -- There is a 6" to 8" wide reddish rust spot 10" east of gate slot that extends from 1 ft above floor level to 11 ft above floor level where it ends abruptly - 10 ft long rust spot. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

52. North wall repaired gate slot. The new concrete looks good but old concrete east of the bar screen slot is heavily rust colored. There appears to be no adverse reaction between old and new concrete. The rust stains on this wall appear to be migrating from above and this as well as other spots on the north wall may be forming from the migrating rust.  The ladder anchors above are contributing to much of the rust stains. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

53. All strap plates in north screen well appear in good condition none of the nuts appear to have loosened. (Ref.  Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

SII



54. North screen well south wall (intermediate wall) -- There is a 2" diameter orange rust colored spot which protrudes rust 1/4" from the surface 6 ft above floor level 8" west of stop gate slot. The discoloration easily breaks away and is of soft texture. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 
55. South wall of north screen well -- There Is a 2" wide 4" long rust spot protruding 1/2" from surface of reddish rust color which is black rust products beneath surface that is located 10" west of stop gate slot 10 ft above floor level.  The rust products are easily broken away to about 1/4" depth. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 
56. South wall of north screen well -- An expansion anchor bolt for a core drill remains in place in a rust spot that is 3 ft below the tunnel ceiling 1 ft west of the stop gate slot.  (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

57. South wall of north screen well -- a rust spot in the gate slot 5 ft below the tunnel ceiling. Spot is 1" diameter of orange and black rust color. Rust is easily penetrated to 1/4" depth. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

58. South wall of north screen well has a rust spot in the stop gate slot of 3" diameter, 8 ft above floor level that protrudes 1/2" of rust color. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

59. South wall of north screen well -- The gate slot and the surface just west of slot has numerous intermittent 
protruding rust spots and cracks up and down the full height of the slot. Rust protrudes up to 1" beyond surface of concrete. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

60. South wall of north screen well -- The strap plates look good with no rusting but black coating is peeling away in places. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

61. North wall of north pump bay just east of strap plate No. 4 and 6 ft below the ceiling there is a rust spot of 6" diameter of light rust color which protrudes 1" beyond the concrete surface. Strap plates No. 1 through 4 look good.  (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

62. North wall of north pump bay just east of strap plate No. 5 there is a 6" diameter rust spot 6 ft below the ceiling with light rust coloration and rust protruding 1 ft beyond concrete surface. Strap No. 5 looks good. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10) 

63A. North wall of north pump bay 1" east of strap No. 6 there is a 2" diameter reddish rust colored spot of rust protruding 1" beyond the concrete surface of soft black rust texture.  (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 10)



63B. Straps No. 6 through 13 look good. Strap No. 14 also looks good. Along the east wall of north pump bay straps No. 15 through 18 look good. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figures 10 and 12) 

63C. The concrete surface in the ceiling beam west of the north circulating water pump looks good with no rust or 
discoloration evident, however visibility here is not good.  (Ref. Tape No. 3, Figure 9) 

63D. Strap No. 23 in the north intermediate wall looks good but there is a rust spot of 2" diameter 2 ft west of strap plate No. 23 of orange rust color 1 ft below the ceiling that protrudes rusts 1/2" beyond surface. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 

63E. Strap No. 24 looks good. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 13) 
63F. Ceiling strap No. 31 looks good. A general inspection of the north pump bay, ceiling indicates a few random rust spots, however, this inspection was limited by poor 

visibility. (Ref. Tape No. 3 and Figure 9) 

64. North wall of north screen well -- The bar screen slot has intermittent heavy rust spots up and down its height. (Ref.  
Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

65. North wall of north screen well 1 1/2 ft east of bar screen slot that extends from 2 1/2 ft above floor level to 12 ft 
above floor level varies in width from 4 " to 12" and of 
light rust color. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

66. North wall of north screen well light colored rust spot 46 to 12" wide 2 1/2 ft long broken and then 10' long starts 1 1/2 ft above floor level tapers towards east upward located 
about 3 1/2 ft east of bar screen slot. Spot tapers into strap plate. Strap plate is in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

67. North wall of north screen well 5 ft east of bar screen slot there is a 1 1/2" diameter rust spot 4 ft above floor level.  
(Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

68. North wall of north screen well rust stain starts at the bar 
screen slot about 3 ft above floor level goes upward west of 
slot extends to 2 ft below water surface and is about 2" 
wide. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

69. North wall of north screen well -- There is a protruding 
rust spot 3 ft west of bar screen slot which protrudes about 
1/2" of rust. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10)



70. North wall of north screen well at 11 ft above floor level 
and 5 ft west of traveling screen there is a 5" long by 1" 
wide strip of rust discoloration on the concrete surface 
that appears to run under strap plate. Strap plate is not 
rusted or stained. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

71. In the west corner of the north wall of north screen well 6 
ft above tunnel ceiling level there is a 1/4" protrusion of 
rust product of light and dark rust color that is 1" high by 
1" wide. The bar screen slot has intermittent rust spots in 
it up and down its full height. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 
10) 

Note: Items 71 through 83 are above the new concrete of the 
repaired area.  

72. The stop gate slot in the north wall of the north screen 
well has a 1" x 3" rust spot of light and dark rust color 
with rust protruding 1/2" at 4 ft above the tunnel ceiling 
level. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

73. The stop gate slot in north wall of north screen well has 
rust spots and spalling with rust protruding 1/2". Spall is 
1/4" deep in a 3 1/2" diameter. Rust spot of 3 ft length of 
light and dark rust color varies in width from 1/2" to 3" 
and begins at 4 ft above tunnel ceiling level and extends 
upward for its 3 ft length. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

74. Strap No. 68 in the north wall is rust stained for the top 
10" of length. This stain, however, is coming from rust 
spot on concrete above the strap plate. Concrete above is 
stained in a 6" strip that runs upward to 3 ft above the 
strap plate. There are protruding rust spots within the 
stained strip that protrude from 1/2" to 1" beyond concrete 
surface. Strap No. 68 is in good condition. (Ref. Tape No.  
4 and Figure 10) 

Note: The rust spots and rust stains for items 74 and 75 
are evidently migrating from above where anchors for the 
ladder and the ladder itself is corroding.  

75. North wall of north screen well at 1 ft east of stop gate 
slot there is a dark and light rust colored strip that is 
about 6 ft long and 6" to 8" in width. Within this strip 
there is a protrusion of rust products that is 8" high by 2" 
wide with 1/2" of protrusion. The rust strip begins at 3 ft 
below top of strap plate and extends to 3 ft above top of 
strap plate. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

76. North wall north screen well at 3 ft east of bar screen slot 
and 6 ft above tunnel ceiling there are two protruding rust 
spots each one ft long with protrusions of 1/4". (Ref. Tape 
No. 4 and Figure 10)



77. North wall of north screen well at 3 ft west of traveling screen and 5 ft above tunnel ceiling there is a 1" x 1" light and dark rust colored spot that protrudes 1/8". (Ref.  Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

78. North wall of north screen well at 1 ft east of bar screen slot there are three light and dark rust colored spots with rust protruding 1/4" to 1/20. One spot is 6 ft above ceiling level of 3" width by 4" length. Another spot is 6 1/2 ft above ceiling level is 6 to 8" wide and 2 ft long.  A third spot is 12 ft above ceiling level of 6" by 1" size.  (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

79. North wall north screen well at the bar screen slot 12 ft above tunnel ceiling level there is a 2 ft by 3 ft rust spot with protruded areas inside the rust spot. One protrusion of 1/4" is 6" wide by 4" high and another protrudes 1/8" is 2" x 1". Light and dark rust coloration. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

80. North wall of north screen well at 6" east of stop gate slot and 12 ft above tunnel ceiling level there is a light and dark rust colored spot that is 1 ft long and 3" wide with areas of rust protruding 1/4" from the surface of the 
concrete. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

* 81. North wall of north screen well. Rust spot 1 ft long and 6" wide narrows to 1" wide where 1/2" diameter of rust products protrudes 1/2" located 1 ft west of stop gate slot 12 ft above ceiling level. Rust also surrounds pipe support 
bracket in this location. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

82. North wall of north screen well has a 8" x 4" light and dark rust colored area of spalled and pitted concrete surface behind plastic pipe 13 ft above tunnel ceiling level. (Ref.  Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

83. North wall of north screen well 6" west of stop gate slot 14' above tunnel ceiling level a rust spot 6" long by 1 to 3" wide protrudes 1/4" of rust. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

84. Ceiling of tunnel in approach to screen well contains 
* several rust spots in an area 18" x 8" of light and dark rust coloration that protrudes 1/4" to 4" from the concrete surface. This area is located 3 ft south of the north wall and 4 ft west of east edge of the ceiling. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 9) 

85. Ceiling of tunnel in approach to screen well a rust 
protrusion of 1/2" x 1/2" area protrudes 1/2" from concrete surface located 15" south from north wall 4 ft west of east edge of ceiling. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 9)



86. Ceiling of tunnel in approach to screen well contains a 5" x 2" light and dark rust colored spot that protrudes 1 1/2" from the surface located 4 ft south of north wall and 5 ft west of the east edge of the ceiling. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 9) 

87. South wall of south screen well at 6" east of the west 
corner and 3 ft above the tunnel ceiling there is an oblong 6" by 8" protruding rust spot that protrudes light and dark rust colored corrosion 4" beyond concrete surface. Just next to this spot is a 1/2" x 1/2" rust spot that protrudes 1/2" from the concrete surface. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 11) 

88. The stop gate slot in the south wall exudes rust products, 
contains cracks also exuding rust, and shows signs of concrete spalling intermittently all up and down its height.  (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 11) 

89. In the south wall of the south screen well there are an additional 12 rust spots of up to 2" diameter each located 
randomly in the wall from floor level to about 6 ft above 
the floor level. The steel strap plates are in good 
condition in this wall. The bar screen slot has exuding rust spots throughout its height. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and 
Figure 11) 

90. The north wall (intermediate wall) of the south screen well in the area between the stop gate slot and the traveling 
screen contains no significant rust discoloration or signs of distress. Just west of the stop gate slot at 2 1/2 ft above floor level there is a pipe support bracket with completely corroded anchor bolts and a rust spot protruding 
from 1" to 3" beyond the concrete surface. The concrete 
surface behind the vertical pipe run has excessive corrosion 
products discoloring the concrete from floor to ceiling.  
Just east of the nose of the intermediate wall there is a 6 ft long vertical crack, discolored with rust products, 
extending from 6 ft above floor level to 12 ft above floor level. This crack appears to be the interface between 
repairs done in 1984 and the original concrete. The steel 
strap plates in the wall are in good condition. Brackets 
for the vertical run of pipe in this area are corroded away 
at 15 ft above floor level. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 12) 

91. The nose-of the intermediate wall contains several rust 
spots. There is a 3/4" diameter rust spot 4 ft above floor 
level. There are 3 rust spots within 6" above floor level 
with a 1 ft long vertical crack, starting at these spots, protruding 1/2" of rust products of light and dark rust 
color which easily breaks away. All these spots and cracks are in the nose of the intermediate wall. (Ref. Tape No. 4 
and Figure 12)



92. South wall (intermediate wall) of the north screen well at 1 ft west of the gate slot a vertical crack starts at floor 
level, runs 8 ft up the wall, has a 18" break then begins 
again and continues to 6 ft above the tunnel ceiling level.  Width of the crack allows a knife blade to be inserted.  
Heavy rust products protrude from 1/8 0 to 3" from the crack. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

93. South wall of the north screen well there is a protruding rust stain 2 1/20 x 2" which protrudes 1/2" of light and dark colored rust located 1 1/2" ft east of the gate slot at the tunnel ceiling level. At 3 ft above ceiling level just east of the gate slot there are 2 more rust spots that are 10" long by 5" wide of dark and light rust coloration and 
protrudes rust products 1/2" beyond the concrete surface.  
(Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

At 8 ft above ceiling level and just east of the gate slot 
there is a 16" x 7" rust colored area that protrudes rust 
1/2" from the concrete surface. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 
13) 

There are protruding rust spots that protrude 1/4 to 3/4" 
intermittently up and down the length of the gate slot.  
(Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

Brackets from the supports for the vertical plastic pipe are missing (corroded away). (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

The bar screen slot has intermittent protruding rust spots 
up and down the full height. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 
13) 

94. South wall of the north screen well at 6 ft east of bar 
screen slot and 8" above floor level there is a 2 1/2" x 2" 
spot of protruding rust, protrudes 1/2" from the concrete 
surface. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

2 1/2 ft above the floor at this location there is a 8" x 4" 
dark rust spot that protrudes rust 1" from the concrete 
surface. A third spot at 3 ft above floor level of 3" x 2" 
also protrudes rust. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 13) 

95. Ceiling of tunnel east of MOV 9 in area of flow vanes at 8" 
west of the east edges these is a 4" x 6" rust spot that.  
protrudes 1" of rust of light and dark rust color located at 
6 ft south of the centerline. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 
9) 

* 96. Ceiling of tunnel at 6 ft west of the east edge of ceiling 
and 4 ft south of the north wall there is a 6" x 3" light 
and dark rust colored spot that protrudes rust 2". (Ref.  
Tape No. 4 and Figure 9)



97. The cross-over area between the tsunami gate and NOV 9 the 
ceiling was scanned with nothing of significance found.  
Ceiling looks good. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 9) 

98. The cross-over area north wall - visibility was poor. One 
rust area of 3" x 2" was found but overall the wall appears 
in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 4 and Figure 10) 

99. South pump bay south wall at 8" east of strap plate 83 at 18" above floor level there is a 4" diameter light and dark 
rust colored spot that protrudes 1/2" from the concrete 
surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

100. South pump bay south wall at 8" east of strap plate 83 and 7 
ft above floor level there is a 1/2" diameter rust spot.  
(Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

101. South wall of south screen well at 8" east of strap plate 83 and 24 ft above floor level there is a 2" diameter rust 
spot. Strap plate 83 is in good condition. (Ref. Tape No.  
5 and Figure 11) 

102. South wall of south pump bay at 4" west of strap plate 59 
and 5 ft below ceiling level there is a 1/2" diameter black 
and red rust spot. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

103. South wall of south pump bay at 1/2" east of strap plate 59 
there is a 3" by 1" orange, yellow and black rust spot that 
protrudes 1/4" located 7 ft below ceiling level. (Ref. Tape 
No. 5 and Figure 11) 

104. South wall of south pump bay between strap plates 58 and 59 
there is at 10 ft below the ceiling a 2" diameter rust spot 
that protrudes 1/2" with a 1/8" diameter hole through the 
center which penetrates into the concrete. Strap 59 is in 
good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

105. South wall the south pump stop gate slot has intermittent 
rust spots up and down its height. The slots are just east 
of the traveling screens and were abandoned for use as stop 
gate slots. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

106. South wall in south pump bay at 18" below the top edge of 
strap 58 there is a 12" diameter area containing 4 rust 
spots of 2" diameter each which protrude from 1/2 to 1" of 
orange red rust. Strap plate 58 is in good condition.  
(Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 

107. South wall of south pump bay at 5 ft above floor level a 
rust spot extends from beneath strap plate 57 to 2" west of 
the strap and is about 2" wide of red rust color that can be 
penetrated to a black interior of 1/8" depth into concrete.  

W Strap plate 57 is in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and 
Figure 11)



118. South wall of south pump bay at 18" east of strap No. 50 and 12 ft above floor level there is a 2" diameter rust spot that protrudes 1/8" from the surface. Straps No. 45 through 50 are in good condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 11) 
119. East wall of south pump bay 18" south of strap 45 and 18" below the ceiling a 1/2" diameter rust spot protrudes 1/40 of bright orange red rust. Straps No. 42 through 45 are in good condition. Visibility too poor to inspect concealed beam in ceiling east of south circulating water pump. (Ref.  Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

And in the north wall of the south pump bay straps No. 35 through 38 and strap No. 66 are in good condition. (Ref.  Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

120. In the north wall of the south pump bay at 18" west of strap No. 35 and 5 ft above floor level there are 2 rust spots, a 6" diameter and a 3" diameter that protrude 1/2" to 1" of bright red and orange rust. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 
121. In the north wall of south pump bay 18" east of strap No. 35 and 15 ft above floor level in an area about 2 ft high there are 5 rust spots of bright orange red rust color of 3" to 4" diameter that protrude 1" to 1 1/2" of rust from the 

surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

122. North wall of south pump bay 4" east of strap No. 34 and 
5 ft above floor level there is a 1 1/2" diameter bright red 
orange rust spot that protrudes 1/2" from the concrete 
surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

123. North pump stop gate slot for the south pump bay has 
intermittent rust spots that protrude up to 3" up and down 
the height of the slot. The slot is immediately east of the traveling screen and have been abandoned for use as pump 
stop gate slots. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

124. North wall of south pump bay 6" east of strap No. 82 and 
10 ft above floor level there is an 8" long by 4" wide rust 
spot that protrudes 2" of bright orange red rust. (Ref.  
Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

125. At 6" east of strap No. 82 at 4 ft above ceiling level there 
is a 4" diameter bright orange rust spot that protrudes 1/4" 
from the concrete surface. Strap No. 82 is in good 
condition. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and Figure 12) 

126. At 8" east of strap No. 82 and 9 ft above ceiling level 
there is a 1 1/2" diameter bright orange rust spot that 
protrudes 1/4" from the surface. (Ref. Tape No. 5 and 
Figure 12)



In accordance with section 6.2 of Maintenance Procedure *01-1-2.55, the following items are recorded: 

127. Paragraph 6.2.4.4 -- Video indicates panning of stop gate slot in north screen well. Rust previously noted on strap plate No. 68 is from rust stain on concrete above. Strap plate and coating is intact and in good condition. (Ref.  
Tape No. 6 and Figure 10) 

128. Paragraph 6.2.4.3 -- Concealed beam in the north wall of the north screen well is shown in the video tape. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 10) 

129. Paragraph 6.2.4.2 -- Repaired area in the north wall of north screen well. Area around the repair appears rust colored and stained with protruding rust. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 10) 

130. Video tape of top portion of strap plate No. 68. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 10) 

131. Ceiling of tunnel approaching.screen well. Cluster of exuding rust spots. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 9) 

132. Paragraph 6.2.4.1 -- Ceiling of tunnel at approach to the intermediate wall of screen well. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 9) 

133. Paragraph 6.2.1 -- Crossover north wall between the tsunami gate and MOV 9. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 10) 

134. (Also see item #13) South wall 4 ft east of MOV 11 shows 
four rust spots: 

a) At 18" below tunnel ceiling.  

b) A 1 1/2" diameter orange rust spot protruding 1/4" in a 6" diameter rust stain at 4 ft below ceiling level.  

c) A 3" diameter dark reddish rust spot at 5 " above floor level.  

d) A 6" long 2" wide rust spot that is 6 ft east of MOV 11 and 3" above floor level.  

(Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 11)



135. Paragraphs 6.2.2 and 6.2.4.5 -- Concealed beam in ceiling of 
north pump bay indicating the following: 

o A 1/2" diameter hole in concrete that is rust stained at 3 ft south of north wall.  

o A 1/2" diameter rust stained hole in the concrete at 4 ft south of the north wall and a 1/4" diameter hole.  

o Rust spot 2 1/2" diameter east of strap No. 33 2 1/2" ft north of the south wall and another rust spot just east of this spot.  

o Rust spots (2) of 1" diameter protruding 1/4" of dark rust 6" north of south wall.  

(Ref. Tape No. 6, Figure 9 and Items 63C and 63F) 

136. Paragraph 6.2.4.3 -- North wall of north pump bay area between strap plates No. 8 and 9. At 5 ft below ceiling: 

o 3" diameter dark reddish rust spot that protrudes 1/2" from the surface.  

o 1" diameter rust spot.  

o 2 protruding rust spots of 3" diameter that protrudes 1 1/2" of rust from the surface.  

o Large rust stain of 18" by 9" of reddish orange rust color with protrusions of rust of 1" from the concrete 
surface.  

(Ref. Tape No. 6, Figure 10 and Items 63A and 63B) 

137. Paragraph 6.2.4.3 -- Pump stop gate slot for the north pump bay scanning from bottom to top. (Ref. Tape No. 6 and Figure 10) 

The following observations were made while the upper portion of the south screen well was dewatered: 

138. On the north wall of the south screen well at 1 ft above the top of the strap plates in elevation and 4 ft east of the 
stop gate slot there is a 2" diameter rust spot which is 
exuding rust products to the surface of the concrete.  

139. North wall of south screen well at 6 ft east of the stop 
gate slot and 10 ft above the top of the strap plates there 
is a 3" diameter rust stain on the concrete surface.  

* 140. North wall of the south screen well there is a 1 1/2" 
diameter rust stain on the concrete located at 2 ft west of the traveling screen at 10 1/2 ft above the top of strap 
plate level.



141. North wall-of the south screen well at 5 ft east of the stop gate slot and 8 ft below the level of the top of strap 
plates there is an exuding rust spot 4" long by 2" wide which protrudes 1" of rust products from the surface of the concrete.
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AffLed design documents and 
Procedures reflect this modification. ______________________________________________________________ 

*uCeve. 26-294s REVC CONSOLCs
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PROPOSED FACILITY CHANGE 
ENGINEERING/SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND ALARA EVALUATION 

(SHORT FORM) 
ATTACHMENT TO FORM 26-294, 2/87 

I. DESCRIPTION 

As part of the Systematic Evaluation Program, the Unit 1 
intake structure was upgraded to withstand a 0.67g Modified 
Housner seismic event. SCE's commitment to the NRC due to 
the presence of rebar corrosion is to inspect the intake 
structure at each refueling outage and ensure the intake 
structure integrity to provide adequate flow to the salt 
water cooling pumps during a seismic event.  

This change provides repairs for the Unit 1 intake 
structure. The repairs are designed for the north wall 
between the stop gate and the screen well area, for the 
ceiling between recirculation gate MOV-9 and the screen well 
area, and for the east wall of the screen well.  

The need to implement repairs will be determined after the 
surveillances are performed at each refueling outage. The 
surveillance activities will include visual inspection, half 
cell measurements, and taking of concrete cores if deemed 
necessary to ascertain rebar conditions. Core samples are 
required for every fourth surveillance (i.e. fourth, eighth, 
twelfth, etc.) per Reference C. The results of the 
surveillance will be used to assess the condition of the 
structure's rebars. Repairs will be required only in areas 
that the rebar cross-sectional areas do not satisfy 
allowable limits.  

These modifications are needed to ensure that the intake 
structure will continue to perform its safety related 
function during and following a Modified Housner seismic 
event by providing adequate water flow to the safety related 
salt water cooling pumps.  

PFC Revision 1 changes the requirements for concrete cores 
to be consistent with licensing commitments to NRC for 
surveillance activities and the torque requirement for the 
grouted studs.  

II. ENGINEERING EVALUATION 

If the rebar is determined to be corroded beyond allowable 
limits in the areas which were discussed in Section I during surveillance activities, the repairs will be performed.
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The repairs are designed conservatively for the condition 
where the inside layer of rebars is completely corroded and the three inch concrete cover is delaminated. This 
assumption will ensure that the repair will restore the structural integrity of the intake structure for the worst 
case scenario.  

The design of repairs is similar to the repairs during the Return to Service effort in 1984. The strap plates are 
designed to replace the corroded rebars as the tension 
element of the reinforced concrete. The shear forces will be transferred through the grouted monel anchor studs to the strap plates. Since no credit is taken for the inside layer of rebars, the existing rebars may be cut to drill holes for the anchors. The anchor nuts shall be snug tight and 
torqued. Torque will be controlled by the turn of the nut 
method.  

ASTM A-588 steel plates will be used for strap plates. To electrically isolate the strap plates from the monel anchor 
studs and to prevent the strap plates from corrosion as the result of the exposure to sea water, the strap plates 
including the holes for bolts will be coated with coal tar epoxy or equal material.  

The repairs are designed for Seismic Category A loads during 
normal operating conditions which is when the intake 
structure is full of water. The partially dewatered 
condition during maintenance is temporary and is not a design case.  

The proposed repairs are for the walls between the stop gate and the recirculation gate MOV-9, and for the ceiling between the MOV-9 and the vanes. All the areas of repairs 
are located underwater. The strap plates are 3/4" thick and 4 wide and will have no measurable effect on the water flow. Since the repair areas are located upstream from the traveling screens any disturbance to the flow will be eliminated by the screens. The head loss due to the repairs 
is negligible, and operation of the circulating water pumps or the salt water cooling pumps will not be impacted.  

As in 1984, sacrificial zinc anodes will be installed on the strap plates to protect strap plates from corrosion and to mitigate further damage to the intake structure.  

The modifications will not create any operational 
requirements and will require minimal maintenance such as inspections, anode and plate replacement. Inspection of the modifications will be performed as part of the intake 
structure surveillances.
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No Technical Specifications, FSA, UFHA or Security Plan 
changes are required to implement the proposed 
modifications. Security will be posted at the stop gate slot 
in the isolation zone during the implementation of the 
repairs if the repairs will be performed underwater and if 
this gate slot will be utilized as an entry point into the 
intake structure.  

The scope of this DCP is exempt from the Appendix R and 
10CFR 50.49 Section B-2 reviews because the modifications 
will be located underwater and no environmental requirements 
apply to the modifications.  

No electrical calculations will be revised as a result of 
this modification. Also, this change does not affect any 
existing battery loadings or change any battery load 
profiles.  

This DCP has received an interdiscipline review and all 
comments havebeen resolved 

Engineering has reviewed DCP 1-3440.OBC, Rev.0. Based on the 
above evaluation, the design change is complete, achieves 
its objectives, is constructible, is operable and 
maintainable.  

III. SAFETY EVALUATIOIL 

A. Will the probability of occurrence of an accident 
or malfunction of any equipment important to safety 
previously evaluated in the FSA be increased? 

Response: NO - This modification does not adversely 
impact any equipment important for safety. The 
modifications will restore the ability of the 
intake structure to withstand a 0.67g Modified 
Housner seismic event and will thus, ensure 
adequate flow of water to the safety related salt 
water cooling pumps.  

Installation of the strap plates on the walls and 
the ceiling upstream from the travelling screens 
will not measurably change the parameters (head 
loss and additional vortices) of water flow to the 
salt water pumps. Therefore, operation of the pumps 
will not be affected.  

In addition, the repairs have been designed per 
Seismic Category A and Quality Class SR to preclude 
any adverse impact to the safety related portions 
of the intake structure and the salt water cooling 
pumps. No other plant systems, components, or 
structures are affected. As such, the probabilities 
of occurrence of an accident or malfunction of any
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equipment important to safety will not be 
increased.  

B. Will the consequences of an accident or malfunction 
of any equipment important to safety previously 
evaluated in the FSA be increased? 

Response: NO - As discussed in Section II above, 
the strap plates with sacrificial zinc anodes will 
be added to the walls and ceiling of the intake 
structure which do not possess the minimum 
acceptable rebar areas. No changes are being done 
to any other plant structures, systems, or 
equipment.  

Since the proposed modifications are to ensure the 
intake structure will perform its safety related 
function and no equipment will be affected, the 
consequences remain bounded by the existing 
analyses.  

C. Will the possibility of an accident or malfunction 
of a different type than any previously evaluated 
in the FSA be created? 

Response: NO - As discussed in Section II and 
Sections III.A and III.B above, implementation of 
the proposed modifications does not affect any 
plant structures, systems, or equipment except for 
the walls and /or ceiling of the intake structure.  
Also, the intake repair modifications are similar 
to those previously approved and installed in 1984.  
As such, this modification will not create the 
possibility of an accident or malfunction of a 
different type.  

D. Will the margin of safety as defined in the basis 
for any Technical Specifications be reduced? 

Response: NO - The intake structure is not 
specifically discussed in any Technical 
Specifications. However, its integrity is required 
to support operation of the salt water cooling 
pumps addressed in Technical Specifications 3.3 and 
4.2. As discussed in Sections II and III.A above, 
the modifications will ensure the continued 
operation of the salt water cooling system and thus 
do not impact the margin of safety as defined in 
the basis for any Technical Specifications.
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION 

Will the change involve activities whose 
nonradiological effects are confined to the onsite 
areas previously disturbed during site preparation and 
plant construction? 

Response: YES - The work and associated nonradiological 
effects involved in the proposed modifications are 
confined to areas previously disturbed during site 
preparation and plant construction. As such, the 
proposed facility change does not involve an unreviewed 
environmental question.  

V. IMPLEMENTATION SCION 

Based on the information contained in the safety and 
engineering evaluations: 

A. The proposed modification does not involve a change 
in the Technical Specifications incorporated into 
the Station Operating License.  

B. The proposed modification does not involve an 
unreviewed safety question (as defined by 
10CFR50.59).  

C. The proposed modification d Qt involve a change 
to the FSA design basis or analysis.  

D. The proposed modification does not decrease the 
effectiveness of the Security Plan or the Emergency 
Plan (as defined by 10CFR50.54 (p) and(q)).  

E. The proposed modification does not adversely impact 
the fire protection system and/or violate the 
Updated Fire Hazards Analysis (UFRA). No UFHA 
changes are required as a result of this change.  

VI. QUALITY AND SEISMIC CLASSIFICATION 

The work associated with the proposed modification is 
Quality Class SR, and Seismic Category A.  

VII. ALARA REVIEW: 

A. The alteration lllj_nAt modify facilities, systems 
or components which will collect, store, process or 
transport any radioactive materials.
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B. The alteration willot modify facilities, systems, 
or components which are located in a Radiologically 
Controlled area (greater than or equal to 0.25 mR/hr 
or greater than or equal to 1000 dpm/100 CM2 
removable).  

C. This alteration KilDnt create routine maintenance, 
inspection or surveillance requirements in a 
Radiologically Controlled area (greater than or 
equal to 0.25 mR/hr or greater than or equal to 1000 
dpm/100 CM2 removable).  

D. This alteration will not involve construction 
activities which will cause personnel to come into 
close proximity with systems or components 
collecting, storing, processing or transporting 
radioactive materials, or which are located in a 
Radiologically Controlled area (greater than or 
equal to 0.25 mR/hr or contamination greater than or 
equal to 1000 dpm/100 CM2 removable).  

VIII. CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ASSESSMENT 

This work will be done by SCE Station, or Bechtel 
Construction personnel as determined in the field.  
Edison Construction is responsible for construction 
management of work performed by Bechtel. SCE 
Station, Bechtel, or Edison Startup personnel,.as 
applicable, will direct and perform this work in 
accordance with established safety procedures. Only 
approved work procedures shall be used and no unique 
construction activities or temporary modifications 
are involved. Scaffolding will be provided as 
necessary in accordance with station procedures.  

Personnel directing the work will be fully familiar 
with the work area and tasks to be accomplished.  
Whenever safety precautions are described in the 
attached Construction Safety Evaluation, they shall 
be implemented to ensure safe completion of the 
work. The implementation process and sequences will 
not result in a violation of the Technical 
Specifications, License, in an unreviewed safety 
question, or jeopardize other equipment in service.  

SCE Project Engineering has reviewed the 
Construction Safety Evaluation attached hereto and 
concurs with the steps included herein. This change 
can be implemented only during plant outage (plant 
operational modes 5 and 6).
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IX. ATTACHMENTS: 

A. Construction Safety Assessment 

B. Fire Protection Design Checklist 

C. Configuration Document Checklists 

D. Plant Hazards Analysis 

E. Security Checklist 

F. Design Criteria M-86045, Revision 2 

X. IDENTIFICATION AND TRACKING INFORMATION: 

A. PFC Number 1-88-3440 

B. Date of Preparation: 11-11-88 

XI. TEST REQUIREMENTS 

No test requirements.  

XII. REFERENCES: 

A. DCP 1-3440.OBC Rev. 0 

B. Calculation ISR-CC-01 

C. Letter from M. 0. Medford to J. A. Zwolinski of 
NRC, dated October 4, 1985, Docket 50-206; 
Intake Structure Surveillance Guidelines.  

T. YEE (A 716) Date 
Civil Group Leader 

MAltshuler:3440pfc



- CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ASSESSMENT Page 1 

1 DCP 1-3440.08C DATE July 14, 1988 

A) LIST OF EQUIPMENT BEING MODIFIED.  

I Listing of electrical circuits, line numbers, equipment numbers, support numbers, I structural column numbers, etc.  

Walls, ceiling Unit 1 Intake Structure 

8) LIST SAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT IN THE AREA.  

Listing shall include all equipment and components in the area whose accidental removal from service or damage could result in unnecessary challenges to safety systems, removal of safety systems from service, create a loss of redundance in safety systems, or reduce the required degree of protection in safety systems. (List equipment or component I.D. numbers, and cornon names if appropriate).  

( No safety related equipment in area of proposed repairs.  

* teams:163p70)
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ASSESSMENT Page 2 

DCP 1-3440.08C 

C) SPECIFIC CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

I List and give description of Specific Unique Construction Activities not addressed, 
in approved procedures. This would include (but not be limited to) such items as 

I the transport of extraordinary heavy items to and within the construction area, 
] removal or addition of missile protection, unusual radiation shielding, personnel 

or equipment protection requirements, etc. Include precautions identified to protect 
equipment or components listed in Item B (for consideration in the preparation of 
the CSE).  

I ALL DESCRIBED ACTIVITIES TO BE PERFORMED UNDERWATER: 
I 1. Install scaffold as required.  
I 2. Core drill holes.  

3. Clean concrete surfaces at strap plate location.  
I 4. Rough up concrete surfaces on inside of core hole.  
I 5. Inject marine epoxy gel into core hole and insert 1" 0 diam. monel bolt, and 
I install template to center bolt in hole.  

6. After marine epoxy has cured install strap plates, applying 1/2' thick coat of 
marine epoxy between plate and concrete surface, and hand tighten nuts, assuring 
a good mating surface.  

7. Torque bolts after 2 days.  

D D) TEMPORARY MODIFICATIONS OR TEMPORARY CHANGES 

I List and give description of Temporary modifications or temporary changes to the I permanent plant necessary to facilitate construction.  

None 

Preparer Gary W. Bennewitz Date 7/14/88 

Approved by - ~ 'd ---- Date 7 46S 

(teams:163p7l)
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ALAA DrsIGN arnsw CEcLIST 
UNITS 1, 2&3 

FlcnlT/TT~RquiPmiT: /N7',4'6:c 57'24r- T44/1' L 

DESIGN CHANGE NO: /-34-40. 0G C- DATE: _ _______ 

PROJECT ENGINEER (E&C)/ PAX: 
SUPERVISING ENG. I (NGS) 

DWG. NO. REV. NO. / TITLE 

DWC. NO. REV. NO. / TITLE 

DWG. NO. REV. NO. / TITLE 

SPEC. NO. REV. NO. / TITLE 

REV. NO. / TITLE 

Applicable to this DCP 
ALARA CONSDERATION YES NO N/A REMARKS 

ENGINERING DESIGN FEATURES 

Design provides for: 

1. Reliability: Long life, low maintenance 

2. Provisions for flushing/filling/draining 

3. Prevention of crud traps 

4. Smooth, non-porous surfaces 

AREA LRRANGEMENT 

Design provides for: 

1. Minimum exposure to traffic 

2. Separation from other equipment/drains/ 
aisle ways 

3. Provisio for component laydown/storage 

PROVLSIONS FOR OPERATIONS 

Design provides for: 

1. Platforms and access for operator tours 

2. Accessfor irervice irspection 

3. Remote readout instrumentation 

4. Remote valve/equipment operators 

5. Adequate sampling lines, hood/sink A 
SCZ 2*2417 tf !se 
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- Applicable to this DCP 
ALARA CONSIDEUATION YES NO N/A REMARKS 

PROVISIONS FOR MAINTEAMCE 

Design provides for: 

1. Adequate lighting, electric outlets, other 
utilities are provided 

2. Insulation or shrouding can be easily 
removed and replaced 

3. Components are removable for maintenance K 

U. Space and access (platforms, etc.) for 
maintenance 

5. Rigging equipment is necessary and available 

PROVISIONS FOR RLDIATION PROTECTION 

'esign provides for: 

1. Proper access control to prevent entry to 
high radiation areas (gates, barriers, etc.) 

2. Adequacy of shielding (fixed shielding or 
open space) 

3. Temporary shielding 

L. Adequate ventilation 

5. Supplied breathing air 

6. Controlling the spread of contamination 

7. Decontamination of components, materials, 
tools, etc.  

8. Radiation monitors 

9. Adequate communication 

10. Drainage/Curbing 

Page 2 of 3 
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0OKSTRUCTION CONSIRATIONS 

Identify interfacing systems and components which because of their interaction with or proximity to the subject design change could jeopardize the safety of 
workmen or increase their exposure to radiation.  

Identify by-Line Number 
or Taq Number 

1. Pipirg and valves tf/ 

. lines carrying radioactive liquids or gases 

. HVAC and liquid filters 

. sampling stations.  

2. Instrument calibration sources.  

3. Radwaste handling equipment.  

4. Decontamination equipment or facilities.  

5. Stored radwaste (tanks, casks, etc.).  

ALDITIONIL ORSIDERATIORS .~1* 
2.  

3.  

Maximum expected dose rates //4 mRem/hr as determined from FSAR 
radiation zone drawings.  

Special maintenance and inspection requirements 

Previous experience with equipment 

Responsible Engineer 

Page 3 of 3 
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UNIT NO.I 

FIRE PROTECTION DESIGN C-ECKLIST 

PFCP/DCP Number /-3440 .O 8C Date 6 - 7 -88 
Checklist Originator 7-K WANG PAX: (2/3) 807-4-S+1 

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT 

A. Identify any additions, removal, relocation or changes to any of the following: 

1. Combustible Material [oil, grease, charcoal, YESO NOS 
PVC, cable trays with greater than 30% fill 
(for SONGS 1), and greater than 25% fill (for 
SONGS 2&3), etc.] 

2. Active Fire Protection Systems (water supply, YESO NOE 
sprinklers, suppression, detection, etc.) 

3. Passive Fire Protection Systems (dampers, YESO NO0 
walls, floors, fire stops, fire doors, 
penetrations, etc.) 

4. Manual Fire Protection Systems (fire hose YES O NO& 
stations, hydrants, extinguishers, etc.) 

5. Ventilation Systems YES O NO 2 

6. Exposure Fire Barriers, 8-hour Emergency YESO NOR 
Lights, RCP Lube Oil Collection System 

7. Safe and Auxiliary Shutdown Systems (piping, YESO NOS 
components, valves, etc.) 

8. Essential Electric Systems (MCCs, YESO] NOZ 
switchgeor, etc.) 

9. Temporary Impairments to Fire Protection YESO NO.R 
Systems 

10. Other UFHA Commitments YESI No2 

B. Any items requiring a "YES" cnswer will be explained and evaluated in the PFCP. Any UFHA 
changes resulting from the design change will be included in the PFCP and transmitted to 
Licensing as marked up pages from the UFHA. Additionally, any "YES" answers above will result 
in a "YES" answer on Form 26-182, Design Change Package Plant Hazards Requirements, Fire 
Effects section.  

PREPARED BY: 7 k' W,74/G 

APPROVED BY: S3.-,., .ev 9.. Group Leader)W



DESIGN CHANGE BASIS CHECKLIST 

ASPECT OF SECURITY SYSTEM 

1. PROTECTED AREA (PA) BARRIERS 

Yes 0 No X Does the DCP provide a pathway greater than or equal to 96 in2 under the PA barrier? 
Yes D No Z Does the DCP provide an opening that is greater than or equal to 96 in2 through the barrier? 
Yes D No X Does the DCP alter the structural integrity or other characteristics of the PA barrier? 
Yes 0 NoX Does the DCP provide any climbing aids adjacent to the PA barrier? 

2. VITAL AREA (VA) BARRIERS 

Yes 0 No Does the DCP provide an opening greater than or equal to 96 in2 through a VA barrier? 
Yes 0 No{ Does the DCP provide pathways such as cable trays or HVAC ducts with openings greater than 

96 in2 through the VA barrier? 
Yes 0 No t If the VA is not enclosed, does the DCP provide any climbing aids adjacent to the barrier? 
Yes 0 NoE, Does the DCP alter the character or structural capabilities of the VA barrier? 
Yes 0 Not Does the DCP alter the bullet-resisting barrier around the control rom, central alarm station 

or secondary alarm station? 
Yes 0 No Does the DCP alter the hardware on any door that is part of a VA barrier? 

3. ACCESS CONTROL 

Yes 0 No Pr Does the DCP affect the personnel search equipment? 
Yes 0 Nof Does the DCP affect the capability to search packages? 
Yes 0 gog' Does the DCP affect the capability to search vehicles? 
Yks 0 No)Z Does the DCP alter the security photo 10 badges or affect their use? 

4. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS 

Yes 0 No4 Does the DCP alter the means by which alarms from the exterior intrusion detection system are 
detected and annunciated? 

Yes 0 Nog' Does the DCP alter the reans by which access control alarms are detected and annunciated? 

5. ALARM ASSESSMENT 

Yes 0 Nog Does the DCP alter the view of the PA barrier or isolation zones? 
Yes 0 No, Does the DCP alter the exterior lighting on a permanent or tenporary basis? 
Yes 0 NoE Does the DCP allow the placement of buildings or objects in or near the isolation zones on a 

perranent or tenporary basis? 

6. P'3.ER SUPPLIES 

Yes 0 No, Does the DCP alter or affect the power supplies for any of the following types of equipment: 
security cmputer, intrusion detection system, lighting, or any plant ccarrunications system? 

7. COmJNICAT IONS 

Yes 0 Nogt Does the DCP affect or alter the SCE PAX system within the plant? Yes 0 No 0 Does the DCP affect the Pacific Bell or Marine telephone systems? 
Yes 0 No 51 Does the DCP affect the in-plant radio systems? 
Yes 0 No ( Does the DCP affect the radio systers used to ccnaunicate with offsite agencies? 

3057d
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UNIT NO.  

STATION EMERGENCY PLANNING DESIGN CHECKLIST 

DO PFC No._ -r___ _ __ _Date __/Z__ __ _ 

Checklist Originator PAX -2J.) 307-4S4L' 
PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT 

A. Identify any additions, removal, relocation of changes to any of the following: 

1. Emergency Response Facilities (TSC, EOF, or OSC) YES o NOZS 

2. Telecommunications or radio network YES 0 NO J& 

3. Radiation monitoring system YES 0 NO jK 
4. Site PA and siren systems YES c NO ( 

5. Security (Site entrances or exits) YES 0 NO)( 

6. Transportation/parking lots YES 0 NO ; 

7. Other Emergency Plan commitments YES 3 NOX 

B. Any items requiring a "YESO answer will be explained and evaluated in the 
DCP/PFC.  

PREPARED BY: /7 < ei r, 

APPROVED BY: 

5972D/1



DCP No.:_ \-44.c___ 

E&C RE: M.ALT1tULf42- e7-7 
. PAX 

NSE RE:_ _ _ _ 
PAX 

EQ IMPACT SUMMARY 

(Sheet 1 of 3) 

I. EQ Apolicability 

Review the DCP for applicability per the guidance provided 
as Attachment A to this form. (This methodology is 
identical to-that transmitted to the Project via letter 
dated Jan. 30, 1985 from D. F. Pilmer to H. L. Richter.) 
Determine whether or not EQ apolies .to the DCP and check 
the appropriate block(s) on the DCP Plant Hazards 
Requirements Sheet. Also, check the appropriate block 
below.  

No EQ Requirements EQ Requirements Apply 

If EQ requirements apply, check the EQ Master List and EQ 
Document Package lines on the Configuration Document Check 
List in the DCP, and complete the rest of this form.  

Description: 

(Briefly describe the EQ equipment being installed by this 
DCP. Include equipment description, tag numbers, plant 
location(s) where installation is occurring, and sub-tag 
number level materials (e.g., cable, splices, ECSAs, 
etc.).) (Use additional sheets as necessary.) 

(I)



DCP No.:_______ 

EQ IMPACT SUMMARY 

(Sheet 3 of 3) 

IV. Non-Tag Numbered Items: Q1A 

A. Materials for which an EQ0P currently exists. (Refer 
to M85003 or M37582 as appropriate.) 

Description Mfr. Model No. Applicable EQDP 

(Use additional sheets as necessary.) 

B. Materials for which an EQDP does not currently 
exist. (NSE will complete the IEQDP/EQDP column upon 
receipt of this form from E&C.) 

Applicable 
Description Mfr. Model No. IEQDP/EQDP 

(Use additional sheets as necessary.) 

V. For materials in III.B and IV.B, E&C must provide the 
necessary qualification documentation from the vendor 
(e.g., applicable test reports, certificates of compliance, 
etc.) to NSE for evaluation to the San Onofre environmental 
conditions. These items will then be either added to 
existing EQDPs or new EQDPs will be generated. Materials 
that do not meet the San Onofre environmental conditions 
will be rejected.  

0214L



DCP No.: 1A..cc~ 

EQ IMPACT SUMMARY 

(Sheet 2 of 3) 

III. Tag Numbered Items: NA 

A. Tag numbers for which an EQDP currently exists.  
(Refer to SONGS 1 EQML (H85003) or SONGS 2/3 EQML 
(M37582) as appropriate.) 

Model 
Tag No. Description Mfr. No. Applicable EQDP 

(Use Additional sheets as necessary.) 

B. Tag numbers for which an EQDP does not currently 
exist. (NSE will complete the IEQDP/EQDP column upon 
receipt of this form from E&C.) 

Model Applicable 
Tag No. Description Mfr. No. IEQDP/EQDP 

(Use additional sheets as necessary)
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1. GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

1.1 GENERAL 

The Balance of Plant (BOP) Structures Seismic Reevaluation Criteria 
(References 1 and 5) outlines the approach of the seismic reevaluation of 
Category A structures. The following specific design criteria shall govern 
the design engineering associated with repairs required to remedy rebar 
corrosion problems associated with interior reinforced concrete sections that 
are in contact with saltwater in the circulating water intake structure. The 
objective of the repair is to assure the structural integrity of the intake 
structure surrounding and supporting the saltwater pumps, and to sufficiently 
repair the west side of the structure to assure minimum flow requirements to 
the saltwater pump under seismic conditions. An evaluation shall be performed 
of all portions of the structure which are not repaired. This evaluation 
shall specifically demonstrate that unrepaired portions of the structure can 
not affect the safety related function of the saltwater cooling pumps. The 
repair scheme shall not adversely affect the normal operation of the 
circulating water pumps.  

1.2 SCOPE 

The modifications and remedy for the corroded rebar problem will consist of 
either cover plating the interior concrete surface with strips of plate or 
using frames to support the structure and transfer the loads. Combinations of 
the above structural repair may also be utilized.  

1.3 DESIGN CRITERIA 

1.3.1 Seismic 

For repair of the Circulating Water Intake structure and to design new Seismic Category A systems or components which are to be tied to existing structures, 
only the .67g earthquake (Housner Spectra) shall be used. (Section 1.3.1 of 
Ref. 2).  

1.3.2 Other 

All structures, systems, and components, including their supports, shall be designed in accordance with Section 1.3.2 of Ref. 2.  

1.4 CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS 

1.4.1 Quality Class 

Quality class is as defined in Section 1.4.1 of the Seismic Upgrade General 
Design Criteria, in 0-List (Document M-37560, Rev. 2) and Drawings 5191035 
through 5191039. Table 1.4-1 herein defines the applicable quality class of the components associated with this modification.
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1.4.2 Safety Class 

Safety class is as defined in Section 1.4.2 of the Seismic Upgrade General 
Design Criteria. Table 1.4-1 herein defines the applicable safety class of 
the components associated with this modification.  

1.4.3 Quality Group 

Quality group is as defined in Section 1.4.3 of the Seismic Upgrade General 
Design Criteria. Table 1.4-1 herein defines the applicable quality group of 
the components associated with this modification.  

1.4.4 Seismic Category 

Seismic category is as defined in Section 1.4.4 of the Seismic Upgrade General Design Criteria and Q-List (Document M-37560, Rev. 2). Table 1.4-1 herein j L 
defines the applicable seismic category of the components associated with this 
modification.  

1.4.5 Design Codes and Standards 

The following codes and standards shall be utilized in the design and/or 
analysis as applicable: 

American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC), "Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for Building', (1978).  

American Concrete Institute, ACI 318-77, Building Code Requirements, for Reinforced Concrete for SCE work package 84-060 and ACI 318-83 for DCP 
1-3440.OBC and DCP 3078.01BC.  

TABLE 1.4-1 

CLASSIFICATION OF MODIFIED OR ADDED 
STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS(a) 

Principal 
Design Codes 

Syster/Compo- Quality Safety Quality and Seismic 
nents Class Class Class Group Standards Category Location 

Repairs to SR NA NA AISC/ACI A OC 
Intake 
Structure 

(a) Quality Class, Safety Class, Quality Group and Seismic Classification are set 
forth in Section 1.4 of Reference 2.
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1.5 ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

1.5.1 Site Condition 

Pressure 0 psig 
Temperature 36-1040F 
Relative Humidity 0-100 ercent 
Radiation Dose 1 x 10 rads (integrated over 35 years) 

1.6 DESIGN LIFE 

The design life of the coal tar epoxy coated steel submerged in seawater used 
in the repairs to the intake structure shall be 15 years.  

1.7 NRC REGULATORY DOCUMENTS 

1.7.1 Code of Federal Regulations 

The regulatory documents identified in Section 1.7.1 of Reference 2 apply to this modification.  

1.7.2 Regulatory Guides 

The NRC Regulatory Guides identified in Section 1.7.2 of Reference 2 shall be complied with to the extent applicable based on the scope of work and subject 
to any agreement reached between SCE and the NRC.  

1.8 STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS 

1.8.1 Occupational Safety and Helath Administration (OSHA) Regulations 

California State Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Industrial 
Safety, Safety Orders.  

1.8.2 California Administrative Code 

Title 8 - Industrial Relations (effective as of September 1, 1975).  

1.8.3 SONGS 1 Documentation 

1. SONGS 1 FSA including all Amendments 

2. SONGS 1 Provisional Operating License including Technical 
Specifications.  

3. SONGS 1, 2 and 3 Project Quality Program Manual 

4. SONGS 1 Project Procedures Manual 

5. SONGS 1 Field Construction & Quality Control Manual.
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1.9 REFERENCES 

1. Balance of Plant Structures Seismic Reevaluation Criteria, SONGS 
Unit 1, dated January 20, 1983.  

2. San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1, Seismic Upgrade 
General Design Criteria Manual, Rev. 2, July 12, 1984.  

3. Report of Soil Backfill Conditions, SONGS Unit 1, dated 
August 12, 1982 and its revisions and addenda dated April 18, 1983; 
September 20, 1983; November 28. 1983.  

4. Balance of Plant (BOP), SONGS Unit 1, Soil Structure Interaction, 
Methodology Report, Revision 1.  

5. Attachment to Letter dated December 8, 1981, from K. P. Baskin to 
D. M. Crutchfield.-
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2.0 MECHANICAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

No mechanical systems or components will be modified under these work packages. 1 
3.0 ELECTRICAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

No electrical systems or components will be modified under these work packages.  

3.1 CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM 

A sacrificial cathodic protection system shall be provided to control 
corrosion of the coated steel reinforcing plates exposed to brackish seawater 
of about 50 ohm-cm resistivity. -The system shall be designed to protect the 
steel plate assuming ten percent uniform coating loss. The system will 
consist of a number of 16 pound zinc anodes bolted to each steel plate. The 
number of anodes provided will be in accordance with the criteria given in 
the National Association of Corrosion Engineers Standard RP-01-69 (1983 
Revision). The calculated life of the anodes shall be approximately 7 years 
and the anodes shall be designed for replacement when approximately 75% of the 
original anode zinc weight has been consumed. (Edison's maintenance guideline 
indicates that anodes will be replaced when 25 percent of their original zinc 
weight has been consumed.) 

4.0 CIVIL/STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

4.1 DESIGN BASIS 

These repairs are being made to mitigate the effects of corroded rebar in the 
intake structure. The structural integrity of the pump area must be assured 
to support the saltwater pump and protect the saltwater pump from becoming 
submerged. The scheme used to repair the walls shall not adversely affect the normal operation of the circulating water pump.  

4.2 LOADS AND LOAD COMBINATIONS 

For the design of all the modifications of the Seismic Category A portion for the structure, only the occurrence of a Design Basis Earthquake with the 
normal plant operating loads shall be considered. The intake structure shall 
be designed only for the case where the intake portion of the structure is 
flooded with water. The empty case shall not be considered.  

The specific loading combinations to be used for this design effort from those 
listed in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 of Reference 2 are as follows: 

a) For Seismic Category A Concrete Structures: 

U > D + L + Ro + E'
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b) For Seismic Category A Steel Structures: 

Working Stress Design Method 

1.6S > D + L + Ro + E 

c) Plastic Design 

.9 Y > D + L + R0 + E 

where D, L, Ro, E' are defined in Section 4.7.4.1 of Reference 2.  

d) Shear Friction Bolt Capacity for SCE Work Package 84-060 Ref ACI A 318-77 Section 11.7 

Vu = 0 Avffyp 

where Avf = tension area of bolt (ASTM B-164) 
fy = tensile yield stress of anchor bolt - 60 ksi min.  
u = coefficient of friction to be used 

.85 for coal tar coated plate against concrete - .7 
0 = .85 

e) Allowable bolt shear for DCP 1-3440.08C per AISC 

Vu = 0.22 FuAb 
where Fu = Min. ultimate strength of anchor bolt = 87 ksi 

Ab = Shear area of bolt 

4.3 METHODOLOGY FOR DESIGN AND DESIGN PARAMETERS 

o Maximum concrete stress in tension - 5 VT/ F = 3.25 V fc 
where 0 = .65 

* For SCE work package 84-060 cover plates may be bolted to the 
concrete surface and designed as reinforcement per ACI 318-77. Core drilled and grouted anchor bolts will transfer loads through the 
concrete to the steel cover plate by means of shear friction. Thus, 
the rebar will be replaced by the cover plate, and shear friction 
will be used to insure the composite action of the concrete/plate 
section.  

o Category "C" backfill exists around perimeter of structure.  
* Design groundwater level is El. +5 feet.  

* For DCP 1-3440.OBC cover plates may be bolted to the concrete 
surface and designed as reinforcement per ACI 318-83. Core drilled 
and grouted anchor bolts will transfer loads through the concrete to ___ 

the steel cover plate by shear. Thus, the rebar will be replaced by 
the cover plates.
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* -Since the cover plates will replace rebars, rebars may be cut when 
core drilling holes for anchor bolts.  

f'c = 4.5 ksi (considering aging and Ref. 5) 

Dissimilar metals shall be electrically isolated.  

* Cover plates shall be fabricated using ASTM A-36 with fy = 36 ksi 
min for SCE work package 84-060.  

o Cover plates shall be fabricated using ASTM A-588 with f = 50 ksi 
min for DCP 1-3440.OBC.  

o Bolts, nuts, and washer plates shall be monel ASTM 8-164, or ASTM 
8-127.  

* Struts shall be fabricated using ASTM A-500 Gr.B with f = 46 ksi 
min. for DCP 3078.01BC. y1 

o Spacing of anchor bolts shall conform to AISC composite section 
criteria (Section 1.11.4) in conjunction with shear friction bolt 
capacity shown above.  

* Soil pressure profiles shall be established per Reference 3 & 4.  

Design draw down water level under the circulating water pump shall 
be taken as El. -13 feet.  

o Partially dewatered condition is done only to permit maintenance of 
the structure and pumps and, thus, is not considered a design case per SE Docket No. 50-206 dated July 11, 1986 for DCP 1-3440.OBC.  

5.0 CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN CRITERIA 

No control systems or components will be modified under these work packages. j 

6.0 NUCLEAR DESIGN CRITERIA 

Not applicable 

7.0 PLANT DESIGN CRITERIA 

No pipe related items will be modified under this work package.  

7800q
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PFC 1-84-060, Rev. 4 
DCP 8 4-060-02.OOBC (VOID) 
DCP 8 4-060-04.OOBC (VOID) 

REPAIR OF INTAKE STRUCTURE 

PROPOSED FACILITY CHANGE 
ENGINEERING/SAFETY ENVIRONMENTAL, AND ALARA (SHORT FORM) EVALUATION 

ATTACHMENT TO FORM SCE 26-294, NEW 8/84 

I. DESCRIPTION 

The proposed changes for the repair of the intake structure are 
described in the following Design Change Packages: 

DCP 84-060-01.02BC 
DCP 8 4-060-02.OOBC (VOID) 
DCP 8 4-060-03.01BC 
DCP 84-060-04.OOBC (VOID) 
DCP 8 4-060-05.OOBC 
DCP 84-060-05.01BC 

The proposed repair of the intake structure includes the following: 

1. Repair of the north temporary screen/pump stop gate slot per 
DCP 8 4-060-01.02BC.  

2. Repair of MOV-11 gate slots, and a portion of MOV 10 north gate 
slot and MOV 9 south gate slot per DCP 8 4-060-03.01BC.  

3. Repair of wall's and slabs to assure flow to and support of the 2 
salt water pumps per DCP 84-060-05.OOBC and DCP 8 4-060-05.OBC.  

The repair designs are based upon inspection by concrete core drilling 
and chipping of walls, roof and floor in the dewatered structure.  

The proposed design for the repairs by DCP 84-060-01.02BC and DCP 8 4 -060-03.018C consist of the repairing of damaged concrete within 
the intake structure.  

The proposed design for the repairs by DCP 8 4-060-05.OOBC and 
DCP 8 4-060-05.01BC consist of adding steel straps to concrete surfaces 
where corroded rebar or delaminated concrete were observed or suspected 
and this deterioration is unacceptable for structural integrity. In 
addition, the north-south concrete crack at the centerline of the salt 
water pump penetrations will be sealed.  

The proposed repairs will require that the intake structure be 
dewatered during construction of the repairs. Dewatering and 
rewatering is covered by Station Procedure.



In areas important to structural integrity where existing rebar was found by inspection to have no evidence of corrosion, no repairs are made. Measures to mitigate future corrosion and surveillance guidelines to monitor future corrosion will be covered by Work Package 84-152.  

The proposed design changes will have a design life less than that generally required for retrofit work or new construction as described in the Project Design Criteria.  

DCP 84-060-05.01BC also includes sacrificial anodes to protect the new steel straps from corrosion. These anodes require periodic replacement as determined by maintenance inspection.  

For those portions of the structure which are not required to assure flow to and support of the salt water cooling pumps, a Q-1ist change has been initiated to downgrade these items to NSR status.  

II. ENGINEERING EVALUATION 

The proposed repair described in DCP 8 4-060-01.02BC is required for the disposition of NCR SOl-P-2831 and required for operation of the pump stop gate in the temporary screen slots. The proposed repair described in DCP 84 -060-03.01BC is required to repair damage to the structure.  The proposed repair for DCP 8 4 -060-05.OOBC and DCP 8 4 - 0 6 0-05.001BC is required by the disposition of NCR S01-P-3455. This design change restores integrity per 'Bechtel Calculation CWIS-CC-01 for those portions of the structure required to assure flow to and support of the salt water cooling pumps to Seismic Category A requirements ,(.67g) in accordance with BOPS Seismic Reevaluation Criteria.  

Engineering has reviewed DCP Nos. DCP 8 4-060-01.02BC, DCP 84-06003.01BC, DCP 84-060-05.OOBC and DCP 84-060-05.01BC. Based on the above evaluation, the design change is deemed necessary and will achieve its objective as defined by the Project Design criteria.  

III. SAFETY EVALUATION: 

A. The probability of occurrence of an accident or malfunction of any equipment previously evaluated in the FSA will not be increased as a result of this change. This proposed change consists of repair of existing concrete and reinforcing steel, the addition of steel straps, and the sealing of cracks, and does not alter the function of the existing safety related plant systems nor does it degrade the associated supporting safety related structure. Portions of the structure which are not required to assure flow to and support of the salt water cooling pumps (e.g., the discharge side of the structure) will not be repaired. A Q-list change has been initiated to downgrade these items to NSR status. By adding sacrificial anodes to the new straps, a high degree of confidence is obtained that no significant corrosion will occur between maintenance inspections. Calculated life of the anodes is 6.7 years (assuming a 10% uniform coating loss) and inspections will be performed by Station at every refueling outage. Work I



Package 84-152 will cover surveillance requirements to assure that 
existing good rebar which is not now repaired or protected, will 
not corrode beyond the point where structural integrity of the SR 
portions of the structure is degraded. In the SR portion of the 
structure, there are limited areas where deteriorated rebar is 
suspected but was not repaired. As a result of future corrosion, 
some minor concrete spalling may occur. None of these unrepaired 
areas or the consequences of potential concrete spalling from these 
areas affects the overall structural integrity of SR portions of 
the structure. The repairs and/or replacement as described herein 
restore the intake portion of the intake structure to its design 
req'iirements and does not constitute a functional chanpe.  
Therefore, all accident scenarios, consequences and probabilities 
are bounded by the existing FSA.  

B. The consequences of an accident or malfunction of any equipment 
previously evaluated in the FSA will not be increased as a result 
of this change. See Section IIIA.  

C. This modification will not create the possibility for an accident 
or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in 
the FSA. See Section IIA.  

D. The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical 
Specification is not reduced.  

The degradation of the intake structure was reported to the NRC in 
an LER and is addressed in the report, "Structural Evaluation and 
Repair of SONGS 1 Intake Structure". This work provides corrective 
actions for the degraded condition in order to support safety 
functions of the salt water cooling system. The proposed change 
will be accomplished while the plant is in a cold shutdown 
condition and the intake structure is dewatered. The proposed 
repairs or replacement have no impact on any limiting conditions of 
operation, or surveillance requirements of any existing Technical 
Specifications. Hence, no Technical Specification basis or 
associated margin of safety is affected.  

IV. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION 

The work and associated nonradiological effects involved in this change 
are confined to areas previously disturbed during site preparation and 
plant construction. As such, the proposed facility change does not 
involve an unreviewed environmental question.  

V. IMPLEMENTATION SECTION 

Based on the information contained in the safety and engineering 
evaluations: 

A. This alteration does not involve a change to the Technical 
Specifications incorporated into the station operating license.



B. This alteration does not involve an unreviewed safety question as 
defined by 10CFR50.59.  

C. This alteration does not constitute a change to the FSA design 
basis or analysis.  

D. The alteration does not decrease the effectiveness of the Security 
Plan or the Emergency Plan (as defined by 10CFR50.54 (p) and (q)).  

VI. QUALITY AND SEISMIC CLASSIFICATION 

The work associated with the repair of the intake portion of the Inta:e 
Structure is Safety Related, and Seismic Category A.  

VII. ALARA REVIEW 

A. The alteration will not modify facilities, systems or components 
which will collect, store, process or transport any radioactive 
materials.  

B. The alteration will not modify facilities, systems or components 
which are located in a Radiologically Controlled area (greater tha 
or equal to 0.25 mR/hr or greater than or equal to 1000 dpm/100 CM 
removable).  

C. The alteration will not create routine maintenance, inspection or 
surveillance requirements in a Radiologically Controlled area (greater than or equal to 0.25 mR/hr or greater than or equal to 
1000 dpm/100 CM2 removable).  

D. This alteration will not involve construction activities which will 
cause personnel to come into close proximity with systems or 
components collecting, storing, processing or transporting 
radioactive materials, or which are located in a Radiologically 
Controlled area (greater than 5r equal to 0.25 mR/hr or greater 
than or equal to 1000 dpm/100 CM removable).  

VIII. CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ASSESSMENT 

This work shall be implemented in accordance with established and 
approved SCE Construction Management Policies and Procedures. The implementation will be performed by Bechtel Construction or Edison 
personnel as determined in the field.  

The implementation process and sequences will not result in a violation of the Technical Specifications or License, in an unreviewed safety 
question, or jeopardize other equipment in service. Additionally, no unique construction activities or temporary modifications are 
involved. There are no special construction procedures to be developed 
in constructing this design change. Special requirements are identifed 
under notes of DCP drawings.



The personnel directing the work will be fully familiar with the work 
area and tasks to be accomplished. Safety precautions described in the 
Construction Safety Evaluations shall be taken to ensure safe 
completion of the work.  

SCE Engineering has reviewed the Construction Safety Evaluation 
attached hereto and concurs with the steps included therein as a 
minimum. This work should be implemented for Return-to-Service in 
accordance with Priority Code 1.  

IX. REFERENCES: 

A. DCP 84-060-01.02BC 

B. DCP 84-960-02.OOBC 

C. DCP 84-060-03.OBC 

D. DCP 84-060-04.OOBC 

E. DCP 84-060-05.OOBC 

F. DCP 84-060-05.OBC 

X. ATTACHMENTS: 

A. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)134 for DCP 84-060-01.OOBC 

B. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)184 for DCP 84-060-01.01BC 

C. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)184 for DCP 84-060-01.02BC 

D. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)184 for DCP 84-060-02.00BC 

E. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)184 for DCP 84-060-03.00BC 

F. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)184 for DCP 84-060-03.01BC 

G. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)184 for DCP 84-060-04.O0BC 

H. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)184 for DCP 84-060-05.008C 

I. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)184 for DCP 84-060-05.01BC 

J. Forms SO(123)183 and SO(123)184 for PFC 84-060, Rev. 4 r 

K. NCR S01-P-2831 

L. NCR S01-P-3455 

M. CSE for DCP 84-060-01.02BC 

N. CSE for DCP 84-060-02.OOBC



0. CSE for DCP 8 4-060-03.O1BC 

P. CSE for DCP 84-060-04.OOBC 

Q. CSE for DCP 8 4 -060-05.OOBC 

R. CSE FOR DCP 8 4 -060-05.O1BC 

S. DCP 8 4-060-02.OOBC (VOID) 

T. DCP 84-060-04.OOBC (VOID) 9 

U. Form SCE 26-292 

X1. IDENTIFICATION AND TRACING INFORMATION: 

A. PFC Number: 84-060, Rev. 4 

B. Date of Preparation: September 28, 1984 

M . Kn arr 
Group Leader 
SONGS 1 
PAX 2-3292 

JKennedy:nprl7 
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1Intake Structurle I R N/A /f8 

* N/A Unit 1 Intake BctlPwrC 

N/A 567804,Re.. CWS 
far ..-. M~ M e-.  

Intake Structure: Cracks, Rebar Corrosion, and Latdations 

1. -Several c-racks have been discovered In the gate areas, Pump pene
tration areas, screenwell areas, walls, and ceiling of the intake 
structure. These cracks may also exist in the floor. Several of 
the cracks show rust stains at the interface; others do not.  

0(Continued on Paje 2) 

' E' Tp Pr abhu 7/26/84 400-1.66 
.me.~~~IV btl*~m ee m.  

L. me-es.... (.... IN .. m- 0- item LL.c 11160a.1 LmmA.. A U Li s 

1.Perform~ additional core drilling, chipping, or other testin~g under_ 
the supervision of Engineering to establish the magni~dze of the 
Protblems.  

(* 12. Engineering to determine the integrity of the structure to perform~ 
* its safety-related function. (Con--inued on Page 2) 
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SCE NONCONORMANCE REPORT (OCR) Page 2 of 

-- -- -- --- ---*- -- -- ----- ---------------* *- -----------------.. . . . . .  

*LOCK #14 - DESCRIPTION OF NONCONTORMANCE (Continued) 

2. The rebar has been corroded avay in several areas. This is 
shown by rust flowers blooming at intervals and by inspection 
of areas which have been core drilled or chipped away.  

3. -A widespread "lamin*on" exists approximately 3" to 4" from 
the surfaces of walls and ceiling and possibly the floor of 
the intake. This is also shown from core drills and chipping.  

BLOCK 021 - DISPOSITION/rOMMINTS (Continued) 

3. Repair, as required by Engineering, including repair of the core 
drills and chipping. Repairs must be detailed on Engineering 
drawings.  

- 4. Establish clearly on the drawings the condition of the structure 
if, after repair. the structure is determined to be degraded 
from the original design.  

5. The plant may not enter Mode 4 or Mode 2 without a written state
ment from Engineering certifying acceptability of the intake 

(. structure.  011
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SATETY EVALUATION: 

A. The probability of occurrence of an accident or 
malfunction of any equipment previously evaluated in the FSA vill hot be incrassed, because: 

3. The or queneo a eci et previously evaluated in the TSA vill not be increased, because: 

AE 4- 4Q' 

C. The possibility of an accident which is different than any 
already evaluated in the FSA will not be created, because: 

D. The sargin of safety as defined in the basis for any 
technical specification will not be reduced, because: 

Because of the above safety evaluation, no Proposed Facility Change (PFC) is required.  

020QF-(
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WORK PACKAGEbCf 244c(L-1 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION 

THE PURPOSE OF A SAFETY EVALUATION FOR CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IS TO REVIEW TO 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON PLANT. AND PUBLIC SAFETY RESULTING FROM THE PROPOSED 

INSTALLATION AND INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES OF A COMPONENT. SYSTEM OR STRUCTURE.  

B SY PROVIDING THE REVIEW NOT ONLY ARE THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS OF lo CFR S0.59 AND 

THE LICENSE SATISFIED BUT POTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS ARE IDENTIFIED AND 

RESOLVED IN A TIMELY AND APPROPRIATE MANNER.  

THE CONTENTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION ATTACHMENT SHALL INCLUDE 

THE FOLLOWING AS APPROPRIATE: 

1. IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT BEING MODIFIED. SEE BODY OF D C.P.  

LL 

2. ARE THERE ANY SAFETY RELATED ITEMS (NOT BEING MODIFIED) WHICH COULD 

BE INFLUENCED BY THE INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES? 

.I YES NO 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

L*i 

3. ARE THERE ANY UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITES? 

YIES NO 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

4. ARE PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED? 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

INITIATED BY CFE/SUPT__ 

WPS (LDFE NON-DCP) EVIEW: 

sCE WPS REVIEW: AN 

SCE WALKDOWN REQUIRED: YEg NO 

SCE WPS WALKDOWN COMPLETED 

PP-es (1**7*1 **/*3S
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION NOTES 

1. 'Work activities require constant non-manual supervision in the follo-.ing 
areas: 

W hen working in and around equipment, do not do anything to interrupt 
--- !ation. Take care not to allow dust to enter into the ventilation 
system.  

O Protect equipment from any dust, water or other debris generated by 
the work activity.  

4. Ensure protective measures do not prevent visual access to instru7ents 
by operators.  

Ensure protective measures do not preclude operator access to operating 
equipment.  

Where there is a possibility of damage to instument tubing due to 
work activities, protective wooden barriers will be installed "during 
the work activity. These will cover the tubing but not any operational 
valves or instur-ments. For example, possibilities could occur during 
installation and removal of scaffold or large, bulky iters.  

Take care around any piece of rotating equipment. Assume it will 
operate at anytime.  

f. Craft may bring into safety related work area, only the naterial which 
will be used by them during that shift. Excess material shall be 
removed by the end of the shift.  

9. Use barriers to prevent interior contamination of pipes, tanks, and 
vessels which may open in the work area.  

10. Consult open flame permit to assure work activity will not cause 
inadvertent operation of fire detectors and/or fire protective 
equipment.  

& II. 1)ood planks used for scaffolding must be fire pWnald. when utilizing 
scaffolding, hoists, chain fall, etc., the SCE Work Package Engineer 
shall be notified. once the items are installed so that he can valk 
thece items down. Once he is notified work may proceed.* 

DCP4(.~C P \.~ HEO~ 
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION NOTES 

12. tanyards should be used to secure tools on the scaffolding whenever 
possible. Keep tools and equipment in all areas at a rinimum.  
Lar;e tools, when not in use, must be secured away from safety 
related equipment (a large tool is one that weighs more than 50 lbs., 
longer than 3 ft. or more than 6 cu./ft. In size).  

13. Where gas cylinders and/or storage containers will be used, they 
shall be secured in place and turned off when not in use or at the 
end or each shift.  

410 G All ladders are required to be tied down at two points. Ladders to 

be located near safety related gear renuires the SCE Work Pack.age 
Ergineer be notified once the iters are installed so that he can 
walk those items down. Once he is notified work may proceed.  

Ol> When hauling ladders, scaffold, cables, tools and any other equip-ent 
throuzh the plant, use extre-e caution not to bump or in anyr.ay 
disrupt any equipment located in or near the walkways. Remove all 
portable hauling equipment froM safety work related work areas if it 

is to be left unattended.  

16. In no case should any construction eouipment be attached to safety 
related equipment or any non-safety related eouipment which may be 
easily damaged.  

Craft will enforce and follow all established safety and goo

housekeeping procedures at all times (and follow R.E.P. require
ments when applicable).  

* Required to inform SCE Work Package Engineer propr to starting 
work on day shift only. Back shifts to notify on following day 
shift if installation is still in use into following day.  

DCIP9 (/- ZPEV.2S SHEET__O
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION LEGEND 

PRtECTIVE MEASURES 

SH * SHORING 

Wi * WOODEN OX 

re * FIRE BLANKET 

. ."I CUARD 

TB * TIE-BACK 

ST - SAFETY TIE 

PB - PLYWOOD BARRIER 

RR * REMOVE AND REPLACE 

CC * CABLE TRAY COVER 

CLEARANCE/MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

rW - FIRE WATCH 

SM * STATION MONITORING 

CT * CLEARANCE TAG 

PP * PERMISS!ON PROCEDURE 

AP - APPROVAL PROCEDURE 

RS - RADIATION SURVEY 

QA - OPERATING ACCESS 

CS * CONSTANT NON-MANUAL SURVEILLANCE 

rP * OPEN FLAME PERMIT 

* -DCP U L4;REV . 2 SHEET OF 
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MULTIPLE DISCIPLINE 

IST FOR CSE PREPARATION TO PROTECT OPERATING EOUIPMENT 

ocP C oREV.__ SHEET -5-OF INITIALS DATE 

I IDLNTIF Y IF WORK ACTIVITY IS IN AN AREA REQUIRING CONSTANT 

FUPER VISION. WI h

2) IDCNTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO AVOID INTERRUPTION OF VENTILA* 

TiCh TO EQUIPMENT.  

3) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES 10 PREVENT INADVERTENT OPERATION 

'or SWITCHES AND VALVES. k _ 

4) IDEN'TrY PROTECTIVE MEASURE TO ENVIRONMENTALLY PROTECT EQUIP

MENT F ROM WATER. DUST. ETC.. GENERATED BY WORK ACTIVITY. T 

s. r N'uPE PROTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PREVENT VISUAL ACCESS TO 

INSI RUMENTS BY OPERATORS.  

; )ENS..RF PROTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PRECLUDE OPERATOR ACCESS TO 

OPLRATING EQUIPMENT.  

7) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PROTECT INSTRUMENT AIR TURING 

FROM DAMAGE.  

g ASSURE PROPER PRECAUTIONS ARE TAKEN IN PROXIMITY TO ROTATING 

%wIMoLkaNT. OPERATING OR NOT. ASSUME EQUIPMENT WILL START AT 

A NY TIM64E. mV 

9) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES ARE ADDRESSED REGARDING TOOL 

AND MATERIAL ACCOUNTABILITY. PARTICULARLY WHEN WORKING NEAR 

IC) ICENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PREVENT INTERIOR CONTAMINATION 

OF PICS. TANKS. VESSELS. ETC. ?J _ 

15; '-:RE PROTECTIVE MEASURES AND.OR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NOT 

INILRRUPT ANY TEMPORARY EQUIPMENT IN OPERATION.  

*. - >. reuIECTIVE MEASURES ANDOR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NOT 

CAUSE INADVERTENT ACTIVATION OF FIRE DETECTORS AND/OR 
S * - - .ooTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (REFERENCE OPEN FLAME PERMIT). *)\ 

I * 131 *CENTIrY PRECAUTIONS REQUIRED FOR USE OF SCAFFOLDING.  

* HOISTS CHAINFALLS. ETC.  
f. 

k 

14) IDENTIrY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE Or LARGE AND 
I ~7- IF V-S 

SMALL TOOLS. 
7A 

15 IDENTIFY PRECAUTIONS FOR USE OF GAS CYLINDERS ANDOR 

STORAGE CONTAINERS. v4- ]I 

I'S) IULNTIF Y PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF LADDERS.  

17) IDENTIfY PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE OF PORTABLE HAULING 

EQUIPMENT.t\ 
-I 

I1s) IDcNTrY PRECAUTIONS FOR USE OF TEMPORARY CABLE.  

19) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE OF WELDING MACHINES.  

POItER PANELS. ETC. V - 1% 

20) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF TEMPORARY 

Tier noo-wn rrr ATTACHrYD TO A SAFETY RELATED BOUNDARY. / 

* REVIEW AND WALKDOWN AS NECESSARY ASTERISK ITEMS WITH STATION ENGINEERING 

A4:) OPERATIONS AND OBTAIN THEIR SIGNATURES AS REVIEWERS.  

n-s:** .. t.,e.. e
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DISCIPLINE CVI 
WORK PACKAGE 8 4 6 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION 

THE PURPOSE OF A SAFETY EVALUATION FOR CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IS TO REVIEW TO 
POTENTIAL IMPACT ON PLANT. AND PUBLIC SAFETY RESULTING FROM THE PROPOSED 
JNETALLATION AND INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES OF A COMPONENT. SYSTEM OR STRUCTURE 
BY PROVIDING THE REVIEW NOT ONLY.ARE THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR S0.o* AND 
THE LICENSE SATISFIED BUT POTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS ARE IDENTIFIED AND 
4ttSOLVED IN A TIMELY AND APPROPRIATE MANNER.  

THE CONTENTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION ATTACHMENT SHALL INCLUDE 
THE FOLLOWING AS APPROPRIATE: 

I. IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT BEING MODIFIED. SEE BODY OF D C.P.  

a 2. ARE THERE ANY SAFETY RELATED ITEMS (NOT BEING MODIFIED) WHICH COULD 
BE INFLUENCED BY THE INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES? 

IF YES SEE TABLE I .  

3. ARE THERE ANY UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITES? 

YES NO 
LAL 
w L 

t)) IF YES SEE TABLE I 

A. ARE PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED? 

YES No 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

INITIATED BY CrE/SUPT: 

WS (LDFE NON-DCP) REVIEW: 

SCE WP~S REVIEW: _________________ 

SCE WALKDOWN REQUIRED: YES l NO O 
SCE WPS WALKDOWN COMPLETED: 

PF-O 7 (9079 asg
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CIVIL- ..  

PACE 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION NOTES 

ork activities require constant non-manual supervision in the following areas: ---- n 

2 hen working In and around equipment, do not do anything to interrupt te!lation. Take care not to allow dust to enter into the ventilation sys temn.  

Protect equipnent from any dust, water or other debris generated by * the work activity.  

4. Ensure Protective measures do not prevent visual access to instruments by operators.  

Ensure protective measures do not preclude operator access to operating *Cequiment.  

** ;AL ;b 99 apossibility of damage to instument tubing due to work activities, prvoective wooden barriers will be installed during the work activity. These will cover the tubing but not any operational valves or insturments. For example, possibilities could occur during installation and removal of scaffold or large, bulky items.  

7.) Take care around any piece of rotating equipment. Assume it will uperate at anytime.  

l. Craft may bring into safety related work area, only the material which 
will be used by them during that shift. Excess material shall be 
renoved by the end of the shift.  

9. Use barriers to prevent interior contamination of pipes, tanks, and vessels which may open in the work area.  

10. Consult open flame permit to assure work activity will not cause inadvertent operation of fire detectors and/or fire protective equipment.  

d 1I. Vood planks used for scaffolding must be fire proofed. When utilizing scaffolding, hoists, chain fall, etc., the SCE Vork Package Engineer shall be notified. once the items are installed so that he ean walk thr-e items down. Once he is notified work may proceed.* 

SRV4- od 
- IDCP# Z C' REVI. HEET .OL
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION NOTES 

12. Lanyards should be used to secure tools on the scaffolding whenever possible. Keep tools and equipment in all areas at a minimum.  Lar;e tools, when .ot in use, must be secured away from safety 
related equipment (a large tool is one that weighs more than 50 lbs..  longer than 3 ft. or more than 6 cu./ft. In size).  

13. .here tas cylinders and/or storage containers will be used, they shall be secured in place'and turned off when not in use or at the end or each shift.  

I G All ladders are required to be tied .downmat two points. ladders to a be located near safety related gear renuires the SCE Work Package Engineer be nocified once the items are installed so that he can walk those items down. Once he is notified work may proceed.  
GWhen hauling ladders, scaffold, cables, tools and any other equipment 

throurh the plant, use extreme caution not to bump or in anyway disrupt any equipment lcated in or near the walkways. Remove all portable hauling equipment froi safety work related work areas if it is to be left unattended.  

16. In no case should any construction eouipment be attached to safety related equipment or any non-safety related equipment which may be easily damaged.  

Craft will enforce and follow all established safety and gooa 
housekeeping procedures at all times (and follow R.E.P. requirements when applicable).  

* Required to inform SCE Work Package Engineer propr to starting 
vork on day shift only. Back shifts to notify on following day shift if installation is still in use into following day.  

* . CSC REV. SHEET _OF / 
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PACEr-o 

W O./DCP 0.6 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION LEGEND 

~Li.%,'E MEASURIES 

we a WOODENSIOX 

3a s rirrDLANKCT 

STa SAFETY TiE 

PO - PLYWOOD BARRIERt 

RR REMOVE AND REPLACK 

CC a CANLEYTRAY COVER 

* ri PhmAN~ L~ ~~s~~ rV'UIREMENTS 

rw a IRE WATCH.  

314 a STATION MONITORING 

CT a CLEARANCE TAG 

PIP *PEFRMISS!ON PROCEDURE 

AD ")'~~VAL PROCEDURE 

q AtIATONSURVEtY 

CA - OPERATING ACCESS 

CS - CONSTANT NON-MANUAL SURVEILLANCIE 

ft OPEN FLAME PERMIT 

1DCor



MULTIPLE DISCIPLINE 
PROTECT OPERATING EQUIPMENT 

*CP REV 0 SHEETIT O 2-1E l wINITIALS DATE 

1) DLNTiry IF WORK ACTIVITY IS IN AN AREA rQUIRING CONSTANT 

SD'E.CrNTIr PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO AVOID INTERRUPTION OF VENTILA.  1.sCl* TO KQUIPMENT.  

3) C SOTEDIA VMASURES TO PREVENT INADVERTENT OPERATION 

4) IDENTIry PROTECTIVE MEASURE TO ENVIRONMENTALLY PROTECT EQUIP.  IVENy TROM ATER. DUST. ETC., GENERATED Y WORK ACTIVITY.  

so rN.,LCPROTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PREVENT VISUAL ACCESS TO INS: RUI.LNTS BY OPERATORS. -rn 
#1 

f ; rNrqr PROTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PRECLUDE OPERATOR ACCESS TO Q UV PM E N? .
- - f 7 

7) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PROTECT INSTRUMENT AIR TUBING f-FROM DAMAGE. k 
8O ASPIJR PROPER PRECAUTIONS ARE TAKEN IN PROXIMITY TO ROTATING 3 cd>>.JIP9..- OPERATING OR NOT. ASSUME EOUIPMENT WILL START AT rANY TIME.  

9) IDENTIrY PROTECTIVE MEASURES ARE ADDRESSED REGARDING TOOL AND MATERIAL ACCOUNTABILITY. PARTICULARLY WHEN WORKING NEAR 

5 -DC TU O PREVENT INTERIOR CONTAMINATION Or PIPS TXNKS, VESSELS ETC. 

1 J i1iLFE PROTECTIVE MEASURES ANDQOR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NOT 
1;' r ZJTANY TEMPORARY EQOUIPMENT IN OPERATION. 

.  

* ) .. MLry IECTIVE MEASURES ANDOR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NOT C AUSE INADVERTENT ACTIVATION or FIRE DETECTORS AND/ORl - - "TECTIVE EQUIPMENT (REFERENCE OPEN FLAME PERMITE. , ENT 

I --* -r.rY PRECAUTIOSROI~ 
S FSAFLIG HOISTSN CHAINFALLSN ETC.  

SIDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REUIRED FOR USE OP LARGE AND7-I-t 

Ak. 7-r s 
S T O R G E O N T A N E R . \ 7 - t f 

4 Ij ILLNTIFY PRO0TECTIVE MEASURES REQuiRED FOR USE or LADDERS. ILI 
1)I&.LNl iry PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE Of PORTABLE HAULING 

>1.7- r- Y

EQU PM ENT. k 
1*) IDENTiry PRECAUTIONS rOR USE or TEMPORARY CAsLlts 

19) IDENTirY PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE OF WELDING MACHINES 
POER PANELS. ETC. - -7 

-- c 
ID) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF TEMPORARY S rteIr ETC ATTACHED TO A SAFETY RELATED SOUNDARY.  

* REVIEW AND WALKDOWN AS NECESSARY ASTERISK STEMS WITH STATION ENGINEERING 
'- HEIR SIGNATURES AS REVIEWERS.  

-.* * ** s te __ -. - - - .
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WORKPACKAGENO. DC' 8LI-Ofo -2.  

WPP/OCI MULTIPLE DISCIPLINE CHECK LIST s 

DISCIPLINr \VI L 

1. IDENTIFY APPLICABLE WPP/OCI APP.  
- N.A.  

**. t CALIRATION AND CONTROL OF MEASURING EQUIPMENT 

PP/OC1- 11 INSTALLATION OF CONCRETE ANCHORS 

P/*CClI.S FIELD CENERATED DRAWINGS 

WPP/QCi-ti0 FitL.D GENERATED SUPPLEMCNTAL INSPECTION 
PLANNING 

WPP/OCI-CtI CONTROL or PIPING DAMS 

, * ... . ?:~23 CONCRETE AND MASONRY DRILLING AND ROCK DOLT 
INSTALLATION 

WPP/OCI-02 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM 

V.PP/OCI-037 INTERDISCIPLINE NOTIFICATION FOR PLANT ITEM 
...... .. NTS 

WPPioCI-041 REQUIREMENTS FOR REMOVAL OF FIRE BARRIERS 

wPPiQCi-oD42 OPeN FLAME PERMIT 

w PP/oCt-ls FIELD PAINTING 

WPPjQCS-309 CROUTING 

-P'Cg-901 STARTUP CLEARANCE AND JURISDICTIONAL 
TAGGING 

St:-802 CONSTRUCTIONISTARTUP WORK PERMIT 

WPPJOCf-803. DESIGN CHANGE CONTROL FOR STARTUP SYSTEMS 

IDENTIFY OTHER WPP/oCI 

Z8P 2e EV .SHEET 2-6F2 / 

S- ** ? i A ~ ~ ~ ?, J'4,7 - / S 7 - k Vr



WORK PACKAGE NC) bCP f'i4-~ o L -n 
CIVIL DISCIPLINE CHECK LIST 

:L 1:t7j!"- -ArPLICABLE WPP/OCI 
AP 

w IPPjIL-Cf-1 PLACEM ENT 07 ST UCTU MaAL ACK ILL 
h '"~'.IA (','CRETE PRODUCTION, 

AP,CCI-SO3 CONCRTE PRPLACEIAENT 

p 
WI" :I-lrJ CONcflCTEPLAC EMIENT 

WPP/OCI..105 CONCRETE POST-PLACEMIENT 

WVPP,10 C I- 10 CADWELO SPLICES 

%7PP10=1,l07 STPUCTURAL S!CEEL AND MISCELLANEOUJS STEIEL INSTA LLATIONd 

WFP 4 /oCI 11 COP4CREg: TESTING SERVICE SUBCONTRACTOR 
COORD IN A TO f 

JPOCI-118 INSPECTION OF AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS AND WATER - 23-dO3-24 AND POPM A0.0) 
......  W/CJCIgkC0 CONTROL or WELDING PILLR MATERIAL 

x 
.,....:.:*;rLDING CONTROL FOR AWS 01.1 WIELDING 

%& 
WPP QI-O CONTROL OF GRINDING WHEELS. DISC AND WIRE 8 R U SHES 
@,' a *',6LLD INSPECTION or rInR HOSE CABINETS. CART HOUtES. HOSC HOUECS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT rURNISHED MY SP ECIFICATIO14 SO23-41 1-16g 

IDErdrlry o~j~ vjPF/QCl OR I.H.P. AS APPLICABLE 

00 RC# EV SHEETLRLOF/
-----------------------------



DISCIPLINE C-ivil 

WORK PACKAGE CP- 14-o bD-3 
CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION 

THE PURPOSE OF A SAFETY EVALUATION FOR CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IS TO REVIEW TO 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON PLANT. AND PUBLIC SAFETY RESULTING FROM THE PROPOSED 

INSTALLATION AND INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES OF A COMPONENT. SYSTEM OR STRUCTURE.  

BY PROVIDING THE REVIEW NOT ONLY ARE THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS OF to CFR 50.59 AND 

THE LICENSE SATISFIED BUT POTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS ARE IDENTIFIED AND 

RESOLVED IN A TIMELY AND APPROPRIATE MANNER.  

THE CONTENTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION ATTACHMENT SHALL INCLUDE 

THE FOLLOWING AS APPROPRIATE: 

I. IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT BEING MODIFIED. SEE BODY OF D.C.P.  

2. ARE THERE ANY SAFETY RELATED ITEMS (NOT BEING MODIFIED) WHICH COULD 

BE INFLUENCED BY THE INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES? 

YES NO 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

3. ARE THERE ANY UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITES? 

-S ) YES NO 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

4. ARE PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED? 

IYES NO 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

INITIATED BY CFE/SUPT.  

WPS (LDFE NON-DCP) RE EW* _ _ _ 

SCE WPS REVIEW: _ _ __.  

SCE WALKDOWN REQUIRED: YES NO 

&CE WPS WALKDOWN COMPLETED



CIVIL* -.  
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION NOTES 

1. Vork activities require constant non-ranual supervision in the following 
areas: 

La-en working in and around equipment, do not do anything to interrupt 
--''::!:n. Take care not to allow dust to enter into the ventilation 

system.  

O Protect equipment from any dust, water or other debris generated by 
the work activity.  

4. Ensure protective measures do not prevent visual access to instrurments 
Ly o.verators.  

Ensure protective measures do not preclude operator access to operating 
equipment.  

6.) bere there is a possibility of damage to instument tubirg due to 
work activities, provective wooden barrier's will be installed during 
the work activity. These will cover the tubing but not any operational 
valves or insturnents. Tor example, possibilities could occur during 
insLallation and removal of scaffold or large, bulky items.  

. *.1* -rare around any piece of rotating equipment. Assume it will 
operate at anytime.  

P. -'t may bring into safety related work area, only the material which 
%rill be used by them during that shift. Excess material shall be 
renoved by the end of the shift.  

9. Use barriers to prevent interior contamination of pipes, tanks, and 
vessels which may open in the work area.  

10. Consult open flame permit to assure work activity will not cause 
inadvertent operation of fire detectors and/or fire protective 
equipment.  

A 11. Vood. planks used for scaffolding must be fire proofed. Uhen utilizing 
scaffolding, hoists, chain fall, etc., the SCE Vork Package Engineer 
shall_ be notified. once the items are installed so that he can walk 
**--r Items down. Once he is notified work may proceed.* p.* 1 % 

DCP#P4 R EV 'SHEET O OF
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATIUN NOTES 

12. t.anyards should be used to secure tools on the scaffolding whenever 

possible. Keep tools and equipment in all areas at a iminimum.  

Lar;e tocls, when not in use, must be secured away from safety 
related equipment (a large tool is one that weighs more than 50 lbs., 
loncer than 3 ft. or more than 6 cu./ft. in size).  

13.. Vhere gas cylinders and/or storage containers will be used, they 
shall be secured in plack and turned off when not in use or at the 

end or each shift.  

4G 1 All ladders are required to be tied dow.-nzat two points. Iadeers to 

be located near safety related gear requires the SCE Work Pac.age 
Ergincer be notified once the items are installed so that he can 

walk those items down. Once he Is notified work may proceed.  

When hauling ladders, scaffold, cables, tools and any other equipment 
,.,r.1 h 'laint.' use extreme caution not to bump or in anyway 

dicrupt any equipment located in or near the walkways. Remove all 

portable hauling equipment froA safety work related work areas if it 

Is to be left unattended.  

16. In no case should any construction eauipment be attached to safety 

related equipment or any non-safety related equipment which may be 
**cily damaged.  

aft will enrorce and follow all established safety and gooa 
housekeeping procedures at all times (and follow R.E.P. require

ments when applicable).  

IRequired to inform SCE Work Package Engineer propr to starting 

work on day shift only. Back shifts to notify on following day 

shift if installation is still in use into following day.  

DP . SHEET_
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W.DO./DCP * 41 6 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION LEGEND 

IiC;T&:CTIVE MEA-LURES 

SN * SHORING 

WB * WOODEN BOX 

re * rIRC9LANKET 

7:1 C A R D 

TB * TIE-BACK 

ST - SAFETY TIE 

P8 * PLYWOOD BARRIER 

RR * REMOVE AND REPLACE 

CC - CABLE TRAY COVER 

CLEARANCE/MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

1
.' - FIRE WATCH 

SM - STATION MONITORING 

CT - CLEARANCE TAQ 

r'* FERMISSIONPROCEDURE 

* *"DRnVALPROCEDURE 

RS * RADIATION SURVEY 

QA* OPERATING ACCESS 

-1 CONSTANT NON-MANUAL SURVEILLANCE 

VP * OPCN FLAME PERMIT C. .  

CP-- -REV. SHEET -OF."1 
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bCP. T4-ob0-3 
efAlpL~E DISCIPLINE 

.PARATION TO PROTECT OPERATING EOUIPMENT 

CP# REV.-SHEET-:OFE mP3 INITIALS DATE" 

1* L 'iF Y F WORK ACTIVITY ISIN AN AREA REOUIRING CONSTANT 

2)i ft'CNTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO AVOID INTERRUPTION OF VENTILA* 

I iL .-. L%:doIMENT. 

1 I 

3) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PREVENT INADVERTENT OPERATION 
OFr SWITCHES AND VALVES.  

4) IDENTirY PROTECTIVE MEASURE TO ENVIRONMENTALLY PROTECT EQUIP
16'L'l ! :soF.9it ATER. DUST. ETC..CENEVATED BY WORK ACTIVITY.  

!k rNtupr PPOTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PREVENT VISUAL ACCESS TO 
IN-, RONAL N IS 1BY OPERATORS.  

* ENS,.RE PROTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PRECLUDE OPERATOR ACCESS TO 
CPLRATING EQUIPMENT.  

7) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PROTECT INSTRUMENT AIR TUBING 
FROM DAMAGE.  

8) ASE'JRC PROPER PRECAUTIONS ARE TAKEN IN PROXIMITY TO ROTATING 
. . vviemNT. OPERATING OR NOT. ASSUME EQUIPMENT WILL START AT 

AN' TIME.  

9) IDENrIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES ARE ADDRESSED REGARDING TOOL 
AND MATERIAL ACCOUNTABILITY, PARTICULARLY WHEN WORKING NEAR a 

C) ICENTIFY PROTECTIVE MCASURES TO PREVENT INTERIOR CONTAMINATION 
OF PI"ES. TANKS. VESSELS. ETC.  

I I -::wAE PROTECTIVE MEASURES AND/OR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NOT 
INTEr!RUPT ANY TEMPORARY EQUIPMENT IN OPERATION.  

, Tm. rmuILCTIVE MEASURES AND/OR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NOT 
CAU5E INADVERTENT ACTIVATION OF FIRE DETECTORS AND/OR 

:CTIVE EQUIPMENT (REFERENCE OPEN FLAME PERMIT). (4 

13) 'CENTIrY PRECAUTIONS REQUIRED FOR USE OF SCAFFOLDING.  
WtSI CHAINFALLS. ETC. 7-.J '* 

14) ICENTIrY PROTECTIVr MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE Or LARGE AND 
SMALL TOOLS.  

I SccDENTIrY PRECAUTIONS FOR USE OF GAS CYLINDCRS AND/OR 
STORAGE CONTAINERS. 7-.  

4 S) IvLNTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF LADDERS.  

17) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE OF PORTABLE HAULING 
EQUIPMENT. ' 

i) ICENTIFY PNECAUTIONS FOR USE OF TEMPORARY CABLE. 7 1--C 

*I) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE OF WELDING MACHINES.  
POWER PANELS. ETC... ...... . . .  

2c) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF TEMPORARY I . P4.  
4 SAFETY RELATED BOUNDARY.  

I PCVIEW AND WALKCOOwN AS NECESSARY ASTERISK ITEMS WITH STATION ENGINEERING 
i. I ft I IONS AND 09TAIN THEIR SIGNATURES AS REVIEWERS.



DISCIPLINE 

WORK PACKAGE ICfe $4-(D0 0' 
CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION 

THE PURPOSE OF A SAFETY EVALUATION FOR CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IS TO REVIEw To 
POTENTIAL IMPACT ON PLANT. AND PUBLIC SAFETY RESULTING rROM THE PROPOSED 
INSTAL' ATION AND INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES Or A COMPONENT. SYSTEM OR STRUCTURE.  

- BY PROVIDING THE REVIEW NOT ONLY ARE THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS Or 10 CPR 50.59 AND 
THE LICENSE SATISFIED BUT POTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS ARE IDENTIFIED AND 
RESOLVED IN A TIMELY AND APPROPRIATE MANNER.  

THE CONTENTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION ATTACHMENT SHALL INCLUDE 
THE I JLLOWING AS APPROPRIATE: 

1. IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT BEING MODIFIED. SEE BODY OF D.C.P.  

2. ARE THERE ANY SAFETY RELATED ITEMS (NOT BEING MODIFIED) WHICH COULD 
BE 'NFLUENCED BY THE INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES? 

YES NO 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

3. ARE THERE ANY UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITES? 

YES NO 
LL 
0 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

4. ARE PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED? 

YES NO 

IF YES SEE TABLEI 

INITIATrp aY CFE/SUPT." Zd 

wPs (LorENON-oCP) REVIErW: 

SCE WPS REVw:_ 

SCE WALKDOWN REQUIRED: YE s No 

SCE WPS WALKDOWN COMPLETED: 

1119a ** 79) 1 11es
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W.00CP. _4-ob__

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION NOTES 

I.- Work activities require constant non-manual supervision in the followin areas:O -o 

2"hen working in and around equipment, do not do anything to interrupt s-!ation. Tak! care not to allow dust to enter into the ventilation system.  

.D Protect equipment from any dust, water or other debris generated by * the work activity.  

* . .  
6. Ensure protective measures do not prevent visual access to instruments by operators.  

Ensure protective measures do not preclude operator access to operating equipment.  

Where there is a possibility of damage to instument tubing due to . .-- active wooden barriers will be installed during the work activity. These will cover the tubing but not any operational valves or insturments. For example, possibilities could occur during installation and removal of scaffold or large, bulky items.  
Take care around any piece of rotating equipment. Assume it will operate at anytime. .  

A. Craft may bring Into safety related work area, only the traterial which .All be used by them during that shift. Excess material shall be renoved by the end of the shift.  

9. Use barriers to prevent interior contamination of pipes, tanks, and vessels which may open in the work area.  

10. Consult open flame permit to assu-e work activity will not cause enadvnrtont operation of fire detectors and/or fire protective eqti4- tent.  

Il.. Wood planks used for scaffolding must be fire proofed. When utilizing scaffolding, hoists, chain fall, etc., the SCE Work Package Engineer shall be notified. once the Items are installed so that he can walk thrte items down. Once he is notified work may proceed.* 

. -. . . * *. P
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PACE-.O 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATIUN NOTES 

12. Lanyards should be used to secure tools on the scaffolding whenever possible. Keep tools and equipment in all areas at a Iminimum.  Lar;e tools, when not in use, must be secured away from safety .e@ted equipment (a large -ool is one that veighs more than 50 lbs., longer than 3 ft. or more than 6 cu./ft. In size).  

.a Ci s cylinders and/or storage containers will be used, they s:all be secured In plack and turned off when not in use or at the end or each shift.  

All ladders are required to be tied .dou-n at two points. Ladders to be located near safety related gear reauires the SCE Work Package Engineer be notified once the items are installed so that he can . --- *. those items down. Once he is notified work may proceed.  O bhen hauling ladders, scaffold, cables, tools and any other equipment through the plant, use extreme caution not to bump or in anyway 
disrupt any equipment located in or near the walkways. Remove all pcrrable hauling equipmdnt fro;* safety work related work areas if it is to be left unattended.  

16. In no case should any construction eouipment be attached to safety related equipment or any non-safety related equipment which may be easily darnaged.  

Craft vill enforce and follow all.established safety and goo3 *.sekeeping procedures at all times (and follow R.E.P. requirenents when applicable).  

Required to inform SCE Work Package Engineer propr to starting work on day shift only. Back shifts to notify on following day shr if installation is still in use into following day.  

I-REV. SHEET'7 OF 2
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PASE op 

W.o./DCP _4______ 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION LEGEND 

PF;-rC-CTIVE MEASURES 

514 a SHORtING 

Wil a WOODEN sox 

rD - rpIc BLANKET 

73 * TiE-m C L 

S T a SAFETY TIC 

Plt a PLYWOOD BARRIER 

rr -,CrMOVE AND REPLACE 

CC *CABLE TRAY COVER . CLEARANCE/MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

rw a FIR WATCH 

SM - STATION MONITORING 

. CT a CLEARANCE TAG -

.- e r"MIsSJON PROCEDURE 

AP a APPROVAL PROCEDURE 

"a a ADIATIOPNSURVEY 

CA a OPERATING ACCESS 

CB a CONSTAp., #.JN-MANUAL SURVEILLANCE 

IP .OPEN FLAME PERMIT 

IDcp#L _ RFV HEET2.'OF24-J



MULTIPLE DISCIPLINE 1)CP- g4-060
*C r ISTO~r CSE PREPARATION TO PROTECT OPERATINCG EDUIPMENT 

SRE 0 SHEETI 2 2-OF' INITIALS DATE 
I)IDLNTIFYIf*ORK ACTIVITY IS IN AN AREA REQUIRING CONSTANT 

UPR VISION.  

I s -C L * I I E*OTECTIVE MEASURES TO AVOID INTERRUPTION OF VENTILA.  T*Cl. TO FOUiPMENT.  

3; IDLPZTIFr PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PREVENT INADVERTENT OPERATION 
1)f S ITCHES AND VALVES.  

41 IDENTIrlf PROTECTIVE MEASURE TO ENVIRONMENTALLY PROTECT EQUIP.  'E:T F ROk WATER. DUST. ETC.. GENERATED BY WORK ACTIVITY. 7
!L: r%"L'c ;RflTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PREVENT VISUAL ACCESS To IN*-iT 94wENTS BY OPERATORS.  

O n TrrTGV MEASURES DO NOT PRECLUDE OPERATOR ACCESS To r L ATING EQC.'IPMENT. 
7-154~f 

7) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PROTECT INSTRUMENT AIR TUBING FROM DAMAGE.  

Ia Ass:.'R PROPER PRCAUTIONS ARE TAKEN IN PROXIMITY TO ROTATING *L cr NT. OPERATING OR NOT. ASSUME QUIPMcNT WILL START AT 

*) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES ARE ADDRESSED REGARDING TOOL I0 MATER AL ACCOUNTABILITY. PARTICULARLY WHEN WORKING NEAR 

10 PCl"iry PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PREVENT INTERIOR CONTAMINATION W 0!'OF IDES. TANKS. VESSELS. ETC. VI 
. '-F Pr-:OTECTIVE MEASURES AND/QR WORK ACTIVTY WILL NOy Nt RR%*' ANY TEMPORARY EQUIPMENT IN OPERATION.  

* reuT!CTIVE MEASURES AND,'OR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NOT .AUSr INADVERTENT ACTIVATION OF FIRE DETECTORS AND/OR -. )I ECTIVE EQUIPMENT (REERENCE OPEN FLAME PERMIT). : 

4 1. *CL.1 If PRECAUTIONS REQUIRED FOR USE OF SCAiFOLDINQ.  
ZAINFALLS. ETC.  

f* V PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF LARGE AND SI-ALL TOOLS. OA V 

15s IocNTIrY P RCAUTIONS FOR USE OF CAS CYLINDERS AND/OfR S£^RACE CONTAINERS.  

4 SI ILLNTIFY PROTEL 'a.'t MCASURES REOUIRED FOR USE OF LADDERS.  

7) IoNTIFY PROTECTIVE McASURES FOR USE OF PORTABLE MAULING 
COUIPMENT- 

7 
I*) IDNTIfY PECAUTIONs FOR USE OF TEMPORARY CA*Lt. 7-1 

* 1) iDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE OF WELDING MACHINES 
ETC. 

*

2) IDENTIy PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF TEMPORARY 1 er V Imin re ATTACHED TO A SAFETY RELATED BOUNDARY.  

--.-....... * SSARY ASTERISK ITEMS WITH STATION ENGINEERING .) PL:IIATIONS AND OBTAIN THEIR SIGNATURES AS REVIEWERS. --- .---



ORK PACKAGE ND. bCp 8L -Oo0 

WPP/QCI MULTIPLE DISCIPLINE CHECK LIST 

DISCI.PLINE -CvL.  

1. IvUTIFY APPLICABLE WPPoCI APP.  

W. Q- CALIBRATION AND CONTROL O MEASURING EQUIPMEpT 

WP QCI-611 INSTALLATION OF CONCRETE ANCHORS 

AVA C.I-CIh FIELD GENERATED DRAWINGS 

WPP/QCI-92o FIELD GENERATED SUPPLEMENTAL INSPECTION 
PLANNING 

WPP/QCI-02 t CONTROL Or PIPING DAMS 

V.P,'OCI-013 CONCRETE AND MASONRY DRILLING AND ROCK SQLT 
INSTALLATION 

WPP/QCI-025 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM 

WPP/QCI-037 INTERDISCIPLINE NOTIFICATION FOR PLANT ITEM .r*v n Pa tAEMOVAL OF FIRE BARRIERS 

wPPloCi-042 OPEN FLAME PERMIT 

.. ;rCI-ICS FIELD PAINTING 

WPPOCI-109 GROUTING 

'P'CC 1-101 STARTUP CLEARANCE AND JURISDICTIONAL lAGGING 

WPP,'OCI-802 CONSTRUCTION/STARTUP WORK PERMIT 

erdUaI-ev. v b MCkANGE CCNTROL FOR STARTUP SYSTEMS 

IDE-4TIrY OTHER WPP/@ryI 

OcPD 0R -RV. ' HEETI30 

S ICN A TUN E DAL/
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I WORK PACKAGE NO. 10C '4o(O E! 

CIVIL DISCIPLINE CHECK LIST 

I LL'.T&1V APPLICABLE WPP/OCIAP 
.A N .  

VJPP/OCI- 101 PLACENT Or STRUCTURAL MACK.FILL 

.:CONCRETE PRODUCTION 

APItCCl-03 CCJNCPLvtl PRCPLACEkENTP4k 

c 

... Do~!1.Cc!CtETPLACEMCNTMR 

TU VYFP/OCI-10S CONCRETE P0ST-PLACCMIgPdr~----.

WV.'c, I-I OC CADWELD SPLICES 
WILLA .  

W P P'O C I- 10 STRUCTURAL STrEL AND MISCELLANEOUS STEEL INSTALLATION 
GTe WPF/OC 1-.1,13 COPJCRETC TESTING SERVICC SUPCONTRACTOIR 

CC~OORDIN ATOR 

V:PP'O C.. I- INSPECTION4 or AUTOMATIC SPRINI.LCRS AND WATER 
- - ~ - *:"-::. £:23-d03-Z4 AND P0:'M 20.0) w *.-- .-. --- FILLER MATERIAL 

*9'r0,LI-;f02 wrLDING CONTROL FOR AWS 01.1 %rLDING 

I'-*rF,'*C 1-2 0 CONTROL OF GRINDI14G WHEELS. DISC AND WIRIE ~ B RUSHECS 

wvJ/C-2 FIELD INSPECTION or rIRr HOSlE CAS!INETS. CART 1101JSCS, HOSE HOUSES AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT 
F U R N I SED 5 Y SP CC I ICA TI10N S 02 3.41 1-IS 

Ia..tE4 rY OT !ER WPP/OCI OR I.H.P. AS APPLICABLIE 
AN 

C7 

.4 A;3 

-- -REV- ~ I Of.  

.. .. .
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'- -Q- vRK PACKAGE _ _ _ _ _ _ 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION rev. 0 

THE PURPOsE OF A SArETY EVALUATION FOR CONSTRUCTIONACTIVITIES TO REVIEW To 
POTENTIAL-IMPACT ON PLANT. AND PUBLIC SAFETY RESULTING VROM THE PROPOSED 
INSTALLATPON AND INSTALLAYION ACTIVITIES OP LICOMPONENT 'SYSTEM O STRUCTURE.  
my PROVIDING TEREV IEW NOT 4ONL A Ts O.A COMIoEryyTZ OVr LrucUR.59.ND 
TIE *LICENSE SATISFIED OUT POTENTIAL CONSTRUCION PROULEMSARE JDEN TIgIED AND 

r*RESOLVED IN A TIMELY AND APPRO HATE MANNER. O* 

-~THE CONTIENTS OP YI4HE tONS*TRUCTtoN SAFETy EVALvATlON-*TTACKMN 
ML71CUI THE OLLOWINGASAPPROPAIAU N1.1 . CHM L D 

e A c *3g~~~ 1" vp 7:w' 
'~~ 

I. IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT BEING MODIFIED. SEE BODY OF D.C.P.  

?- -. '- - *** 

2. ARE THERE ANY SAFETY RELATED ITEMS (NOT BEING MODIFIED) WHICH COULD .- &BE INFLUENGED BY THE IJNSTALLATION ACT VITIES? T-

* - . . o v's I 
IF YES SEE TABLE I 

3. ARE THERE ANY UNIOUE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITES? 

YESNO  

4. ARE PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED? 

_ _ _ _ _ Its IZ 
ir '-"SEE-T-A8L f 

-SNITIATED 1111Y C PESUPT.o: 

WW'g (LDPE NON-DCPJ REVIEW:________________ 

Oct "C REVIEW: 

SCE WALKDOWN REQUIRED: YES OO wO 

SCE WPS WALKDOWN COMPLETED:.  
PP.4*

7
a (sea asiss



___ - PACE 7of a3 

MULTIPLE DISCIPLINE 

IRA-T0eN TO 
________j OtipM 

__NITIALs- -ATE 

1) IDENTIFY IF WORK ACTIVITY IS IN AN AREA REQUIRING CONSTANT SUPERVISION. A18 1984 
21 IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO AVOID INTERRUPTION OF VENTILA.  TINT4 & .PER5QNNEL q 
14 IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PREVENT INADVERTENT OPER 0 Or SWITCHES AND VALVES. -If

_m/9 AG 181%84 
a) JDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURE TO 'NVIRONMENTALLY PROTECT AU McNT FROM WATER. DUST. ETC.. GENERATED BY WORK ITYS 18 W4 

s) ENSURE PROTECTIVE MEASURES O NOT PREVENT VISUAL ACCESS T --- INSTRUMENTS by OPERATORS. -- - - - i/A A 18 W4 

0) ENSURE PROTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PRECLUDE OPERATOR ACCESS TO OPERATING EQUIPMENT.  

71 IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PROTECT INSTRUMENT AIR TUBING FROM DAMAGE. 
MU 94 

8) ASSURE PROPER PRECAUTIONS ARE TAKEN IN PROXIMITY TO ROTATING EQUIPMENT. OPERATING OR NOT. ASSUME EQUIPMENT WILL STARTT ANY TIME. - i/A / AUG18 W4 
3) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES ARE ADDRESSED REGARDING TOOL AND MATERIAL ACCOUNTABILITY PARTICULARLY WHEN WORKING NEAR OR IN OPEN VESSELS.  

1o) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PREVENT INTERIOR CONTAMINATION 

O r P P E S T A N S . E SS E S. T C .A U G 1 8 W A8 11) ASSURE PROTECTIVE MEASURES AND/OR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NiOT INTERRUPT ANY TEMPORARY EQUIPMENT IN OPERATION.NI Z18M 
1 2) ASSURE PROTECTIVE MEASURES AND/Oll WORK ACTIVITY WILL NOT .CAUSE INADVERTENT ACTIVATION Or FIRE DETECTORS AND/OR FIRE PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT IREFERENCE OPEN FLAME PERMIT). AUG 18 

3S) IDENTIFY PRECAUTIONS REQUIRED FOR USE OF SCAFFOLDING, 

14) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF LARGE AND SMALL TOOLS.  

15) IDENTIFY PRECAUTIONS FOR USE OF GAS CYLINDERS AND/OR STORAGE CONTAINERS.  

is) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF LADDERS. 1 4 
17) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE OF PORTABLE HAULING EQUIPM INT. I A AA 18 W4 

1e) IDENTIFY PRECAUTIONS FaR USE Or TEMPORARY CABLE. 

* 19) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE OF WELDING MACHINES1 

*POWER PANELS. ETC.AU 
IS W 

20) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF TEMPORA JAUG 1 I984 HOSE. TUBING. ETC.. ATTACHED TO A SAFETY RELATED BOUNDARY.  

REVIEW AND WALKDOWN AS NECESSARY ASTERISK ITEMS WITH STATION ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS AND OBTAIN THEIR SIGNATURES AS REVIEWERS.  

pr-42408 100719842



I ~~CONSTRUCTION PROTECTIVE MEASUR ESI AE~ o, 
TABLE I 

rev.  WORI( OP SmATION. ASSO. PTNTIAL 

CITE 0#ARS;COS- AZRD EUIMETPROTIECTIVK EAUKl CLIKARANCE/MONITORING 
QUENCE 0O EQUIPMENT; REQUIRING SR NSR A p FAO t RKj ESN PROTECTION 

------- __ VES NO U WUFUaso T9 ST PS-9 RRC PW 84CT PP AP RUiQACS PP 

WORK OPERAION ~ AN D 5OUTH4 SALT WA V/ V 

WILL IN4LUDE CORE PUMPS AND TRAVWuNG [)RILLI!G.IN6TALL- SCREEN SPKhY WATER ArTIONqF ANCHOR? Pum r5 
21N IN6 SYTA4 F*: G-131q H135 

KJOCILINCl OF INTAr G43 
ST RUC tE!SClEEN 
W4ELL51 AND'PUMP 

B~AYS. KKWILL 
ALSO I LWDE 
GROUT G0 BEHIND 

EEM~I PUTS AND 
IN COK V4OL IS FOR 
PhNCNO 150 TES 

KI6GGII OF 1EAVY( 
PLATES INS ID AN~D 
OVER Wl(P, MEA..  
AL5O T~t REIWILL 

AeGf NUMMKcF 
CORE DRI MA/qWJJE 
OPEf(ATvOG 1)4 WET 
AKEA.FA TJCLILAR 
CM NE W ~'L BE TklC WITH R jARD TC) 
ShJCt( IHAZAKD.  

AD)E&LA VENITLAJic N 
SHALL M bJTAINED.
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rev. 0 
CONSTRUCTION SAFIETY-EVALUATION LIEGEND 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES 

WD-WOODEN BOX 

* PS - FIRE BLANKET 

SG P LASH GuARD 

T3 w TIIE-41A ±I 

NTr - *ArVTT Tilt 

pa ' P'LYWOOD BARRIER 

MR - PIE-MOVE AND REPLACE 

CC - CABLE TRAT COVE* 

CLEAR ANCE/MON ITORINGI REQIJIREMENTh 

7W r IRE WATCH 

SM-STATION MONITORING 

CT - CLEARANCIE TAG 

-PP - PERMISSION ppcOCEDURE 

AP A"POVAL PROCEDURE 

- RADIATION SURVE-y 

CA - OPERATING ACCM 

4: CONSTANCT NONI-.MANUAL SuRVE2LIL-ANoc 

PP-OPEN rLAME PeRMIT
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CDNSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION NOTES 

-- sc:- activities require cCnstant non-=ar-ual-suPervision in to fol 2- ren s l ock*in

2. -ertilatio n *and around equipert, do not do anyth*ng to in:e t _y -er.' 2eon Take-care not o-alJus-to-enter into the -ventilation - -

3. Pro:ecr eaci.vent frent any dust, water or other debris generated by 
* the Vork activit. 

.

4. Ensire protective measures do not prevent visual access to instrunents by operators.  

5. E sc p protective measures do not preclude operator access to operating equipment.  

6., U-nere there Is a possibility of dartege to iflstument tubin~g due to a;:! ctiv~ties, prvtective wooden barriers will be installed during lthe ork activity. These wil cover the tubing but not any operational vnlves or intndrLets For exa:ple, possibilities could occur during 
Installation and removal of scaffold or large, bulky Ite~s.  

7. 7ake care around any piece of rotating equipment. Assume it will operate at anytime.  

8. Crat dy bring into safety related work area. only the material which - ill be used by them during that shift. Excess material shall be 

9. Use barriers to prevent Interior contamination of pipes, tanks, and 
vessels u.hich n~ay open In the work area.  

20. Co1sult open flame permit to assure work activity will not cause enadvertent oeratr -*f fire detectors and/or fire protective equipm~ent.  

I I.- ~ocd planks used for scaffolding must be fire proofed. Uhen utiliing scaffolding. hoists, chain fall, etc., the SCE pork Packae Engineer shilL be notified. once the Ites are insCtalled so that he can alk these Items do.-n. Once he Is notified nork may proceed.e **
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION NOTES rev.  

-~
T T ards sh 18l to tred to recure tocls-oV~n--the ldi.s e 

possible. eep -tc'ols and equipment in all areas at a minimu-.  Largo tools, when not in use, must be secured awav frci safety related ecei:nent (a large tool is one that weighs more than 50 1s.  lcnger than 3 f-. or more than 6 cu./ft. In size).  

I'.Lee gas cyinerers ando sra ctaners will be -ued, 17hev s..2 be secured in place and turned off when not in use or at the end or each s'it.  

-'14. All ladders are receiv-ed to be tied .den at t'wo points. Ladders to be located near safety related gear renuires the SCE W'ork Pack ace Er.ineer be notified once the items are installed so that he can Valk those items do---n. Once he is notified work may proceed.  

15. When hauling ladders, scaffold, cables, tools and any other equipment through the plant, use extrene caution not *to bump or in an--av disrupt any equipment located in or near the walkways. Remove all portablc ha'lin; equiprent fror; safety work related work areas if it is to be left unattended.  

16. In no case should any construction enui-pent be attached to safety related equipment or any non-safety related equipment *.hich may be easily damaged.  

17. Craft vill enforce and folloj all established safety and goohousekeeping procedures at all times (and follow R.E.P. requirements when applicable).  

Required to inforn SCE Lork Package Engineer propr to starting work on day shift only. Back shifLs to notify on following day shift if installation is still in use into follo.ing day.  

- - .
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION 

THE PURPOSE OF A SAFETY EVALUATION FOR CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IS TO REVIEW TO POTENTIAL IMPACT ON PLANT, AND PUBLIC SAFETY RESULTING FROM THE PROPOSED INSTALLATION AND INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES OF A COMPONENT. SYSTEM OR STRUCTURE BY PROVIDING THE REVIEW NOT ONLY ARE THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR 50.59 AND THE LICENSE SATISFIED BUT POTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS ARE IDENTIFIED AND .RESOLVED IN A TIMELY AND APPROPRIATE MANNER.  

THE CONTENTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION SAFETY.EVALUATION ATTACHMENTSHALL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING AS APPROPRIATE.  

1. IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT BEING MODIFIED. SEE BODY OF D.C.P.  

2. ARE THERE ANY SAFETY RELATED ITEMS (NOT BEING MODIFIED) WHICH COULD *BE INFLUENCED BY.THE INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES? 

YES NO 

IF YES SEE TABLE 1 

3. ARE THERE ANY UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITES? 

YES NO 

IF YES SEE TABLE I 

4. ARE PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED? 

YES NO 

- IF YES SEE TABLE I 

INITIATED BY CFE/SUPT.  

WPS (LDE NeN-DCP) REVIEW 

SCE WPS REVIEW:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

SCE WALKDOWN REQUIRED: YES O NO 

SCE WPS WALKDOWN COMPLETED: 

PF- 5*7 2 1oo711 1g/a3



-- MULTIPLE DISCIPLINE 
CHECKLIST FOR CSE PREPARATION TO PROTECT OPERATING EQUIPMENT 

INITIALS DATE 

I IDENTIFY IF WORK ACTIVITY IS IN AN AREA REQUIRING CONSTANT SUPERVISION. NA2 6 

2) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO AVOID INTERRUPTION OF VENTILA.  

3) IDENTIFCHPER0TECTIVE MEASURES TO PREVENT INADVERTENT OPER 

A) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURE TO ENVIRONMENTALLY PROTECT F .  MENT FROM WATER. DUST. ETC.. GENERATED BY WORK ACTIVITY. [N/Al 
5) ENSURE PROTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PREVENT VISUAL ACCESS INSTRUMENTS BY OPERATORS. IN/Al 4231 

6) ENSURE PROTECTIVE MEASURES DO NOT PRECLUDE OPERATOR ACCESS TO OPERATING EQUIPMENT. 
42 8 

7) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PROTECT INSTRUMENT AIR TUBING 

8) ASSURE PROPER PRECAUTIONS ARE TAKEN IN PROXIMITY TO ROTATING EQUIPMENT. OPERATING OR NOT. ASSUME EQUIPMENT WILL START ANY TIME. 

4 31 

9) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES ARE ADDRESSED REGARDING TOOL AND MATERIAL ACCOUNTABILITY. PARTICULARLY WHEN WORKING NEAR OR IN OPEN VESSELS.  

10) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO PREVENT INTERIOR CONTAMINATION OF PIPES, TANKS. VESSELS, ETC. 
k 3S 

11) ASSURE PROTECTIVE MEASURES AND/OR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NO INTERRUPT ANY TEMPORARY EQUIPMENT IN OPERATION. N/A 
8 

1Z)_ASSURE PROTECTIVE MEASURES AND/OR WORK ACTIVITY WILL NOT 
CAUSE INADVERTENT ACTIVATION OF FIRE DETECTORS AND/OR FIRE PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (REFERENCE OPEN FLAME PERMIT).  

13) IDENTIFY PRECAUTIONS REQUIRED FOR USE OF SCAFFOLDING.-- 7 
HOISTS, CHAINFALLS. ETC. X 23 84 

14) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF LARGE AND SMALL TOOLS.  

15) IDENTIFY PRECAUTIONS FOR USE OF GAS CYLINDERS AND/OR 
STORAGE CONTAINERS.  

M 23 4 

* I) 1DENTIFY PROTETEMESRSRUIEFOUSOFLDR.__ 

'1 
1)IDENTIFY ROTECTIVE MEASURESREQU D FOR USE OF ALS 23 AU4 

SIPM 
NT84 

23 D4 

18) IDENTIFY PRECAUTIONS FOR USE OF TEMPORARY CABLE. 
kC kI23 84 

19) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR USE OF WELDING MACHINES. AX3 84 Am POWER PANELS. ETC. 

; 20) IDENTIFY PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR USE OF TEMPORL H AU L4 HOSE TUBING. ETC., ATTACHED TO A SAFETY RELATED BOUNDARY N/A 
REVIEW AND WALKDOWN AS NECESSARY ASTERISK ITEMS WITH STATION ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS AND OBTAIN THEIR SIGNATURES AS REVIEWERS.  

P7-G219 (10079) 7183



SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNITS 2 & 3 
CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES PAGE OF 

JOB NO. 10079 

TABLE 1 W.O./DCP 

WORK OPERATION: ASSO. POTENTIAL UA CIATED HAZARDS: CONSE. HAZARD E N > 
QUENCES TO EQUIPMENT; R I m 0 

: 
AREA OF WORK PROTECTION -4 -4 YE N 

Y ES NO m
GENERAL D____ o 0 S WFOSGITB -ST PBRR CC W sm CT P AP RS dA CS -p 

ewQUIPMENT 

IREQ IRIN > > O 

~?1.  

sHp we// eesre T oRc 

ffereeocee 

l C4 &-d 

I 

/Sweo./ocP 0 -025 

11



S-- PAGE .. OF-~ 
- _ _ _ _ _III .O/DCP e e F e 0~ 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUATION LEGEND 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES 

SH - SHORING 

WB - WOODEN BOX 

FR = FIRE BLANKET 

Sr - SPLASH GUARD 

TB = TIE-BACK 

ST = SAFETY TIE 

Ps - PLYWOOD BARRIER 

RR = REMOVEANDREPLACE 

CC = CABLE TRAY COVER 

CLEARANCE/MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 

F'w , FIRE WATCH 

SM . STATION MONITORING 

CT * CLEARANCE TAG 

PP - PERMISSION PROCEDURE 

AP * APPROVAL PROCEDURE 

"S =RADIATION SURVEY 

QA . OPERATING ACCESS 

CS = CONSTANT NON-MANUAL SURVEILLANCE 

FP * OPEN FLAME PERMIT 

Pl-4 S lIoorel ates
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*CONSTRUCTION SAFETY EVALUAIOIJ NOTE&_'.) 
,' 7 

I c'k Activities re uIre tonstat rcn-wmAnual supervision !n the ft1 oi, 

2. in, w.'rkinS 1.3 and around equipmntn, do notd n* ~gt 2erp tak, ear not to hoy us: to enter into the ventilatio nl 
#qiyn from any dut 

3. works t qu i tyen wrm ~ . u t ater or Other debris Sovierate d dby 
£ ~ .s~r 'protective measures do o t v r Vi u l a c s to ntue g ~voperators. 71 rvn iulacest ntuet 
5. tsu.protective measures do not 'preclude operator access to operatin 

* ~ h'er there Is A osbiity of daitgetoin tumn tubing duea to ": ~k Activities, Pviiiv woodn brri 
vale s ork iativit en. T o e xam c v r h tubing but not -any -operational * V a l v s o r I l ~ t ~ r e n t i . a r s x e l , p o s s i b i l i t i e s c o u l d o c c u r d u r i n g7 

7 
Inutahlstion and rem~oval of scaffold or large, bulky items.  

7 7. a;ecare around any piece of rotating souiprnent. Assuze it Vill operate a't anytLime.  

11.Jrst ny bring into safety related work or'*&' only the material which will be used by them during that shift. t xese m aterial shall Joe 
_ _r"ed by -the end of -the shift. 

- -* 9. se barriers to prevent Interior contamination of pipes. tanks, and vmesse is which may open In the work area.  
10. Co,.mult open f!are permit to assur'a work activity Will1 not cause 7 7 Jrtr operation of fire detectors and/or fire protective 

* w 
d, 21 I~o pan a used for scaffolding must be fire proofed, $6 n utiliz ocaffolding, hoists, chain fall, etc.. the SCE Work Package Engineer s)hall lie not!!Ied once the Items are Installed so that he ian wal1k tctItems douin. Once he Is notified work may proced.*



INo.:Pcp.  

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY CVALUA; riuv NOTES 

L1 yad s. ac.Ad Vo vtred :o sectira tnob a-% t~e qeA(!.-)ldrsj 'wbqn~vo r pessible. heep tools and equipment in all areas at a r-ininuri, Ljr;o tools, iuhan not in usci, mu~t bo secured away from safCTr related squi;nant ia large tool Is one that voighs more ha Q 11;3.0 Icnger than 3 ft. or more than 6 cu./ft. In size).  

,Vneref.T gas cyltrndors and/or storage containers will be used. they $hall be mac-red $n place* and gurned off when no; ;n use or at the 
4 and or cach shift..  

14 ~.~ . All ladders are required to be tiod doein ,at t,..o points. Ladepro to 
* -be located near safety related Sear requires the, SCE Work Paclt age Engineer be notified once the item~s are Installed so that he an walk those Items dow.ny Once he Is notifiLed work m.ay proes..  

1.When hauling ladders. scaffold, cabloo, tools and any other equipmpnt 
through the plant, use oxtrame caution not 'to burrp or in en-.,sy disrupt any equipmnti located In or noar the walkways. Rernovp ala, 

-. portablo hau;.in; &qui;-.#nr fro&' safety work related work &rar f $t Is ;a be lef: unsttondsC.  

16. In no case should any construcplon qauipmont be attached to safety 

eily damaged.  

1.Craft will enforce and follow all astablished safety and Sao~ hoaskeeping procedures-*t *jj 1 gfs (snO faltow R.?.P require-r "nn;s vhen 4PIL99vtoJ, 

* , P Required to Inform 3CS Fork Fackapgri noer propw to starting wo~rk an day shift "IVy lack Phtt&$ to notify ani4ellswiris sy 
*I * shift if Installation io st# ; in unA tnt9 foli.~wing day.



UNIT NO.  

FIRE PROTECTION DESIGN CMECKLIST 

PFCP/DCP Number Fa 4 Date 9-iZ - 5q 
Checklist Originator (G- irras PAX: 2-BoII 

PRELIMJNARY ASSESSNINT 

A. Identify any additions, removal, relocation or changes to any of the following: 

1. Cambustible Material (oil, grease, charcoal, YES NO PVC, cable trays with greater than 30% fill, 
et c.) 

2. Active Fire Protection Systems (water supply, YES NO sprinklers, suppression, detection, etc.) 

3. Passive Fire Protection Systems (dampers, YES NO walls, floors, fire stops, fire doors, 
penetrations, etc.) 

4. Manual Fire Protection Systems (fire hose YES O NO stations, hydrants, extinguishers, etc.) 

5. Ventilation Systems YES O NO1 
6. Exposure Fire Barriers, 8-hour Emergency YES O NO Lights, RCP Lube Oil Collection System 

7. Safe and Auxilicry Shutdown Systems (piping, YESO NO 12 components, valves, etc.) 

8. Essential Electric Systems (MCCs, YESO NO switchgear, etc.) 

9. Temporary Impairments to Fire Protection YES O NO Systems 

10. Other FHA Commitments YES 0  NO 
B. Any items requiring a "YES" answer will be explained and evaluated in the PFCP. Any FHA changes resulting from the design change will be included in the PFCP and transmitted to Licensing as marked up pages from the FHA. Additionally, any "YES" answers above will result in a "YES" answer on Form 26-182, Design Change Package Plant Hazards Requirements, Fire E ff ects section.  

PREPAREDBY: ,_.____ 

APPROVED BY: A 

Gr o Leader



dgghgL- IA" PoAt NUCLtAR SafSERl'A TING 8T^ -. 0" UNIT I otsIG CHAN"~ PACKAGE 0cp m*.  
TITL SHE ET 0,0-r 

Job g. 13691 REV.  

101MATING DISCIPLINE- CIVllI T-RCTRAL 
SPOPESIOLF ENGINCER1 R..A- NZON DATE 7/14/34 

zrrscri~viry DATIE 07 PACKAGE 

JOBWIU1o.eLS Ea IC AT. A H'QICSy 0-CL ASS Of VWs'f "p, SP______ 

SAW C,AIII E NEQUIR EO, F, TIMi NoAI NODE 

SAS!S 0F CHANG( O _____ fwmo 
____ 

0 UPPLItCR NA164E & DATI(O LETE 

0CLIENT4. DATIE & LOG NOoP O rTER EDP-091-34, dated July 12, 1934 

fiiAC- ATGOY WITHNIN BCPC1CPCCHANIC 5DBC CAo 

1 7PROMLEM/CMANGES.  

Extersivo cracks fn concrete are visib s 
of vein nose.  

AM P V OA LS: 

op-P GROUP sREmy 
DATNO E 

* A 
D A T E 

MOTIWICArION 07 CHANG0E COMPLETION: 

XP 45 C- REV 4' F .  
- -e-HEE-c8 

COkilTmucriom MAftA8ER/jCPSISNZ)____VAT_________It___ 

MAmoDS REOLJIREMENTS MET AND APPROVED (SEE D>CP HAZARDS REQUIREMENTS SHIEET) 

ItCovltipoDATE ______



&A N 0*0VrE t9 V LRAL a v R s TAiOcU 

DESIGN CMAN13L -CKA". S ~ o~ 
TITLtI S~ET 90c 

Job No. 13691a REV. Q * 

IGINATING DISCIPLINE CIVIL STRUCTURAL 

ESPOPISIBLE ENGINEIER R-A. IONZON -DATE 7/14/34 
EFFIECTI VIrY DATE OF PACKAGE 

JOB "IA111 2-CLAIII Sil EISMIC CAT. A HIGHEST 0-CLAUS OF DWss IN DCp_______ 

SAP "At46 kE@ljRzo f 0 E Tim ftO REPAIR MODE Caetgory!D
STARtTUP SYSTEMS AFPPECTED: _______________ 

BASIS OF CHANGE 
I 

PCR F O __ _ _ _ _ 111 NCR NO. __ _P__ II N' N0._______ 

I] SUPPLIER. NAME a DATE OP LIETiTER____________________________ 

CLIENT. DATE & LOG NO. OF LErTTER EDP-021-84, dated July 12, 1984 

DOT P rR 

CHANC-T CATEGORY. WITHIN SCOPE ISCOPE CHANGE SACK CHARCE 

TsgU TRPeaN._____________ 
_[ OTHER____________ 

LE ROcBLE K/CHANGCS: 

The concrete gate M1OV-11 does not ye sfnhto hcl' 
water pressure.  

APPROVALS: 

PVfC REQUIRED? y NO ZFl 4me A 
PROJECT ENGINEER a~j&e FOR P, SPffJDfj C.. DATE ________4 

0A/,I 
BA T C 

NOTI 'VATION OF CHANGE COMPLETION: 

b CONSTIRUCTION MANAGERI(DVSIGNIEW) 
DATE______ 

HAARDS REOUIREMENTS MILT AND APPROVED (94E DCP HAZARDS REQUIREMENTS SHEET) 

EINEERV~ING GRO>UP supcwv,,om DATE ____



Southem Califames Edison Company 
San Onoire Nuclear Generating Station 
Units 1. 2 & 3 

l DES.IGN CHANGE PACKAGE CPNo L3 44ccsc 

Originating Dsctpline/Reso Engineer "/ 5  -7 1CD4le 0 Uni 

,Z__1DCP OC S 
u. Highest OC of Drawings Within DCP 

O 0 ~Seismic Category A 
Description of Change 

ro 4EVAL./7le T WE '/REPAIdE6D PR 7/0s o.= 7Er 

/NT4kE JVr(f cA4E CoourNT-eNteVCF Re.4e c-RRostOAl 
AND OESiAH oI//C4 r.o.vs 43 NecfJS4,VY* 

0 

UJ 

Its ..  
Tech. Spec. Change Required? Plani Hazards impact'? 
UFSAR Change Aequired? Physical Security Plan/Barrier Change Required? 
UFHA Change Required? Emergency Plan Change Required

I EO Package Revision Required? 
EO Master List Change Required? StarbupSystemsAffecled sWC, c s 
O-Ust Change Required_?__ 

Basis for Change 
NCR No. 

Phyca Secury PNo Licensing Commimeni 

E gOther Pn ae ue 

interface Approvals (indicate ASfected Siycipsinee PGL s

0*VV 
1. Civil Eng, .NcerCW. - VSt 
2. l&C Eng. 6Arh 

3. Etect. Eng, .W 

4. Mech Eng 5 L LICIVAS/AVG -17ASW 

Approvals 

Resonsible Engineer 
C o mmmen 

Indepenaenti Review Engineer t~ .  

esponsiblce Discipline Gros LeaPGe' 
S ltaio En Su7ervisor 

Project Engineer*' 
Manager Stalion Techncat 

ualy Assuranceer 

independns Rev~w Engone 7- E 

Notification of Change Completion 

Retrofit Supervisor 

$C e so* *(v *.y



.SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNITS 1. 2 & 3 
DESIGN CHANGE PACKAGE 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
JOB NO. 186ZZ-4-4-0 

REOUIRED PAGE 
THIS REVISION NO.  

1. DESIGN CHANGE PACKAGE COVER SHEET (26-178-1) Yes at 
1A. TABLE OF CONTENTS Yes % 
2. DESIGN CHANGE PACKAGE CONTINUATION SHEET (26-178-2) Yesf) 
2A. EIGINEERING/SAFfTY, -EYIRONME*TAt--AN-*AtARA- Yes R No a L EVALUATION DESIGN CH4ANGE YsNSIS 
3. BILL OF MATERIAL FORM A & B/DESIGN MATERIAL Yes R No a _ TAKEOFF (26-181) 

4A. ARCHITECTURAL/CIVIL/STRUCTURAL Yes Xt No [3 * Summary of Design Change Work 
LU * Design Documents 

4B. CONTROL SYSTEMS Yes o Nod _A * Summary of Design Change Work 
0 * Design Documents 

> 4C. ELECTRICAL Yes D No j / I J * Sumary of Design Change Work 
* Design Documents 

4D. MECHANICAL Yes 1 No (A * Summary of Design Change Work 
* Design Documents 

4E. NUCLEAR 
* Summary of Design Change Work Yes 0 No .0 .  
* Design Documents 

4F. PLANT DESIGN Yes a No 1( * Summary of Design Change Work 
* Design Documents 

5. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS Yes 0 No IV 
6. CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ASSESSMENT Yes IE No 0 
7. TEST/OPERATING PROCEDURE GUIDELINES Yes 0 NoK p 

T K/0NGI E R 

58730/0



Southern California Edison Company -SCE p DESIGN CHANGE PACKAGE-Continuation Sheet 1I3 -3#4o.0e3c 
Smn Cnafr Nu~ Generwting Stmia unt 1. 2 & 3 

DOCUMENTS ASSOCIATED WCHANGE ENCLOSED IN PACKAGE EAS 
D~CuMENT 

'0NO. a oxy. IOCm IN ValPoREAK 

_____ 70
&-

S-1 48 Z85 S-2. LI/D~.  
0 7 2 g 

C% 
Ui KF 

S5'67825 S-z seTe,/ds 
__ 

_R- 6_:_ _ _ _ 

C 

0* 1 1 -_ _ _ _ _ on /a s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



* DESIGN CHANGE BASIS 

1. DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE: 

-ro EVALu.4-r6 7We UP/AEPAIRED PORriON3 Oo 7q 
iN74KE SrPIcTQREc FOR CoriritNu,4G RceAR, coR~oslov 
A,DTDEs6,vy bAOOFCAnrovs As PIECESe.s4q/ 

TJRG uN'~e,041RED i4R545 IN 7W" /97K .7RucrupFg .4 
)=& 3-4ro1 W7-tzS 7-o m'e CSCR6N W4L5, 77,9 
EAsr/j.tsr M/41LL Or 77'E UPPeR POR7r/OA.'S OA 771E, 
SC?EACAJ WFUSL, r-HE 9457- AMO WCS7' kv.4LLS 47- P-clqCutArl/ow 
G 4T6E 71H6 S 4A C6:11146q 7 6T L (--) 14. Lo 0 H NOR7WH 
ANo $oo w 4&L oF rEAvr4)E 7LJPNNEL THE/F TOP .4.485 A7

tAWCS7T OF 57r0? G47e, PL.U5 7TZ/ CONCRET- S6F40M15 /Ay 7W6 
SC=R6EAJ WOFLLS AheD A/?OCJND 77H6 PcOfr7P -VLL OPEV/N($ S* 
IF Rr&4, CoRRosl/iv is aeyoND A440WOSJqLF /7 

2. TECHNICAL BASIS OF CHANGE: 

V ~CO U,03/ON, T/IVER/EPRW O*K /ctl NSIDS: 4>),~ ?~/T 
5T7-RUCTR~ WICLL PR~OVIDE 77,/s VMU^ W47-EA FLOWj 
TO 7746 4Tlt7 W-.4761? PtjcJ?j 

rv o/~ . 6-7 V V~,F6 OUSN&l OSA5N 

ypC7rR(1-e7 WI.LL BE 7-HE 84J/5 OF eVA4LL/4T/0o4 -4Mo REP4"1,o' 
woqS 7,17T 7rwLSreucruge, wlc-~4L R,q4A /7r5 

/NVr6GQ 7/) 7-0 &7667l SEISMI1C .4 CR17-&FR14 

3003d



DESIGN CHANGE BASIS 

3. Engineering Safety Evaluation: 

a. Does this change constitute a change to the FSAR (Unit 1 FSA) 
design basis: [ YES V NO 

b. Does this change increase the probability of occurrence 
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of 
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the 
FSAR: 0 YES X NO 

c. Does this change create the possibility for an accident or 
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the FSAR? 0 YES ) NO 

d. Does this change reduce the margin of safety as defined in the 
basis for any technical specification: 0 YES )( NO 

e. Security Checklist (see Sheet 5). Evaluate the proposed design change by reviewing it against the questions on the checklist.  
Any *YES' answers must be explained in the Engineering Safety 
Evaluation (long form) and denoted on the Design Change Package 

0 (DCP) Cover Sheet as an impact to the security system.  

O 

* 3003d



DESIGN CHANGE BASIS 

If the answer to items 3.a. b, c, d or e is "YES", an Engineering Safety Evaluation (long form) must be developed.  

4. Quality and Seismic Classifications: 

Quality Class SR Seismic Category A 

0! 

0J 

* 3003d



DESIGN CHANGE BASIS 

5. ALARA Considerations 

a. Does the alteration modify facility, systems or components which 
will collect, store, process or transport radioactive materials: 
0 YES X NO 

b. Does the alteration modify the facility, systems or components 
which are located in Radiologically Controlled area (greater than 
or equal to 0.25 mr/hr or 1,000 dpm/100 cm2 removable)? 
a YES ) NO 

C. Does this alteration create routine maintenance, inspection or 
surveillance requirements in a radiation area (greater than or 

W equal to 0.25 mr/hr or 1.000 dpm/100 cm2 removable)? 
0 YES ( NO 

W d. Does this alteration involve construction activities which will 
cause personnel to come into close proximity with systems or 
components collecting, storing, processing or transporting 
radioactive materials, or which are located in a Radiologically 
Controlled area greater than or equal to 0.25 mr/hr or 
contamination greater than or equal to 1,000 dpm/100 cm2 
removable? O YES ) NO 

Note: If 5.a, b. c or d is "YESO, complete the ALARA Design 
Review Checklist.  

Originator ising 'Engineir 

3T0sk Prject3ngdier 

3003d



BILL OF MATERIAL RKSHEET -FORM A 
[C. 0(11 -. II * aM-NMStRANS. CODES 11 

I -PRELIMINARY rOo * O F2 3-A~ I~ ON$ 

TO FINMAL.  L".[ C I'I LJOB SEC TION DESCRIPTION LOCATION HNK 

ICATON lWlOR C190ORDE I PRIOME $sU [ SNIP TO RIC FOR I IEnter X itfirm 

o] r RPo g' Iso 1019, owe. I R 5.OB 4TF4 1E1F. ONG. IITH RIP. Ow. IGMRF.O .  

ellsIj 

4SUFFP~ I . 111 $111111141._Poo.  
_______ ____ __ ES ____ ___ __t 14 QUA 53v~ UNI __ IA /rOge oe No.~ MAI/AIAL ,/O I ve4C/" 9/Tf 

0 e3oLO0 w/cle 160 (7 S' e,6- V&t
LA~~~~~~~~i~. e 7__ _ 4_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

I 1 

-5 

C')o 

_ a _ _ -A 1'__ _ /A V Y ' x X-/O 

__ __ L,2 A 6/4- 6l el7 £p-ro'p__ 

O APC 
0RA C H E C K E D O SII G N fO



*0 
BILL OF MATERIAL WORKSHEET -FORM B 

1/J 110 0/Cl I 34 O.8C,;E'v_ SHEE i ZZ 
CARD~g o L2310- .  

L'l[ ___U ___46 CAI' . _______ ~ .~ ~ 1 ~..  
3to. UATXiTK/AT I T~t, 

6?4 L C06 N. MI 
T' 0 r AS T 

4 I' _ _-z 6 A"i4 I [j p )0 

-

__ _TTP 

L~T 0 C A7T 1 m Nl .1 N A Mr,



BILL OF MATERIAL WORKSHEET -FORM A 
Co. ~~ OS 050(5 ~ ~ . N. 50 S~ - *C-( R41 O~ EG. O.  

C ANO 

JOB SCTION OKSCRIPTION ILOCATION HAMIC 

~ IVL oer-00~ 

IICI ATIN WORK OROERpm PRIME $us SHIP TO JMARK PC.ngglr 

L9~" 5 Hr6 1414rIJ jo :r I EA/ CONS/ f 

IST Rep.Owa. 2NO Rep. OWa. SRO Rep. ORG. f 4TH Rep. CIVI. OTH Rep. ORG. GTH ~ Re . W 

SU NO : AT1A4CO O MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
iTE 0. J g.* 

'0 0 

0 3 F ./ATf W' .- (,IN ZY7--7 - 96 

5 
_ _A^T 

- ' A__ 

_ _ _ __OC 
H C E OO E S G K



BILL OF MATERIALOORKSHEET -FORM A 
[CO. 0181CG. "a C1 O ". 8 "M G TRANS.CODES !is 0, Os 0.a 

MJ05 44:, COp O2 S A .3J3_ DOIT 0 

CANOJ0 T ' P SECTIO DESCRIPTION LOCATION NANME 

IleiI1V: 1 1' IDleP e-i341oVo& ISV.  H OrA IION 11104IK 10ODE P[T7S SHIP TO f ARK Pon Enter X itfirm 
21 o~ / 1 , tY~ I4- 1J s IT' -d [F6I -S!T/.5! bdcota.  

31 ] ST REP . IftNO map. 01141 8110 Fo. OR"a. 4rm REP: . 1 Th REp. DWq. I 5 th -rE . G 

31 .... I .I '8~ I~III5 B.e. 1 '.' 

QUA1I~ruIIOI 'd woA MT CRIA 1 COCI MATERIA6. DESCRIPTION nuz.I~'a'~ ITYLII Al ITEM j ______ 

- T T  0:Z kTE I ;; . W ~ 4j~~ :9 8___ 

I v 

00o _ 3 _____01 5 F- t p A~4~ Of-S ___ 

_~~ 2___ A - 5s A5 b6:__ 

_______ -5I R 

0_ CA 2AI '8 _ 

I T_ 

_~~2 A 5 q---5 6 e-~ 8 

DATE AF-POV9 CHIECKED DSIGNIED 

0 Ii :2IL. wi II IF



BILL OF MATERIALIORKSHEET -FORM A 
I-4 I- ~~~PRELIG4SNARY" AV Nt NP 

___ -~ TFINAL Mi05 b/3-A 00I TI ONI 11 
~~~~9~T FIj'kIo HA~ ~ 

II LO CATI I Wa A~J PIE 0IIq IP-TO Enterm X it firm 

16. Pe&/I V01,8:5 11s7-6 0hfA/ e)' 4A/:51 I H 
T ARP. owe " Map. owe. BnD REp. ORG 4TH REF. ORG. SGI4 RIEF. OwE. GT REF. oo 

4 I N ASSm. N~o.  

AM r UUNIV U4T 1L TURIAL COOK AR 4AERIAL OCOCRIPTIO"4 

t~~~~ 4 A_____ ____ 

____Li__ , LA#4-M7 __ 

I____ 4~~ ~~~~ ---eo r-.b,! -- e--Le 

II~L~n I !:: 
_7**T~~ - 1 .iII ___ 

II ~C 1 f' -C 

AIL AP_ _ _9 0.I DESIGNED_ _ _ 

0 
I I I



BILL OF MATERIA*ORKSHEET -FORM A 
IL F 1~ g0. 1o.

--- on F 1125 J z .Ab 72/ 
C APL: 

~ij~~~ ~e- -- -JOB SECTION OESCRIlprioM LOCArioD4 mAmU 

np R W OR CR PRIME SL4P To MARK Hrun~r~rj( 
5- re T 74f C- A/ 66'NCrym I 

IS RE. O"CG 2NO flEe, DO. 3RD REV. OQ. IHRE F. D(G. 5tH PEF. owc., RT EP. owc.  

4 ^ne.tIAo 

iwtT& A I L C CO MTLAIAL cOCCRI0TIQW 
I ..  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _/f 

__~ ~~ ~ 7-____1 _ __ _ 4 

A) 5- - - 6,A I'L 

'I~~~e -ye;, _ _ __ _ _ 

_____ _ _. 5. /C ~J~ "I,~-A & C,'~ K r,



BILL OF MATERIAL *KSHEET - FORM B 

MJ05 1-3440, [71 
J4h 

,0 6~ 

0 3 7 _ _ _ _ 1 A _ _C-f , _- - L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1_ _ _7 N 

zt' _- -- -~/ / g~_ _ _ _ _ _
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STRUCTURAL 
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O~p i-344o0.oBc 
PAG~ a e 

JUAIMARY 

E. VA LUA TED 1'2- U1V6PA1,<?V AIE45 OP T6 /N74, 
5TWUCrU'E FOR/ COANeJ/pN ,-65AR CORPpo 5/ON 

ANYDIEt"'rlCIEr? 744E AREA5 7YAr4QFR50(QL,,,.: 
7- SE MOI,92F/ED /P, 'RE84R CORR~OSION /S L3EYo.-v 

2 PdPOVIoD T7W4 4ccgFPr-4F CR~/re/?//4 

>;3. PROVIDED RFPAj/ t'E74/L5 AND CONST/W;?C-rON . SE~EleACON cAI /DCN S-2 C>,'F D'?AW/NG L' 
v/28C A ND 8 S/z 65 7 AND -597,6Z! 

~ i . RV/SE5V7?i'eFlcVJ '?-r!B4SED UPON T~ovMD,/C-7Dt-.3
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~7Southern California Edison Company tblC*S*YCb 

INTERIM DESIGN CHANGE ~ -Z* -~~0c 

NOTICE 4 IDCN) / DESIGN r-7.,.~-. .. _____________ 

CHANGE NOTICE (DCN) 55'P40 dv ~(For OC 2&3 

7.CJ* &,AII 

LUJ 

0Ii~SeA A/10 6 

2.- Otheri- fece Pouar 

LjN.one 
DSpecific affected documents are listed on the MC123) 184 
associated with the source document checked below: 

CThis DOP (Formns MI(123) 183 and MC(123) 184 attached) 

This FIDCN.!DCN (Forms MC123, 183 and MC123) 184 attached) 

UThe following document: 

3. Affected Systems e ;3AIC (& 

4. SCE Design Approvals '' "2/ 
NVUCLEAR GIENSMATION SIrTI DCPARTMENT CF40IF49RING AND CON~STRUCTION EA1ET'E L 

O~CS C? WV

.sysc...stO A1.  

C -. C.. an .k~mv, MS 

.. O@'t..CS..t~~>1 
Ljv 0Mt ~t . . . . 5 

Con.,ers~on to DCN Date.



S~"ouhern CaIlornia Edison Company Liiapts"ocFq Poi 
Song~s 1, 2 & 3 

SINTERIM DESIGN CHANGE___________________ 
NOTICE (IDCN)/DESlGN 10ck umu 5-.  

CHANGE NOTICE (DCN) CCC 

SUPPLEMENTAL PAGE 

BEFORE
Date ag ujPaeof 

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE 

wJ 

.. ....... ....

..... .... .. .:..:.::::::::.::::.:::.::.:.:.:..4:::....:::........:.:. ......... ............................... . . . .  

9 Z S.I?9-a CMv gI/s



-4 , Southern California Edison Company NI 7SM0P o 

Sonqs1.2 & 3 

SINTERIM DESIGN CHANGE ___________________ 

NOTICE (IDCN )/DE SIGN *c.~~-
CHANGE NOTICE (DCN) C..  

sLJPPL~EErAL. PAGE 

AFTER 
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0 

SACRIFICIAL AN0DE SCHEDULE 

-- - . :OF ODES 

PER PLATE 
PLATE LENGTH 

More than 9'-0" 3 
tut less than and 
including 13'-D" 

More than 13'-0" 4 
but less than and 
including 17'-0" 

More than 17' -0" 5 

.otes For Anode Installation 

1. Maximum anode spacing shall be 60" 1 6".  

2. After completion of bolting, bolt/nut/washer assembly on top of 
anode shall be coated per general note no. lE.  

3. Zinc anode shall be 1" X 9" 0, 16 pounds, federated metals, type CZ-9 
W/ 1/2" .O. embeded galvanized sleeve or approved equal.  
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Notes For Anode Installation 

1. Maximum anode spacing shall be 60" 6.  

2. After completion of bolting, bolt/nut/washer assembly on top of 
anode shall be coated per general note no. IE.  

3. Zinc anode shall be 1" X 9" 0, 16 pounds, federated metals, type CZ-9 
W/ 1/2" I.D. embeded galvanized sleeve or approved equal.  
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CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ASSESSMENT Page 1 1 I I DC -400CI DCP 1-3440.08C 
DATE July 14, 1988 

1 A) LIST OF EQUIPMENT BEING MODIFIED.  
I Listing of electrical circuits, line numbers, equipment numbers, support numbers.  I structural column numbers, etc.  II 

Walls, ceiling Unit 1 Intake Structure II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

List ng hal in lud all equ pmet ad c mpo equsipmnth numer sec i e ta e o a 

I I I I I I 

equ pme t r c mpo en I. . n mb rs. and co mon nam s f u p ortn mb rs.  

I I 
I I 

I I 
*II 

WI B) LIST SAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT IN THE AREA.  

No safety related equipment in area of proposed repairs.  

(teams:163p70)



DCP # -344o.o C REV. O HEEr. OF f- 7 

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ASSESSMENT Page 2 

I DCP 1-3440.08C 

IC) SPECIFIC CONSTR-T-N ACTIVITIES 

I List and give description of Specific Unique Construction Activities not addressed, 
Iin approved procedures. This would include (but not be limited to) such items as I the transport of extraordinary heavy items to and within the construction areas 1 removal or addition of missile protection, unusual radiation shielding, personne I or equipment protection requirements etc. Include precautions identified to protect I equipment or components listed in Item B (for consideration in the prepar atio p of the CSE).  

ALL DESCRIBED ACTIVITIES TO BE PERFORMED UNDERWATER: 1. Install scaffold as required.  
2. Core drill holes.  
3. Clean concrete surfaces at strap plate location.  4. Rough up concrete surfaces on inside of core hole.  5. Inject marine epoxy gel into core hole and insert 10 0 diam. monel bolt, and install template to center bolt in hole.  
6. After marine epoxy has cured install strap plates, applying 1/2 thick coat of marine epoxy between plate and concrete surface, and hand tighten nuts, assuring a good mating surface.  
7. Torque bolts after 2 days.  

0) TEMPORARY DIFICATIONS OR TEMPORARY CHANGES 
List and give description of Temporary modifications or temporary changes to the 
permanent plant necessary to facilitate construction.  

I None 

Preparer Gary _. Bennwit 
Date 7/14/88 

Approved by 
D Date 7L-.8 

(teams:163p7l)


